
To: The Honorable Perla Tabares Hantman, Chairwoman 
 and Members, Miami-Dade County School Board 

Dr. Jose L. Dotres, Superintendent of Schools, M-DCPS 

From: Felix Jimenez, Inspector General 

Date: March 3, 2022 

Subject: OIG Final Report of Investigation- Able Business Services, Inc.’s 
Performance Cleaning School Buses under M-DCPS Contract,  
Ref. SB21-0001-SI 

Enclosed please find a copy of the Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS) Office 
of the Inspector General (OIG) Final Report. The investigation concerned Able Business 
Services, Inc.’s performance cleaning school buses under M-DCPS contract. 

This report, as a draft, was provided to William L. Berry, Able’s President. A written 
response, additional documents, and a supplemental response were received and are 
incorporated into this Final Report as Appendix 1, 2, and 3, respectively.    

The OIG would like to thank all parties involved for their cooperation during this 
investigation. 

Enclosure 

cc: Jose Bueno, Chief of Staff
Jon Goodman, Chief Auditor 
Mario A. De Barros, Chief Procurement Officer 
Walter J. Harvey, School Board Attorney 
Orlando L. Alonso, Administrative Director 
Individuals previously provided with the draft report
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I. INTRODUCTION & SYNOPSIS 

 

The Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS) Office of the Inspector General 

(OIG) began an investigation predicated on information received from Orlando Alonso,  

Administrative Director of M-DCPS Department of Transportation.  Mr. Alonso relayed 

to the OIG that he had numerous concerns with Able Business Services, Inc. (ABLE), a 

janitorial services provider that had been awarded a  contract to disinfect, sanitize and 

clean the district’s school bus fleet.  The contract required using “approved EPA 

coronavirus disinfectants” and targeting mold/mildew, coronavirus and microbial 

contamination, etc.  The term of the contract was from October 5, 2020, through June 

30, 2021.  Among Mr. Alonso’s concerns were: 1) ABLE was not using an EPA-

approved coronavirus disinfectant and failed to provide a sample with the appropriate 

paperwork for testing and approval although the Administrative Director had requested 

the sample numerous times, and 2) ABLE employees were not adequately sanitizing 

and cleaning the buses leaving them dirty and covered in mold and mildew.  While the 

referral contained numerous additional concerns, due to the health and safety risks 

posed by inadequate cleaning, the OIG focused its active investigation on these issues.     

 

During this investigation, OIG Special Agents conducted surveillance, bus inspections, 

and interviews.  Additionally, OIG Special Agents obtained a video recording depicting 

ABLE employees demonstrating their cleaning and sanitizing process for the M-DCPS 

Transportation Department.  The OIG Special Agents watched the video recorded 

demonstration for a clearer understanding of the sanitizing and cleaning process to be 

performed by ABLE under the contract.  As a result, the OIG’s investigation revealed 

that ABLE employees in many instances were not sanitizing and cleaning the school 

buses as required by the contract (or as demonstrated by ABLE in the video recording), 

putting the District’s children and bus drivers in danger of contracting the coronavirus or 

some other microbial infection from the surfaces that were not sanitized and cleaned.  

The investigation revealed buses were not being sufficiently sanitized and cleaned and, 

in some cases, buses were not sanitized or cleaned at all.  OIG Special Agents 

inspected buses that were purportedly sanitized and cleaned but oftentimes, the buses 

had dirt and/or debris on the floor, dashboard, seats, and mold/mildew on the seats.  

OIG Special Agents observed ABLE employees lounging inside buses, and some 

employees arriving at staggered times when the work hours were 4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.  

Despite multiple attempts by the M-DCPS Transportation Department to highlight and 

bring the poor performance to ABLE’s attention, cleanliness issues continued inclusive 

of mold and mildew on the school buses.  This resulted in the M-DCPS OIG initiating an 

investigation in February of 2021.  
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II. OIG JURISDICTION AND AUTHORITY 

 

The OIG provides inspector general services to M-DCPS pursuant to an Interlocal 

Agreement (ILA) between the School Board of Miami-Dade County and Miami-Dade 

County.  The ILA governs the scope and jurisdiction of the OIG’s activities.  Among the 

authority, jurisdiction, responsibilities, and functions conferred upon the OIG through the 

ILA is the authority and jurisdiction to investigate M-DCPS affairs, including the power to 

review past, present, and proposed programs, accounts, records, contracts, and 

transactions.  The OIG shall have the power to require reports and the production of 

records from the M-DCPS Superintendent, School Board members, School District 

departments and allied organizations, and School District officers and employees, 

regarding any matter within the jurisdiction of the OIG.   

 

III. INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY & SCOPE 

 

During the course of this investigation, the OIG interviewed M-DCPS employees and 

ABLE employees.  The OIG also reviewed M-DCPS email communications, and other 

records and documentation, including the contract M-DCPS entered into with ABLE.  In 

addition, the OIG conducted surveillances at the seven M-DCPS Transportation Centers 

and conducted inspections of the buses after the cleaning process was completed by 

ABLE employees.  In addition to the sanitization and cleaning issues and the use of a 

product that did not meet the efficacy requirements, the referral contained numerous 

other concerns that the OIG will address in a second report that will follow.  

 

This investigation was conducted in accordance with the Principles and Standards of 

Offices of Inspector General as promulgated by the Association of Inspectors General.   

 

IV. ENTITY COVERED IN THIS REPORT   

 

Able Business Services, Inc. (ABLE) 

 

Able Business Services Inc. was incorporated on November 28, 2001, as a Florida for 

profit corporation.  Its principal place of business is 1234 NW 79 Street, Miami, FL 

33134.  According to Florida Department of State, Division of Corporations records, 

William L. Berry has been the President and Registered Agent since 2001.  Mr. Berry 

executed and is listed as the contact and President/CEO in the contract at issue in this 

report.   
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V. BACKGROUND 

 

In March 2020, as the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic became increasingly severe, 

M-DCPS eliminated in-class learning for its students and pivoted to on-line learning.  In 

October 2020, as the effects began to diminish, M-DCPS opted to open schools to in-

class learning on a limited basis and activated its bus fleet to transport students to and 

from schools.  This action prompted M-DCPS to seek a cleaning service to clean and 

sanitize its bus fleet to curtail the spread of the virus and to keep the students and staff 

safe. M-DCPS entered into an agreement with ABLE to provide this service beginning 

October 5, 2020 through June 30, 2021.1  The contract stated in part that ABLE would 

provide cleaning services using EPA-approved coronavirus disinfectant to sanitize the 

fleet of school buses and provide trash removal.  Cleaning areas included, but were not 

limited to, windshields, windows, floors, walls, seats, ceiling, entryways, and the driver 

area.  The contractor was required to target mold, mildew, and microbial contamination.  

The contractor was also to provide all labor, equipment, EPA approved coronavirus 

disinfectants, personal protective equipment (PPE) such as masks, gloves, etc., tools, 

mandatory safety vests and all other work incidentals required to provide these 

services.  (Exhibit 1) 

 

The contract, through its attached exhibits, provided additional detail as to the location 

of the buses, bus types, number of buses, and estimated staffing levels.  The contract 

states that ABLE anticipates starting the contract work with 32 employees, but that 

overall staffing may be 32 to 40 employees.  It also states that the School District may 

increase or decrease the staffing level with advance written notice to ABLE.  Further, 

the contract lists the seven transportation centers and states the number of buses at 

each location. 

 

In a separate document that ABLE provided to the M-DCPS Transportation Department 

at the onset of the contract, ABLE identifies its assigned personnel by name for each 

center.  While the document lists the names of 40 individuals needing access to the 

various transportation centers, next to each center is the number of employees 

presumably assigned to work each location.  The bottom of the document contains a 

 
1 M-DCPS procured the services of ABLE by accessing an existing Miami-Dade County contract for 
janitorial services.  Miami-Dade County Contract No. 9562-5/22 is referenced in the “Agreement Form for 
Contracted Services.”  The OIG notes that Contract No. 9562-5/22 is a prequalification pool.  Contract 
awards are made based on competitive price quotes for specified services.  Two Request for Quotes 
RFQs are also referenced in the M-DCPS Agreement Form.  As mentioned earlier, other issues involving 
ABLE’s contract with M-DCPS will be addressed in a separate report.  
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notation that some individuals are pending fingerprint checks.  In total, the document 

shows a deployment of 32 ABLE employees, plus Mark Mills as the designated Contract 

Manager who will need access to each of the seven sites.  The document also provides 

the identities of additional personnel, some pending fingerprint criminal history checks.  

Table 1 below compiles information from Exhibit B to the contract and the 

aforementioned staffing document provided to the Transportation Department   

 

Table 1:  Buses and Staffing by Transportation Center   

 

Transportation 

Center 

 

Address 

 

Number of Buses 

by Center 

Number of ABLE 

Employees 

Assigned to Each 

Center 

North  16150 NW 42nd Ave. 

Miami, FL 

166 5 

South  660 SW 3rd Ave.  

Florida City, FL 

126 4 

Northeast  5901 NW 27th Ave.  

Miami, FL 

177 6 

Southwest  15501 SW 117th Ave., Miami, FL 201 6 

Northwest  9900 NW South River Dr., 

Medley, FL 

84 3 

Central West  13775 NW 6th St. 

Miami, FL 

159 5 

John H. Schee  2755 NW 122nd St.  

Miami, FL 

86 3 

 32 ABLE employees 

plus one roving 

contract manager 

 

 

VI. ABLE PERFORMANCE CONCERNS AND ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY M-DCPS 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION  

 

On October 1, 2020, Mr. Alonso, contacted ABLE and requested that it provide the 

name of the product that would be used to sanitize and clean the buses along with the 
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Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).2  Mr. Alonso also requested that a sample of the 

product be submitted directly to Dr. Alberto Velazquez at the M-DCPS’ Department of 

Materials Testing and Evaluation (MT&E) for testing and approval.  Additionally, Mr. 

Alonso asked ABLE to provide a demonstration of the sanitization and cleaning 

process. 

 

The ABLE Proposal Coordinator, Derek Williams, responded to Mr. Alonso in an email 

that the sample would be sent on that same day, and the demonstration would take 

place on October 2, 2020, as requested.3  (It should be noted that ABLE was familiar 

with this process from past experience under other contracts with M-DCPS.) 

 

The demonstration took place on the date scheduled, however, ABLE failed to properly 

provide the sample of the product to be tested as agreed to in Mr. Williams’ email. In 

fact, it took ABLE over two months to properly provide its product for testing. The 

contract went into effect on October 5, 2020, even absent this submission.  

Consequently, ABLE was using a product, until the middle of January 2021, that was 

not approved by M-DCPS, and that did not meet the efficacy standard for disinfecting 

and sanitizing pursuant Florida School Plant Management Association (FSPMA)4 

Specifications.5  

 

During ABLE’s presentation on October 2, a District Analyst at the Southwest 

Transportation Center observed, and video recorded the demonstration on her iPhone.6  

The District Analyst narrated the video and asked questions of the ABLE employees 

doing the cleaning presentation.  The video shows a table with supplies that include four 

electrostatic sprayers, two gallons of Lysol, four sprayer bottles labeled Lysol, a blower, 

a generator, and other cleaning items.  One ABLE employee took the temperature of all 

the employees present  and informed the District Analyst that they take the temperature 

of all employees every day when they arrive for work.  Two ABLE employees suited up 

 
2 MSDS is a detailed informational document prepared by the manufacturer or importer of a hazardous 
chemical. It describes the physical and chemical properties of the product. 
3 Mr. Williams’ email included a cc: to Mr. Berry and Ted Williams.  Ted Williams is the Janitorial Services 
Director for ABLE.  
4 FSPMA has developed specifications for products used in schools and colleges.  It evaluates products 
using the M-DCPS Materials Testing Lab to determine if the product meets specifications, and, if so, the 
product is placed on the FSPMA certified products list.   
5 This is not the first time that M-DCPS had issues with ABLE regarding the use of an unauthorized 
product.  In 2018, ABLE contracted with M-DCPS for a specific product and ABLE used a different 
product and disputed the use of the product after the contract had been negotiated and signed.   
6 OIG Special Agents obtained a copy of the video recording. 
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in plastic gowns7 while another taped the cuffs of the gown sleeves to the gloves the 

employees were wearing before they went into the bus to sanitize it with the 

electrostatic sprayer.8  As seen in the video and narrated by the District Analyst, the two 

ABLE employees entered the bus using the electrostatic sprayer and sprayed all the 

surfaces, including the three sides of the bench seats (front/back and seat), ceiling, 

doors, and air conditioning unit.  After the electrostatic sprayer was used, one ABLE 

employee used a leaf blower to dry and remove the dirt and debris. In the final stage, 

four ABLE employees sprayed, using the spray bottles labelled Lysol, the commonly 

touched surfaces and wiped down the excess solution.  According to the District 

Analyst, as narrated in the video, the sanitization and cleaning process for one 

standard-sized school bus took approximately 28 minutes. 

 

On December 2, 2020, Mr. Alonso sent an email to William Berry asking him why he 

had failed to submit a sample of the product and information on the product ABLE was 

using to be tested by MT&E for efficacy, allergic reactions, and any other related issues. 

Mr. Alonso, in a second email on December 3, 2020, also informed Mr. Berry that he 

(Mr. Alonso) had received numerous complaints from bus drivers about inadequate 

cleaning and sanitizing of their buses.  The complaints included not only that the buses 

were not cleaned properly but that some had extensive mold/mildew on the seats.  One 

bus reportedly even had cobwebs.  Mr. Alonso during a spot check took pictures of the 

bus seats covered in mold/mildew and included the pictures in emails to Mr. Berry.  

(Composite Exhibit 2)  

 

Mr. Berry responded to Mr. Alonso’s email stating that he had provided the sample to 

Dr. Velazquez for testing back on October 1, 2020, and again on October 14 or 15, 

2020. In an email Dr. Velazquez informed Mr. Alonso that he had not received the 

proper information from ABLE therefore the testing was not conducted.9    

 

Mr. Alonso scheduled a meeting on December 15, 2020, with ABLE to discuss the 

concerns that had been raised.  The issues discussed during the meeting included 

ABLE’s failure to provide the adequate paperwork and sample of the product for 

analysis and testing; the mold and mildew on the seats and seatbelts; ABLE’s lack of 

 
7 Per the ABLE supervisor, the plastic gown is used only if the ABLE supervisor is informed that there was 
a COVID infected person riding on the bus.  If not, regular PPE is used.   
8 Also referred to as a “fogger” by ABLE employees. 
9 In an email dated October 23, 2020, Dr. Velazquez reminded  Mr. Berry that he could not test the 
sample until he complied with the requisites, i.e., filling out the proper information on the forms, paying the 
proper testing fee, and that he was still waiting for Mr. Berry’s chemist to call him as they had previously 
agreed to.   
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quality control inspections to ensure employees were properly cleaning the buses; 

ABLE’s failure to provide a daily list of cleaned buses so the District could spot check, 

etc.10   

 

Although Mr. Alonso requested─as far back as October 1, 2020─that ABLE provide the 

sample of its sanitizing and cleaning product for testing, it was not until December 15, 

2020, that ABLE provided the information to the MT&E needed to finalize the product 

testing.11  On January 15, 2021, MT&E informed Mr. Berry, Mr. Alonso, and other 

individuals that the  product ABLE was using to clean and sanitize the school buses did 

not comply with the specification requirements and failed on two levels—cleaning 

efficiency and non-volatile content.  (Composite Exhibit 3) For over three months, 

ABLE had been using a cleaning product that was not approved by the District and 

when tested, failed the efficacy test.   

 

ABLE was given the name of other approved products that could be used, and on 

January 20, 2021, Mr. Berry informed M-DCPS Chief Procurement Officer Mario De 

Barros and Mr. Alonso that he had ordered “a substantial amount of Micro Chem Plus,” 

which was due to arrive on January 21, 2021.12   Mr. Berry acknowledged that the M-

DCPS Department of Plant Operations13 provided him with a list of EPA/CDC approved 

COVID-19 disinfectants as far back as October 2020,14 but he went ahead and used the 

product because of its availability and cost.  Because the product Mr. Berry was using 

(Lysol Clean and Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner Lemon Scent) was not an approved 

FSPMA product, he was directed to provide a sample for testing.15    Mr. Berry failed to 

correctly provide the sample for testing of the product and continued to use it to sanitize 

and clean the buses for three months.  Despite Mr. Alonso and his Department’s 

attempts to address the disinfecting, sanitizing, and cleaning concerns, problems 

persisted, and Mr. Alonso referred these concerns to the OIG seeking an independent 

review of the service.16 

 
10 There were other issues discussed such as invoicing, which we do not address in this report. 
11 M-DCPS was closed for winter recess beginning December 21, 2020 to January 4, 2021.   
12 Micro Chem Plus is one of the approved chemicals on the list of approved chemicals published on M-
DCPS website. 
13 Plant Operations serves as the professional custodial consultant and provides support to ensure 
District facilities are clean, safe, and sanitary for all students, faculty, and visitors.  Additionally, Plant 
Operations provides protocols & pandemic informational training. 
14 There are numerous misstatements in this email that are not addressed, at this time, in this report. 
15 Any product used by vendors or by M-DCPS Plant Operations that is not an FSPMA-approved product 
is required to be tested by MT&E for the safety of M-DCPS employees and school children.   
16 Mr. Alonso also had to deal with other serious issues related to ABLE at the transportation centers. For 
example, there were a couple of incidents involving ABLE employees that required the Miami-Dade 
School Police (M-DSP) to respond; one incident resulted in the arrest of an ABLE employee.  
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VII. INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS 

 

The OIG began this investigation by going to each transportation center and discreetly 

observing the activities of the ABLE employees.  The ABLE employee shifts started at 

4:30 p.m. and ended at 1:00 a.m.  The OIG Special Agents interviewed the employees 

as to their training, their understanding of the cleaning and sanitization process as 

required by the contract, and their work hours.  Additionally, OIG Special Agents 

conducted random inspections of the buses that were reportedly sanitized and cleaned.  

Below is an accounting of the OIG Special Agents’ observations. 

 

Between April 6, 2021 through May 20, 2021, the OIG initiated surveillances, interviews, 

and inspections of the school buses at the seven M-DCPS transportation centers.  OIG 

Special Agents arrived at the transportation centers prior to the beginning of the ABLE 

employee shifts and positioned themselves in order to discreetly observe their activities 

for a minimum of one hour.  Four OIG Special Agents each observed one of the 

centers.17 Immediately after the observations, OIG Special Agents interviewed the 

ABLE employees present at the transportation centers and conducted inspections of the 

buses.  On May 20, 2021, the full team of OIG Special Agents conducted a surveillance 

during the entire ABLE shift, 430 p.m. to 1:00 a.m., at the Southwest Transportation 

Center.   

 

OIG SURVEILLANCE, INSPECTIONS, AND INTERVIEWS  

 

Southwest Transportation Center – April 6, 2021 

 

4:20 p.m. – OIG Special Agent setup for observation near the southwest corner of the 

vehicle maintenance building.  

 

4:30 p.m. -  Two ABLE employees were observed in and around vehicles parked along 

the west side of the vehicle maintenance building.18 

 

4:45 p.m. -  A white Nissan minivan arrived and parked next to the other ABLE 

employee vehicles. The occupant, later identified as ABLE Supervisor Mark Mills, 

remained in the van. Supervisor Mills is ABLE’s countywide roving supervisor. 

 
17 All surveillance times in this report are approximate. 
18 ABLE employees were wearing dark blue t-shirts with white lettering identifying ABLE and tan colored 
pants. Most employees were also wearing their issued M-DCPS contract photo ID card on a lanyard. 
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4:50 p.m. - Several female and three male ABLE employees walked to the fuel island 

and ABLE storage container area near the southwest corner of the yard. One of the 

employees retrieved the utility wagon.  

 

5:00 p.m. – Eight ABLE employees walked towards the westernmost row (Row G) of 

buses and gathered by the first bus, Bus No. 37469. During this same time, Supervisor  

Mills got out of the minivan and walked behind the bus wash/fuel island to the ABLE 

storage container and then returned to his minivan. 

 

5:04 p.m. -  Supervisor Mills walked away from his minivan and into the vehicle 

maintenance building. 

 

5:05 p.m. - ABLE crew opened the rear exit door for the first, second, and fourth buses 

in Row G.  

 

5:08 p.m. -  Supervisor Mills returned to his minivan, retrieved a spray bottle, and 

walked to the group of ABLE employees by the first row of buses. 

 

5:09 p.m. – ABLE employees were observed filling their individual spray bottles from a 

larger container in the utility wagon. 

 

5:14 p.m. -  ABLE employee opened the rear exit door of Bus No. 37386, the third bus 

in the Row G. 

 

5:27 p.m. -  A group of ABLE employees walked towards and gathered near the first 

few buses in Row G, while one employee pulled the utility wagon.  

 

5:28 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed, through the open rear exit door of Bus 

38469 in Row G, an ABLE employee spraying passenger seats with spray bottle. The 

same activity was observed occurring in the fourth bus in Row G 

 

5:30 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent DH observed ABLE employee sweeping the rear of the 

fourth bus parked in Row G.  

 

5:36 p.m. -  The same ABLE employee was observed wiping down the inside of the 

rear exit door of the fourth bus parked in Row G. 
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5:40 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent DH left and relocated to Central West Transportation 

Center for surveillance, interviews, and inspections at that facility.  

 

10:00 p.m. -  OIG Special Agents DH and JG arrived at the Southwest Transportation 

Center to continue observations, conduct interviews, and inspections.  Upon arrival, the 

M-DCPS security officer informed OIG Special Agents that all ABLE employees were on 

their dinner break in the break room located inside the vehicle maintenance building.  

Surveillance was set up to observe the ABLE employees leave from the building and 

resume their duties.   

 

10:35 p.m. -  OIG Special Agents DH and JG observed an ABLE employee leave the 

building and stand by a vehicle parked along the west side of the building.  The 

employee spoke briefly on a cellular telephone and re-entered the building.   

 

10:48 p.m. -  The same ABLE employee, previously observed using a cellular 

telephone, left the building and stood in the parking lot alone.   

 

10:51 p.m. - The remaining seven ABLE employees left the building, joined the other 

ABLE employee, and all gathered in the parking lot. All eight ABLE employees then 

walked towards the middle of Row  G buses, while one employee pulled the utility 

wagon containing a bucket and rags.  Subsequently, OIG  Special Agents walked into 

the vehicle  maintenance building and took photographs of the breakroom.   

  

11:14 p.m. -  OIG Special Agents DH and JG left the building and observed all eight 

ABLE employees walking back towards the vehicle maintenance building and away 

from the rows of buses.  One employee was pulling the utility wagon containing the 

bucket and rags. 

 

11:16 p.m. -  OIG Special Agents DH and JG observed all eight ABLE employees enter 

Bus 37554 parked along the west side of the vehicle maintenance building, in front of 

one of the service bay rollup doors. The utility wagon containing the bucket and rags 

was left outside of the passenger side of the bus.  All eight ABLE employees remained 

inside this bus until OIG Special Agents DH and JG approached them at approximately 

12:19 a.m.  

 

12:19 a.m. -  OIG Special Agents DH and JG observed all eight ABLE employees sitting 

inside Bus 37554 bus for approximately one hour and three minutes.  Upon entering the 

bus, OIG Special Agents DH and JG observed all employees sitting down inside the bus 
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having a conversation.  OIG Special Agents DH and JG observed  and photographed 

one employee sitting in the driver’s seat looking at his cellular telephone.  Another 

employee left the bus with her hand covering her face to avoid the camera.  Observing 

the camera, the remaining employees stood up from their seats. (See Composite 

Exhibit 4)  

  

OIG Inspection  

 

OIG Special Agents DH and JG conducted a random inspection of  six buses that ABLE 

employees had purportedly cleaned throughout the yard.  All buses had the keys in the 

ignition.  Most of the seatbelts in the buses were not straightened out over the backs of 

the seats as required by the cleaning protocols described by ABLE supervisors.  

Instead, most seatbelts were either tucked into the backs of the seats, to the side of the 

seats, or clumped together towards the back of the seats. The six buses inspected and 

photographed had dirt and dust, including mold, and appeared not to have been swept, 

cleaned, or sanitized.  (Composite Exhibit 5)    

 

Interview of ABLE On-Site Supervisor 

 

OIG Special Agents interviewed the ABLE on-site Supervisor Vanessa Briena. 

Supervisor Briena has been employed with ABLE for approximately five years.  She 

stated that she attended several training sessions on general cleaning of buildings and 

buses but has never been trained for the M-DCPS school bus contract.  Supervisor 

Briena stated she assigns two employees to sanitize and clean a bus, which takes 

approximately twenty minutes per bus.  Supervisor Briena advised that the buses have 

the keys in the ignition switch, and they activate the bus interior ceiling lights as needed.  

OIG Special Agents observed that the bus interior overhead lights provide only limited 

ambient light. 

 

Supervisor Briena also stated that post cleaning she conducts a quality assurance 

check to make sure that every bus was properly cleaned. The OIG Special Agents 

completed their observations and inspection at 12:50 a.m.  The OIG Special Agents 

never observed Supervisor Briena inspecting any of the buses. 

 

Central West Transportation Center – April 6, 2021 

 

3:30 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG set up surveillance with a clear view of the locked 

ABLE storage container.   
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4:40 p.m. – Two ABLE employees (later identified as DF and RO) were observed 

walking across the parking lot to the ABLE storage container.  Both employees were 

observed unlocking and opening the storage container to extract buckets and pull a 

utility wagon.  The OIG Special Agent JG did not observe the removal of the 

electrostatic sprayer from the storage container.  One ABLE employee placed 

chemicals into the buckets from a blue container located by the fuel pumps.19  

(Composite Exhibit 6)     

 

4:48 p.m. – ABLE Employees DF and RO  left the storage container with the utility 

wagon in tow and headed towards the school buses in the yard.  There were no other 

employees observed at this time.  ABLE Employees DF and RO appeared to be looking 

for the remaining members of their team because they kept looking back towards the 

main entry gate and using their cellular telephones. OIG Special Agent JG continued his 

surveillance from his vantage point but lost sight of the two ABLE employees but 

maintained a direct visual on the storage container and the 55 gallon blue container. 

 

6:00 p.m. -  ABLE employee (later identified as DJ) was observed arriving at the facility.  

ABLE Employee DJ went to the security officer’ post and spent approximately 15 

minutes speaking with the officer. An ABLE employee who appeared to be ABLE 

Employee RO joined him during the conversation. 

 

6:10 p.m. – OIG Special Agents observed ABLE’s Contract Manager Mills20 arrive at 

the facility in a white minivan.21  Mr. Mills remained speaking with the security officer 

before entering the yard.  He repositioned his vehicle by the north side of the garage 

near the fuel pumps and met with ABLE on-site Supervisor Teria Williams who was 

seated in a black Toyota Camry with dark tinted windows.   

  

6:15 p.m. -  ABLE Employee RO, observed earlier at 6:00 p.m., walked up and joined 

Supervisor Williams and Mr. Mills, next to Supervisor Williams’ car. 

 

 
19 The chemical identified by its label as Xiameter™ MEM-0349 Emulsion is not on the list of M-DCPS 
approved chemicals.  Pursuant to the M-DCPS chemist, and the product specifications on DOW’s 
(manufacturer’s) website, this product is used to provide gloss when applied to a surface like vinyl and as 
a water repellent.  It is not for sanitization or cleaning and preventing mold/mildew.   
20 Contract Manager Mills is in charge of visiting all seven transportation centers during the shift to make 
sure everyone is doing their job. 
21 This is the same minivan observed at Southwest Transportation Center. 
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6:16 p.m. - ABLE Employee DJ was observed walking into the yard towards the buses 

holding a rag.  

  

6:30 p.m. - Supervisor Williams relocated her car underneath the main entrance 

overhang, and Supervisor Mills simultaneously walked to the security officer post.  OIG 

Special Agent DH relocated on foot to several buses along the northern most fence line 

to attempt to observe what the ABLE employees were doing near the middle of the 

yard. 

 

6:50 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee DF back at the ABLE 

container, and it seemed as if he retrieved a rag. 

 

6:50 p.m. – A few seconds later, OIG Special Agent DH also observed ABLE Employee 

DF exit Bus 37619 with an unknown item in his hand, he walked to a trash can near the 

front of Bus 37618 and discarded the item. He obtained a spray bottle from the utility 

wagon at the rear of Bus 37619 and reentered Bus 37619. After about a minute, he left 

and then entered Bus 37618.  

 

6:55 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH  observed ABLE Employee RO leave Bus 37619 

with a rag and spray bottle in hand, close the main door and enter Bus 37618. 

 

6:56 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed ABLE Employee DF leave Bus 37618 and 

enter Bus No. 37590, with rag and spray bottle in hand. 

 

6:57 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH  observed ABLE Employee RO leave Bus 37618 

and ABLE Employee DF leave Bus No. 37590. 

 

7:14 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee DF enter Bus No. 37611 

from the front entrance of the bus.  Observed spraying the driver seat, dash, steering 

wheel and wiping the driver seat.  Simultaneously, OIG Special Agent DH observed 

ABLE Employee RO enter Bus 37597 and spray seats, belts, windows, driver’s area 

including multiple switches and then wiped with the rag. ABLE Employee RO was 

wearing a standard disposable surgical style mask and disposable rubber gloves. 

 

7:16 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed Supervisor Williams drive through the row 

of buses, near Bus 37597, 37611, and 37613. Supervisor Williams was observed 

driving through the row of buses looking at the OIG Special Agents that were out in the 
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open at this time.  Supervisor Williams did not get out of her vehicle, nor did she inspect 

any of these buses at this time.   

 

7:20 p.m. -  ABLE Employee DF got off Bus No. 37611 and sprayed the entry door from 

the exterior. ABLE Employee DF spent approximately 6 minutes cleaning  Bus No. 

37611.   

 

7:21 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent DH observed Supervisor Williams drive back to the area 

near Bus 37611, 37597 and 37613  where she was observed at 7:16 p.m.   (Based on 

OIG Special Agent DH’s observations, Supervisor Williams supervised the ABLE 

employees while driving around in her car.  She never got out of her car until the OIG 

Special Agents approached her.) 

 

7:22 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee RO enter Bus No. 37600, 

spraying the entry door, sweeping the driver area of the bus, and spraying the interior of 

the bus starting at the front of the bus.  She got off the bus at approximately 7:26 p.m., 

taking approximately four minutes to clean the bus.   

 

7:28 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE employee DF cleaning the interior of 

Bus 37601.  

 

7:30 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH met with Supervisor Williams for an interview.  OIG 

Special Agent JG continued observing the ABLE employees.   

 

7:33 p.m.  – OIG Special Agent JG observed both ABLE Employees DF and RO enter 

Bus 37609.  ABLE Employee RO sprayed and swept the driver area while Employee DF 

was observed spraying seats and placing seat belts on the seats.  They left the bus at 

approximately 7:37 p.m.  ABLE Employees DF and RO spent approximately four 

minutes cleaning this bus.  OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee RO spray 

only the right side of the entry handle panel and two areas of the driver’s console and 

not wipe them dry. 

 

7:37 p.m. -  ABLE Employees DF and RO were again observed entering Bus 37602 

and sweeping the driver area, spraying, and wiping the seats.  At no time did they use 

an electrostatic sprayer to sanitize the buses as demonstrated by ABLE as part of the 

cleaning process.  Both employees left the bus at approximately 7:43 p.m., spending 

approximately six minutes cleaning the bus.    
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7:57 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent JG observed, for the first time, ABLE Employee FM.  

ABLE Employee FM was not observed arriving at the yard.  ABLE Employee FM 

entered Bus 32112 and was first observed using a spray bottle and spraying the entry 

door, driver area and seats of the bus.  He was observed using the flashlight from his 

personal cell phone and not a flashlight.  He walked off the bus at approximately 8:00 

p.m. spending approximately 3 minutes cleaning the bus.  

 

OIG Inspection 

 

OIG Special Agents, accompanied by ABLE on-site Supervisor Teria Williams, 

conducted an inspection of buses.  Supervisor Williams and ABLE Employee DJ 

pointed out the mold/mildew on Bus 37620, which had not been cleaned yet, 

commenting on the condition of the buses before ABLE cleans them.22  

   

Supervisor Williams escorted the OIG Special Agents to the ABLE storage container 

and cleaning chemical storage container, where she provided a brief explanation of 

each. She also provided a basic explanation of the electrostatic sprayer device, which 

was stored inside the container.  It should be noted that the electrostatic sprayer 

remained in the ABLE storage container the entire time during this surveillance, as 

observed by OIG Special Agent JG.  (See Composite Exhibit 6)  At no time did any 

ABLE employee use the electrostatic sprayer during their cleaning process while the 

OIG Special Agents were conducting their surveillance.  The electrostatic sprayer is 

supposed to be used first prior to the ABLE employees cleaning and sanitizing the 

buses. 

 

Interview of ABLE On-Site Supervisor 

 

After the surveillance was terminated, OIG Special Agents interviewed Supervisor Teria 

Williams with her direct supervisor on speakerphone.  Supervisor Williams stated she 

has been an ABLE employee for approximately a year.  She stated during her interview 

that she and all ABLE employees attended a two-day training where they received 

information on cleaning buses, COVID, and chemicals.  The training was completed 

“outdoors at a bus and in COVID suits” (personal protective equipment—PPE).   

 

Supervisor Williams stated that she assigns one of her employees to use the fogger on 

each of the buses, which takes about 5 minutes.  She allows the employee to get 

 
22 It should be noted that the contract requires ABLE to use chemicals that remove and control 
mold/mildew.  
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several buses ahead in order to leave the bus doors open to air out for approximately 

15 minutes.  Then each of the other employees are assigned an area/row of buses to 

sanitize and clean.  This includes doors, seats and belts, ceiling, and driver’s area. 

Once seats are cleaned, the belts are secured over the backs of the seats, so the bus 

drivers know the seats were cleaned.  According to Supervisor Williams, the buses have 

the keys in the ignition switch, and they activate the bus interior ceiling lights as needed.  

Supervisor Williams stated that ABLE did not provide them with a flashlight or similar 

device, therefore, ABLE employees use their own lighting to aid in completing their task. 

 

Supervisor Williams stated the sanitization and cleaning process can take up to 45 

minutes per bus.   Supervisor Williams assured the OIG Special Agent that every bus in 

the yard is cleaned nightly.  She stated that she conducts a post cleaning quality 

assurance check of the buses and completes an internal ABLE cleaning log that she 

submits to ABLE management daily.   

 

Although Supervisor Williams stated in her interview that it takes employees 

approximately 45 minutes to clean one bus, the ABLE employees were observed 

spending not more than six minutes cleaning each bus.  In fact, some ABLE employees 

took less than three minutes cleaning a bus. 

  

Northeast Transportation Center  – April 6, 2021 

 

4:29 p.m. - OIG Special Agents established surveillance at approximately 4:29 p.m.   

 

5:15 p.m. - OIG Special Agents first observed ABLE employees walking around the 

parking lot using their cellular phones and talking amongst themselves.23   

 

5:28 p.m. – OIG Special Agents observed an ABLE employee—later identified as the 

ABLE Supervisor Intern Kenneth Stevens—leaning on a GMC SUV.  To his left on the 

floor was an electrostatic sprayer.  It should be noted that this electrostatic sprayer and 

the ABLE Supervisor Intern Stevens remained in the same place until 7:00 p.m.,  when 

he was approached for an interview.   

 

5:30 p.m. – OIG Special Agents observed some of the ABLE employees begin to work 

on the buses.  

 

 
23 One ABLE employee that was walking around and talking on her phone was not observed entering any 
of the buses between 5:30 pm and 7:00 pm. 
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6:00 p.m. – OIG Special Agents observed one ABLE employee still on her cell phone. 

 

7:00 p.m. - OIG Special Agents approached Supervisor Intern Stevens observed earlier 

at 5:00 p.m. leaning on an SUV with a clipboard.  Supervisor Intern Stevens stood in the 

same place during the entire time the OIG Special Agents conducted their observation 

of the center.  The individual identified himself as the “Supervisor Intern.”   The 

electrostatic sprayer also remained in the same place during the entire time as well.  

The OIG Special Agents interviewed Supervisor Intern Stevens as well as all the ABLE 

employees.     

 

8:45 p.m. – ABLE Supervisor Intern Stevens directed the OIG Special Agents to the 

rows of buses that had already been sanitized and cleaned by ABLE employees.  

 

OIG Inspection 

 

The OIG Special Agents inspected 13 buses in the rows the Supervisor Intern Stevens 

indicated had been cleaned.  Of the 13 buses, 10 had dust, debris, paper, and food 

items on the floor, and loose dirt on the dashboards. Only three buses appeared visually 

clean; however, OIG Special Agents could not determine if they were appropriately 

sanitized.  (Composite Exhibit 7) 

 

Interview of ABLE On-Site Supervisor Intern 

 

OIG Special Agents interviewed the ABLE Supervisor Intern Stevens. He advised he 

has been employed by ABLE for approximately two years, however, he was assigned to 

the M-DCPS contract approximately six months ago.  ABLE Supervisor Intern Stevens 

stated he was trained for 15 minutes in the proper procedure of sanitizing and cleaning 

the school buses, and he now trains new hires. He stated Lysol is used to wipe down 

and sanitize the buses.   He advised the sanitization of the buses is limited to the 

handrails, seats (front and back), and driver compartment.  He said the ceiling, windows 

and windshield are not wiped down.24  Employees are assigned a row of buses and it 

takes an average of 30 minutes to sanitize and clean a bus. Each employee sanitizes 

and cleans an average of 25-35 buses during their shift.  ABLE’s Supervisor Intern 

Stevens stated that  he inspects each bus for cleanliness prior to the end of the shift, 

completes an inspection log contemporaneous to his inspection and provides a copy of 

 
24 This is contrary to the contract, which stipulates that the ceiling, windows and windshield must be 
sanitized and cleaned. 
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the log to his office.    According to his statement, ABLE provided a flashlight to each 

ABLE employee to use after sunset.   

 

It should be noted that the OIG Special Agents did not observe any of the ABLE 

employees with a flashlight.  Rather, ABLE employees were observed using the 

flashlight feature on their cellular phones.     

 

John H. Schee Transportation Center – April 6, 2021 

 

4:30 p.m. - OIG Special Agent conducted an inspection and observed only two ABLE 

employees.     

 

5:00 p.m. – Surveillance terminated, and OIG Special Agent relocated to the Northeast 

Transportation Center.   

 

9:30 p.m. – Two OIG Special Agents returned to this center and were approached in 

the parking lot by the on-site supervisor who stated that she had been alerted by her 

colleagues at other sites that OIG Special Agents would be visiting her location.  OIG 

Special Agents performed bus inspections, interviews of the ABLE employees and on-

site supervisor.   

 

OIG Inspection 

 

The OIG Special Agents inspected eight buses that reportedly had been sanitized and 

cleaned.  Of the eight buses inspected only two buses appeared to have been sanitized 

and cleaned.  OIG Special Agents observed dirt, dust and debris on the driver console, 

floor, and seats.  OIG Special Agents also observed what appeared to be human hair 

on a seat.  (Composite Exhibit 8) 

 

Interview of ABLE On-Site Supervisor 

 

OIG Special Agents interviewed the on-site Supervisor Chiquela Williams.   ABLE hired 

Supervisor Williams in October 2020.  She received training over a two-day period that 

lasted a total of sixteen hours.  She explained the sanitization and cleaning process 

starts with deploying what she referred to as a “sanitization fogger,” and then two 

employees wipe down handrails, seats, driver console, and then finish with sweeping 

the floor.  According to her, the sanitization and cleaning process takes approximately 

fifteen to twenty minutes per bus. Ms. Williams stated that she reports to Mark Mills.  
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Supervisor Mills inspects all the buses for cleanliness at the end of her shift.   She 

advised the parking lot lighting does not produce sufficient light to illuminate the interior 

of the buses after the sun sets.  She stated ABLE provided her and her employees with 

flashlights, however, she did not have it with her, and she utilized the flashlight feature 

of her cellular phone.  Interviews of the other ABLE employees disclosed they used a 

flashlight provided by ABLE or the flashlight feature on their cellular phones.   

 

Northeast Transportation Center  - April 7, 2021 

 

On April 7, 2021, OIG Special Agents returned to Northeast Transportation Center and 

requested a demonstration of the bus sanitization and cleaning process.  The on-site 

supervisor agreed and asked one of the ABLE employees to demonstrate.  The ABLE 

employee started the process from the rear of the bus and worked his way forward to 

the driver console area.  He sprayed the disinfectant solution on the frame of the rear 

door and wiped down the area. The ABLE employee wiped down the seats, both front 

and back and handrails above the windows, continuing the same process for each row 

of seats until he made his way to the driver console.  The ABLE employee used the 

disinfectant solution on the hard surfaces around the driver seat, dashboard, and 

handrail.  After the cleaning process, the ABLE employee swept the floor of the bus with 

a broom. OIG Special Agents used a stopwatch to track the elapsed time of 36 minutes 

and 39 seconds to complete the sanitization and cleaning of the bus.  Prior to beginning 

the demonstration, the ABLE employee indicated that he had already deployed the 

electrostatic sprayer.    

 

It should be noted that during the OIG Special Agents’ observations at the different 

transportation centers visited during this investigation, the ABLE employees took 

between one and six minutes to sanitize and clean a bus and not 36 minutes as 

demonstrated.  The OIG Special Agents did not observe the use of the electrostatic 

sprayer during this demonstration.   

 

South Transportation Service Center – April 13, 2021 

 

3:51 p.m. -  OIG Special Agents established surveillance by the ABLE storage area 

near the maintenance building, waiting for employees to arrive.  OIG Special Agents did 

not observe any ABLE employees between 4:30 p.m. and 5:18 p.m.  

 

4:30 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH arrived and drove around the center several times; 

did not see any ABLE employees on site. 
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5:18 p.m. - OIG Special Agent RM began to drive around the parking lot to determine if 

any ABLE employees had, in fact, reported to work.  OIG Special Agent RM observed 

four ABLE employees walking toward the ABLE storage container. 

 

5:20 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH relocated to outside the yard’s fence line which 

provided a view of most of the yard’s interior and OIG Special Agent AM relocated to 

NW corner of the facility.   

 

5:23 p.m. – OIG Special Agent RM observed employees gathered around the ABLE 

storage container area and proceed to walk toward the school buses parked on the 

west side of the compound.  One ABLE employee was observed pulling a utility wagon 

containing an electrostatic sprayer, buckets, trigger pump sprayers, and towels.  The 

ABLE employees walked to the west side of the transportation center between the 

buses.  

 

5:27 p.m. – OIG Special Agent RM observed ABLE employees walking towards buses 

on west wall, the electrostatic sprayer remained in the utility wagon and was not used.   

 

5:47 p.m. – OIG Special Agent RM observed three ABLE employees leaving buses 

getting ready to start other buses, but the fogger remained in the utility wagon.   

 

6:10 p.m.  – OIG Special Agent RM observed an employee (later identified as 

Supervisor Benjamin) preparing to deploy the electrostatic sprayer. (OIG Special Agents 

did not observe Supervisor Benjamin using the electrostatic sprayer on any of the 

buses) 

 

6:30 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed a bus mechanic and someone else in a 

golf cart driving around shuttling buses back and forth to and from the service shop 

bays and parking spaces. 

 

6:47 p.m. – OIG Special Agent RM noted that ABLE employees had, by this time, it 

appeared that they had attempted to clean approximately 20 buses because they were 

moving from one bus to the next approximately every four minutes. 

 

6:53 p.m. – M-DCPS Mechanic and another individual on a golf cart retrieve buses from 

the Parking lanes to the service shop bays. 
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7:25 p.m. –Supervisor Benjamin demonstrated to OIG Special Agents how she uses 

the electrostatic sprayer on the passenger seats of a bus. 

 

OIG Inspection 

 

OIG Special Agents conducted an inspection of 13 buses that had purportedly been 

sanitized and cleaned.  Ten buses had dirt and debris on the floor and dashboard.  Two 

buses had cobwebs, and one bus had a lollipop stick on the floor. Of the 13 buses, only 

three buses appeared to have been properly sanitized and cleaned. (Composite 

Exhibit 9) 

Interview of ABLE On-Site Supervisor 

 

The OIG Special Agents interviewed on-site Supervisor Ciara Benjamin.  Supervisor 

Benjamin started at ABLE as a bus cleaner and was promoted to supervisor.  She 

stated that she was trained for approximately “one month” by a Ms. Vanessa (last name 

unknown) at the Southwest Transportation Center.  She was trained on how to wipe the 

front and back of seats, handrails, sweeping floors, removing trash and use the 

electrostatic sprayer.  Supervisor Benjamin stated that she uses the electrostatic 

sprayer at least ten minutes before her employees enter a bus to start the sanitization 

and cleaning process.  She does this on all 126 buses at this center.  (It should be 

noted that OIG Special Agents did not observe Supervisor Benjamin using the 

electrostatic sprayer on at least the first 15 buses.  It was not until 6:10 p.m. that 

Supervisor Benjamin was observed preparing to use the electrostatic sprayer.) 

Supervisor Benjamin stated that she inspects every bus for cleanliness prior to the end 

of her shift. As other ABLE supervisors from other centers, Supervisor Benjamin 

complained about the insufficient lighting inside the buses and that she bought 

flashlights for her employees.  

 

North Transportation Center – April 15, 2021  

 

4:27 p.m. -  OIG Special Agents established surveillance.     

 

5:30 p.m. – Observed ABLE employees in and around the buses, however, OIG 

Special Agents’ vantage point did not allow them to observe ABLE employees 

performing the cleaning process. 
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OIG Inspection 

 

Supervisor Timothy Brooks directed the OIG Special Agents to the buses that had 

already been cleaned.  Accordingly, the OIG Special Agents inspected 18 buses. One 

bus had apparent mold on the driver’s  seat and another bus had dirt and debris on the 

floor.  The other 16 buses appeared visually clean; however, OIG Special Agents could 

not determine if the buses were properly sanitized and cleaned.  

(Composite Exhibit 10) 

 

Interview of ABLE On-Site Supervisor 

 

The ABLE on-site Supervisor Brooks was interviewed. He affirmed he has six 

employees, and each employee has a specific task.  One employee is responsible for 

spraying the Micro-Chem Plus solution on the bus seats, seat belts and driver console, 

two employees are responsible for sweeping the floor of the buses and three are 

assigned to wipe down the seats, seat belt, handrails, and driver console.  According to 

Supervisor Brooks, the cleaning crew is provided with a head mounted flashlight to use 

when the sun sets.    

 

Northwest Transportation Center – April 22, 2021 

 

3:54 p.m. – OIG Special Agents established surveillance in the parking lot.   

 

4:28 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent RM observed an ABLE employee (later identified as on-

site Supervisor Gary Stewart) approach the ABLE storage container and briefly open 

and then close the doors of the ABLE storage container.  He walked toward the 

northeast corner of the transportation center and out of view.  OIG Special Agent DH 

observed the ABLE employee walk over and sit at a table under a green tent.  The 

ABLE employee appeared to be completing paperwork. 

 

4:34 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed a second ABLE employee arrive in a van 

and walk over and sit under the green tent at the table with ABLE Supervisor Stewart. 

 

4:43 p.m. - OIG Special Agent DH observed a third ABLE employee walk over to the 

green tent.  The ABLE employee also sat down and joined the other two at the table.  

 

 4:45 p.m.  – OIG Special Agent AM arrived at the center and joined the surveillance.  

One ABLE employee was observed opening the front doors of the buses.   
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4:55 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed the three ABLE employees talking and 

drinking beverages while at the table under the tent.   

 

5:00 p.m. – Supervisor Stewart returned to the storage container and opened the doors.  

He then walked to nearby buses and began to open the passenger doors.   

 

5:15 p.m. – The third ABLE employee walked from the tent towards the ABLE storage 

container. 

 

5:23 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed the second ABLE employee and a fourth 

ABLE employee pick up the items from the table and leave the tent.  Both employees 

walked over  to the ABLE storage container.   

 

5:30 p.m. - Three ABLE employees gathered at the storage container and proceeded to 

retrieve cleaning supplies and entered the buses to commence the cleaning process. 

 

6:12 p.m. -  Supervisor Stewart had a handheld electrostatic sprayer and entered bus 

number 32183.  OIG Special Agents, using a stopwatch, determined an elapsed time of 

1 minute 7 seconds when he left the bus. 

 

6:22 p.m. – Supervisor Mills was observed at the center near the storage container 

having what appeared to be a conversation with Supervisor Stewart.   

 

6:30 p.m. – ABLE employee entered bus 32136 with a broom and exited the bus in one 

minute and six seconds. 

 

6:50 p.m. – OIG Special Agents commenced the interview of the ABLE employees and 

inspection of the buses followed.   

 

OIG Inspections 

 

OIG Special Agents inspected 11 buses.  There were two buses that did not appear to 

have been sanitized and cleaned adequately.  One bus had sand and a leaf on the floor 

and another bus had sand on the lid of a Rubbermaid container.  The other nine buses 

appeared to be visually clean, however, OIG Special Agents were unable to determine if 

they were properly sanitized and disinfected since they had observed ABLE employees 

spending less than two minutes inside some of the buses.  (Composite Exhibit 11) 
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Interview of ABLE On-Site Supervisor 

 

The on-site Supervisor, Gary Stewart, stated that ABLE hired him on October 5, 2020, 

and he received training in the proper procedure of sanitizing and cleaning a bus.  

According to him, the training was approximately two to three hours.  The training 

included the use of an electrostatic sprayer, sweeping the floor of the buses and wiping 

down the seats (front and back), driver console and the handrail at the entrance of the 

buses. 

 

Supervisor Stewart advised he and his employees are assigned a specific sanitization 

and cleaning task.  He stated he starts the process by opening the passenger door of 

the buses and then he deploys the electrostatic sprayer.  According to Supervisor 

Stewart, Micro-Chem Plus is the chemical that is currently being used, however, initially 

Lysol was used to sanitize the buses.  He sprays the disinfectant side to side and 

covers the seats and seatbelts.  After the disinfectant has been applied to the seats, the 

designated floor sweeper completes the task and then one of the two assigned wipers 

wipe down the seats, driver console and the entrance handrail.  Supervisor Stewart 

stated the handrail above the passenger windows is only wiped down three times per 

week.  According to Supervisor Stewart, the parking lot lights are not sufficient to 

illuminate the interior of the buses when the sun sets.  He advised each of his 

employees utilize a head mounted flashlight and they also have a magnetic flashlight 

that is attached to the ceiling of a bus.  He further advised the combination of a head 

mounted flashlight and the magnetic ceiling mounted flashlight is sufficient to 

accomplish the sanitization and cleaning of the bus interior.   

 

ABLE employees agreed to provide a voluntary demonstration of the sanitization and 

cleaning process.  The demonstration was performed on bus number 32123.     

Supervisor Stewart used the electrostatic sprayer with disinfectant and the elapsed time 

was fifty-nine seconds.  One employee swept the floor of the bus, and the elapsed time 

was two minutes and eight seconds.  Another employee wiped the seats (front/back) 

and driver console.  The elapsed time was four minutes and twenty-seven seconds for a 

total of eight minutes to clean a bus.  (It should be noted and repeated that ABLE’s 

demonstration of the cleaning process to M-DCPS took approximately 28  to 30 

minutes.) 

  

Southwest Transportation Center – May 20, 2021 
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As a result of the OIG observations on April 6, 2020, at the Southwest Transportation 

Center where the ABLE employees were not seen sanitizing and cleaning any buses 

during the three hours the OIG Special Agents were present, OIG Special Agents 

decided to conduct surveillance for an entire shift.  The surveillance began at 4:00 p.m. 

and continued through 1:00 a.m. as follows: 

 

4:00 p.m. - Four OIG Special Agents arrived to conduct a surveillance of ABLE 

employees cleaning and sanitizing school buses.  OIG Special Agents JG, DH, RM and 

AM secreted themselves at various strategic positions throughout the site to maximize 

the view of the entire bus fleet.      

 

4:28 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent JG setup in a decorated bus known as the Orchid bus,25 

which was placed in an area with the best vantage point to view many of the buses.   

OIG Special Agent AM was in a mobile golf cart to cover areas that were not visible 

from the other positions. 

 

4:42 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG took photographs depicting the span of view from 

inside the Orchid Bus. 

 

5:17 p.m. - OIG Special Agent RM observed two ABLE employees, later identified as 

VC and MB, walking towards the buses on the north section of the facility.  The ABLE 

employees had a utility wagon with them and what appeared to be a five-gallon bucket.   

 

5:24 p.m. - Both ABLE employees were then observed opening the rear doors and the 

rear windows, of those buses without rear doors, of 23 buses parked in what was 

designated as Row C.  Neither one was observed using the electrostatic sprayer during 

the process of opening the rear doors or windows of the buses. ABLE Employee VC 

walked southbound in Row C and ABLE Employee MB started at the northern most 

point of Row C.   No other ABLE employees were observed in the parking lot at that 

time.   

 

5:31 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC moving the utility 

supply wagon and placing between buses 421067 and 97021.  This employee was 

observed retrieving blue latex gloves from the utility supply wagon but did not retrieve 

any of the cleaning supplies or equipment.  ABLE Employee MB did not have access to 

the utility supply wagon at this time. OIG Special Agents continued to observe ABLE 

Employee VC.   

 
25 The Orchid bus is a retrofitted school bus remade into a state-of-the-art STEM laboratory. 
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5:32 p.m.  – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC entering bus 421067 

without any cleaning supplies or sanitizing supplies except for the blue latex gloves; 

ABLE Employee VC retrieved a tan colored plastic bag from the inside of the bus and 

walked back to the utility supply wagon to retrieve another set of gloves.  ABLE 

Employee VC was observed reentering bus 421067 until 5:38 p.m. and spending 6 

minutes inside.  

 

5:39 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC move the utility 

supply wagon and place it between buses 97021 and 37372.  ABLE Employee VC 

entered bus 97021 wearing the blue latex gloves, but without any cleaning or sanitizing 

supplies with him.   

 

5:45 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC close the rear window 

of bus 97021 and leave the bus a minute later.  (Spent seven minutes inside the bus 

without any cleaning supplies.) 

 

5:46 p.m. –  ABLE Employee VC was observed walking over to bus 37372 and open 

the rear door.  He was then observed walking over to bus 421066 and briefly looking 

inside; walk back to the utility supply wagon and put on a new pair of blue latex gloves.   

 

5:48 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE employee VC entering bus 37372 

with no cleaning or disinfecting equipment, then leave bus 37372 at 5:54 (7 minutes 

later).  ABLE Employee VC was observed walking past buses 421066, 85126 and 

85107, which were in line to be cleaned and disinfected, leaving the rear doors and rear 

windows open on these buses.  (It should be noted that no other ABLE employee 

entered or cleaned these buses at any point throughout the period of this surveillance.) 

 

5:54 p.m. - OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC walk over to bus 

421065, close the rear door, walk around the side and enter the bus without any 

cleaning or sanitizing equipment.  ABLE Employee VC promptly left the bus empty 

handed spending one minute inside the bus.  

 

5:56 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC walking over to bus 

421063 and briefly looking inside the bus from the rear door.  ABLE Employee VC then 

walked around, entered the bus, and swept the floor of the bus26.  ABLE Employee VC 

was wearing the blue latex gloves when entering the bus but did not carry any cleaning 

 
26 Each bus has at least one broom, which is kept in the bus.  Some buses have more than one broom. 
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or sanitizing supplies inside and was not observed sanitizing, disinfecting, wiping, or 

spraying inside the bus at any time.  ABLE Employee VC was not observed using the 

electrostatic sprayer on the bus.   At one point the M-DCPS mechanic came over to 

speak with ABLE Employee VC who then closed the rear door of the bus and left the 

bus. ABLE Employee VC remained inside the bus for approximately 9 minutes.   

 

6:05 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC walk over to the rear 

of bus 421068 and look inside.  ABLE Employee VC did not  return to the utility supply 

wagon and was not carrying any cleaning or sanitizing supplies to clean the bus.  He 

was observed entering the bus wearing a pair of blue latex gloves as before and closing 

the rear door.   

 

6:12 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC leaving the bus empty 

handed walking to the rear of the bus and locking the door.  He spent approximately 

seven minutes inside the bus without any cleaning or sanitizing equipment.   

 

6:13 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG  observed ABLE Employee VC walk over to the rear 

of bus 421043 and look inside the bus then walk over to bus 421042 and look inside 

from the rear.  ABLE Employee VC was observed walking back to bus 421043 and at 

approximately 6:14 entered the bus and swept the floor inside the bus.  ABLE Employee 

VC was not observed using any other type of cleaning or sanitizing equipment.   

 

6:38 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG  observed ABLE Employee VC close the rear door of 

bus 421043 and leave the bus at 6:39 p.m.  (It should be noted that ABLE Employee VC 

spent 25 minutes inside this bus without any cleaning or sanitizing equipment.)   

 

6:39 p.m. – Upon leaving bus 421043, ABLE Employee VC was observed walking over 

to the rear of bus 421042 without any cleaning or sanitizing supplies in his hands.  

ABLE Employee VC briefly looked inside the bus and then walked away from the bus 

towards the utility supply wagon he had left behind bus 421066.  ABLE Employee VC 

was observed pulling the utility wagon northbound behind the buses in Row C and left it 

behind bus 421042.  ABLE Employee VC did not enter this bus, instead he walked 

southbound behind Row C and away from the buses towards the service bay and 

service warehouse, while holding only his cellular phone.   

 

6:40 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC walking southbound 

towards the maintenance building.  The utility wagon was left unattended behind bus 

421066.  
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6:41 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG  observed ABLE Employee MB waking southbound 

behind the buses in Row C carrying only a tan colored plastic bag and a purse draped 

across her body.  No cleaning or sanitizing supplies were observed in her hands.  Up 

until this point of the surveillance, ABLE Employee MB was not observed accessing or 

retrieving any cleaning or sanitizing supplies from the utility supply wagon.  The rear 

doors of the four northernmost buses in Row C were closed.  ABLE Employee MB was 

observed walking towards bus 32019, skipping buses 87032 and 87022. 

 

6:42 p.m. – OIG Special Agent RM observed ABLE Employee VC walking towards 

maintenance building. 

 

6:48 p.m. – OIG Special Agent RM observed ABLE Employee VC return to his vehicle 

and retrieve a shopping bag, which appeared to contain food items and enter the 

maintenance service building.   

 

6:53 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent RM observed an ABLE employee (later identified as JS) 

arrive at the work site in a white Honda Accord.  

 

6:57 p.m. – Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee MB walking southbound 

behind buses in Row C, wearing a blue latex glove on her left hand and holding a tan 

colored plastic bag, without cleaning and sanitizing equipment. The rear door of bus 

32019 was closed.  She walked southbound behind the buses in Row C, past buses 

97006, 97008 and 97005, in the direction of the utility wagon. 

 

6:59 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee MB arrive at the utility 

wagon located behind bus 421042, handle a couple of tan colored plastic bags; briefly 

walk away and then back to the wagon.   

 

7:00 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee MB looking inside bus 

421042 from the rear door, then briefly walk away to the utility wagon.  She again briefly 

walked away from the utility supply wagon putting on a pair of blue latex gloves and 

returned to the wagon. 

 

7:01 p.m. - OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee JS walking northbound 

behind the buses in Row C, towards ABLE Employee MB, while speaking on her 

cellular telephone.  ABLE Employee MB and Employee JS appeared to speak briefly to 

each other behind the utility supply wagon.  ABLE Employee JS was observed 
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retrieving a pair of blue latex gloves and briefly walk away while speaking on her cellular 

telephone and then return to the utility supply wagon; she continued to talk on her 

cellular telephone while walking behind the buses in Row C.   

 

7:03 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee MB entering bus 421042, 

carrying only a tan colored plastic bag and no other cleaning or sanitizing supplies.   

 

7:10 p.m. - OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee JS walking northbound 

behind the buses in Row C towards the utility wagon behind bus 421042, holding her 

cellular telephone in her hand.  She walked behind buses 421043 and 421042 while 

putting on her blue latex gloves; she did not carry any cleaning or sanitizing supplies. 

ABLE Employee JS walked between the two buses and was not seen entering any of 

the buses in the lot. 

 

7:29 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee MB, still inside bus 

421042, place the seatbelts on the back of the seats inside the bus and sweep inside 

the bus.   

 

7:35 p.m. – OIG Special Agent RM observed ABLE Employee VC leaving the 

maintenance building (which he had entered at 6:48 p.m.) and walk towards the bus 

parking lot.  

 

7:37 p.m. - OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC walking northbound 

between Rows C and D, while using a cellular telephone.  ABLE Employee VC walked 

east between buses 97023 and 97006, and once again was behind the buses in Row C.  

ABLE Employee VC then walked southbound towards the utility wagon located behind 

bus 421042 and retrieved a pair of blue latex gloves and walked northbound towards 

bus 97024.  He was not carrying any cleaning or sanitizing supplies.  

 

7:39 p.m. -  OIG Special Agents observed ABLE Employee AW arrive and park in the 

same area as the other ABLE Employees.  ABLE Employee AW observed getting out of 

the vehicle and walking towards the bus parking lot.  A few minutes later he was 

observed walking northbound in the bus lot between Rows D and E.  

 

7:47 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC exit bus 97024 with 

nothing in his hands only wearing the blue latex gloves.  ABLE Employee VC spent 

eight minutes in bus 97024.  He was observed going around and entering bus 97023. 
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7:50 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee AW holding only a white 

cup and walking southbound towards bus 97023 where he met up with ABLE Employee 

VC.  ABLE Employee AW had no cleaning or sanitizing supplies and was not wearing 

blue latex gloves. 

 

8:02 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee MB close the rear door of 

bus 421042 from inside the bus and exit the bus one minute later carrying a tan colored 

plastic bag and no cleaning or sanitizing supplies.  ABLE Employee MB spent 

approximately one hour inside bus 421042.  ABLE Employee MB was observed walking 

towards the utility supply wagon and retrieving a tan colored plastic bag before walking 

southbound behind the buses in Row C towards the service bay at approximately 8:04 

p.m.   

 

It should be noted that ABLE employees were not observed working or entering 

any buses in the lot from this point forward.   

   

8:06 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC and ABLE Employee 

AW talking to each other while casually walking northbound between Rows C and D.   

 

8:06 p.m. - OIG Special Agent RM observed ABLE Employee MB retrieve a water bottle 

from a car and walk into the maintenance service building. 

 

8:16 p.m. – ABLE Employee VC and Employee AW were observed entering the 

maintenance service building.   

 

8:36 p.m. -  OIG Special Agents observed a white Chevrolet Malibu arrive and park 

near the maintenance service building.  The driver of the vehicle, ABLE Employee JN 

had not been seen before this time and appeared to be bringing food. 

 

8:45 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent DH observed ABLE Employee AW exit the maintenance 

service building and enter a Chevrolet Impala.  ABLE Employee AW proceeded to back 

out of the parking space and left the Southwest Transportation Center through the  

south gate.   

 

9:10 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed ABLE Employee MB seated in the 

employee breakroom using her cellular phone. 
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9:22 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH noticed the Chevrolet Malibu no longer parked at the 

center.   

 

9:30 p.m. - OIG Special Agent DH observed the white Chevrolet Malibu, driven by 

ABLE Employee JN, and the Chevrolet Impala, driven by ABLE Employee AW, enter 

through the south gate. 

 

9:32 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent DH observed what appeared to be a white Nissan 

Altima enter the south gate with at least one passenger.    

 

9:33 p.m. & 9:46 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed a white colored vehicle drive 

northbound between Rows C and D then turn east and return southbound behind the 

buses in Row C.      

 

10:00 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC and ABLE Employee 

AW casually walking northbound between Rows C and D.   

 

10:03 p.m. – OIG Special Agent RM observed ABLE Employee VC and Employee AW 

walking southbound in Row A headed in the direction of the Orchid bus.   

 

10:06 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC and Employee AW 

walking in front of the Orchid bus and back towards the service bay and maintenance 

service building.   

 

10:19 p.m. - OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employee VC and AW again 

walking casually northbound between Rows C and D.  ABLE Employee VC was 

observed using his cellular telephone. 

 

10:20 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed ABLE Employee MB sitting in the driver 

seat of the Toyota Corolla. 

 

10:28 p.m. – OIG Special Agent RM observed ABLE Employee VC and AW walking 

northbound away from the buses;  OIG Special Agent AM observed ABLE Employee 

VC and AW walk by him on the north side of the operations building.   

 

10:28 p.m. -  OIG Special Agent DH  observed ABLE Supervisor Mills entering the 

transportation center, drive around the parking lot, park his vehicle and enter the 

maintenance service building.   
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10:31 p.m. – ABLE Supervisor Mills was observed driving his vehicle northbound 

between Rows E and F. 

 

10:34 p.m. – OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Supervisor Mills in his vehicle turn 

southbound from the northernmost point on Row C and drive south behind the buses.  

ABLE Supervisor Mills drove down to the location of the utility wagon and stopped but 

did not get out of the vehicle. 

 

10:34 p.m. – OIG Special Agent RM observed ABLE Employees VC and AW walking 

southbound and down the center of the bus parking lot from the northern most section 

of the facility where there are no buses.  Neither one had any cleaning or sanitizing 

supplies.   

 

10:40 p.m. - ABLE Supervisor Mills left the maintenance building and appeared to talk 

with the ABLE employees.  ABLE Supervisor Mills departed the transportation center at 

10:42 p.m.   

 

It should be noted that when ABLE Supervisor Mills arrived, there were no ABLE 

employees cleaning any of the buses.  ABLE Supervisor Mills was not observed 

conducting any activity that would verify the job performance of any of the ABLE 

employees.       

 

10:41 p.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed ABLE Employees VC and AW enter a 

GMC Acadia vehicle. 

 

10:50 p.m. - OIG Special Agent DH observed ABLE Employee MB enter the Toyota 

Corolla vehicle. 

 

10:57 p.m. - OIG Special Agents DH observed ABLE Employees JS and JN enter the 

white Nissan and heard the driver yell out to Employee MB, “we’re going to the gas 

station,” and subsequently leave the premises. Shortly thereafter, ABLE Employees VC 

and AW also leave the Southwest Transportation Center in the GMC Acadia.      

 

11:03 p.m. - OIG Special Agent JG left the Orchid bus and walked over to the utility 

wagon, which was still located behind bus 421042.  ABLE Employee MB was the last 

employee observed making use of the utility supply wagon at 8:04 p.m.  The contents of 

the wagon were photographed, and it contained a white colored bucket with a clear 
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yellow colored liquid.  The wagon also contained boxes of disposable face masks, latex 

gloves, tan colored plastic bags and other white and pink colored items inside a clear 

plastic bag.  There was an empty trigger spray bottle and what appeared to be four 

green and yellow colored scrubbing brushes and a bottle of clear liquid that looked like 

water.  Other than the blue latex gloves and the small tan colored plastic bags, none of 

the other items observed in the utility wagon were used by any ABLE employee during 

this surveillance. 

 

12:23 a.m.-12:26 a.m.  - OIG Special Agents observed ABLE Employees VC and AW in 

the GMC Acadia and a white Nissan with an unknown driver, JS and JN enter the south 

gate and park near the maintenance service building.  The employees had been gone 

from the center for approximately 1 hour and 25 minutes. 

  

12:43 a.m. – OIG Special Agent DH observed ABLE Employees VC and AW exit the 

GMC Acadia and walk northbound toward the buses. 

 

12:45 a.m. - OIG Special Agent JG observed both ABLE Employees VC and AW 

walking northbound behind Row C, closing the rear doors and windows of all the buses 

that had not been cleaned or sanitized earlier in the day.  They walked past the utility 

supply wagon and continued closing the doors and windows of the remaining buses on 

the northern end of the Row C. 

 

12:49 a.m. - OIG Special Agent JG observed ABLE Employees VC and AW retrieve the 

utility supply wagon and pull it southbound, back towards the service bay and 

maintenance service building.     

 

1:10 a.m. -   OIG Special Agent DH observed the final ABLE employee (Employee AW) 

leave for the night and the security guard close the south gate. 

 

Based on observations made during this surveillance, the two ABLE employees that 

were first observed did not disinfect or sanitize any of the 23 buses located in Row C.  

They were observed sweeping only three buses and retrieving trash from 15 of the 23 

buses parked in Row C.  There are a total of 201 buses parked in Rows C through G 

that ABLE employees have to clean every evening.  

 

Other than the 15 buses that two employees were observed retrieving trash from and 

the three buses they swept, none of the ABLE employees touched the remaining 186 

buses.  
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At no time were ABLE employees observed spraying down seats, using the electrostatic 

sprayer,  or utilizing rags to wipe down seats inside any of the buses.  In fact, none of 

the ABLE employees were observed even handling any of the cleaning and sanitizing 

supplies except for the blue latex gloves. Additionally, the electrostatic sprayer was not 

seen the entire evening; it was not on the ABLE utility wagon or in the ABLE storage 

container nor in the possession of any ABLE employee.  The clear yellow liquid inside 

the white container photographed at 11:02 p.m., which from earlier observations at 

other transportation centers contained a clear liquid used for rinsing rags, reflected no 

signs that rags were rinsed. (Exhibit 12)   In fact, OIG Special Agents did not observe 

any of the ABLE employees using a rag the entire evening.  Only ABLE Employees VC 

and MB were observed entering 15 buses with a tan plastic bag and sweeping 3 buses 

during the entire shift.   

No other ABLE employee was observed entering any buses let alone sanitizing or 

cleaning any buses in the lot.  Additionally, the on-site supervisor was never seen 

during the evening.  No ABLE supervisor or employee inspected the buses at the end of 

the shift.   (Composite Exhibit 13) 

VIII. RESPONSE TO DRAFT REPORT & OIG COMMENTS

This report, as a draft, was provided to William Berry, President and CEO of Able 

Business Services, Inc., for review and submission of a discretionary written response. 

It was also provided to the Superintendent for informational purposes.  

Mr. Berry, through his attorneys, Genovese Joblove & Battista, P.A., submitted a 16-

page response with 311 pages of attachments (Exhibits A – J). (Attached as Appendix 

1) In addition to this response, Mr. Berry’s attorneys made a presentation in person27 to 
the OIG on January 20, 2022, and provided additional 51 pages of documents.

(Attached as Appendix 2)  This presentation was followed up with a two-page email and 
147 pages of attachments (Exhibits A – D).  (Attached as Appendix 3).  ABLE’s 
responses and exhibits, Appendices 1 – 3, are included in their entirety and are 
summarized below.  No response was received from the Superintendent’s Office.

The OIG will begin with a summary of ABLE’s initial response to the draft report 

followed by our comments therein.  The summary will follow the response’s format and 

27 Also present via TEAMS, was Mr. Berry’s granddaughter, Genovese attorney representing Mr. Berry, 
and an OIG Representative. 
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use its section headings and subheadings.  ABLE’S response includes an introduction 

that foretells the different response sections that follow; as such, it will be incorporated 

under the section headings and subheadings.  Section IV and V of the response 

pertains to  CRDC (Contractor Disciplinary Review Committee) disciplinary review 

process, which has already been initiated.28  Accordingly, this report will not address 

Section IV and V of the Response – Appendix 1.  The supplemental email response and 

exhibits will also be summarized followed by OIG comments.   

 

It should be noted from the onset, ABLE’s response and summary do not address the 

fact that its employees, while under surveillance, instead of cleaning the buses were 

sitting inside the buses talking to each other or on their cell phones.  Neither does ABLE 

address its employees’ actions on May 20, 2021, when its employees walked inside 

only 15 buses out of 201 buses, albeit empty-handed of any cleaning supplies, and 

ignoring the remaining 186 buses during the entire shift.   

 

ABLE’S RESPONSE – APPENDIX 1 

 

 I – ABLE Met its Contractual Requirements for Use of Approved Chemicals 

A. ABLE was not Obligated to Submit its EPA-Approved Cleaning Products 

for Testing  

 

ABLE alleges it met its contractual requirements and was entitled to use the Lysol 

disinfectant because it was an EPA-approved COVID-19 disinfectant, which it claims 

was the only requirement under the contract.  ABLE claims that to this end, it procured a 

large reserve of Lysol disinfectant and cleaning products at the onset of the contract.  

 

ABLE’s response states that the OIG’s claims that ABLE failed to meet testing 

requirements and failed to use an FSPMA-approved product is faulty as neither was 

required under the contract.  ABLE takes the position that it was not obligated to submit 

its EPA-approved cleaning products for testing and that M-DCPS informed ABLE—after 

the contract was signed—that ABLE was required to submit its EPA-approved products 

for testing by MT&E.  ABLE points out that nothing in Section 1 or any other section of 

the contract, “imposes a duty on ABLE to submit these products to or otherwise 

provides for testing by the MT&E Lab.”   

 

ABLE further claims that it complied with this “extra-contractual demand” even though it 

was not required under the contract, but MT&E failed to test the samples in a timely 

 
28 The case was set for hearing on December 9, 2021, and was postponed for a future date to be reset.    
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manner continuously requesting additional forms and fees delaying the testing. ABLE 

provides numerous email exchanges related to the product testing.  ABLE points out 

that at great expense it met M-DCPS’s demands and voluntarily switched to an 

alternate FSPMA-approved cleaning product with no reimbursement or compensation 

from M-DCPS.  

 

The OIG agrees that ABLE was not required to use an FSPMA-approved product; and 

the OIG would like to point out that nowhere in this report does the OIG allege that 

ABLE was required to use an FSPMA-approved product. Instead, the report states that 

ABLE failed to appropriately provide a sample of its product for testing to make sure that 

the product  was efficient and met the requirements of the contract.  ABLE was required 

to use a product that effectively sanitized the buses and the only way to determine that 

was by testing the product. As the email exchanges indicate, because the product was 

not an FSPMA-approved product, it had to be tested for efficacy, allergic reactions, as 

well as to assure that it was actually a product that would, in fact, kill not only COVID-

19, but “microbial contamination” and target mold and mildew as required by the 

contract.  M-DCPS is, in fact, required to test all products that are to be used in its 

facilities.       

 

Nevertheless, the sample of the product ABLE was intending to use was requested on 

October 1, 2020, before the contract became effective and before it was signed by Mr. 

Berry and M-DCPS administrators.  ABLE was on notice prior to entering into the 

contract, that it was required to provide a sample of the product it was using to be 

tested— as is required of all vendors when using chemicals that children may come into 

contact with.  By way of email sent at 10:37 a.m. on October 1, 2020, Mr. Alonso 

requested that Mr. Berry provide a sample of its product directly to Dr. Velazquez at 

MT&E. ABLE responded in an email to Mr. Alonso at 11:40 a.m. stating that the sample 

would be provided to Dr. Velazquez that same day (see ABLE’s Exhibit B, page 8).  In 

an email from Mr. Berry sent October 5, 2020, 5:04 p.m., to Mr. Alonso, ABLE 

acknowledges that it received the contract on October 1, 2020, late in the afternoon 

(see ABLE’s Exhibit B, page 13).  If ABLE had any objections to providing a sample of 

its product to MT&E,  Mr. Berry could have refused and not signed the contract. It is 

disingenuous of ABLE to now claim that it was not required to provide a sample of its 

product for testing.  It has been the practice of M-DCPS to require a sample of a 

vendor’s product for testing if it is not an FSPMA-approved product, and ABLE was well 

aware of this practice because prior to this contract, in a previous engagement,  Mr. 

Berry had provided his own product for testing and approval.   
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As to ABLE’s claim that although it complied with this “extra-contractual demand” but 

MT&E failed to timely test the samples, there are numerous emails between Mr. Berry 

and Dr. Velazquez that shed light on any delays.  These emails make clear that there 

was a dispute over the process, the forms and the fees.  Mr. Berry and his chemist were 

aware or should have been aware of these requirements since he had been through this 

process before when he had previously provided his own manufactured product for 

testing and certification.  Dr. Velazquez did not request any additional forms and fees—

he only requested the forms that were supposed to be filled out in the first place and 

requested the appropriate fees required when providing a product for testing. This is 

supported by Mr. Berry’s own email to Dr. Velazquez dated December 7, 2020.  (See 

ABLE’s Initial Response Exhibit B p. 42 and ABLE’s Additional Exhibits p. 35, Appendix 

2) If Mr. Berry did not want to go through this process he should have refused on 

October 1, 2020, when the sample was requested and before he signed the contract, 

not months later. 

 

M-DCPS is responsible for creating and maintaining a healthy school environment, 

which includes the use and safety of ALL chemicals used in the schools.  This includes 

testing chemical products that are to be used in areas that come into contact with 

children.  It should be noted that the contract also states that “Products used for 

cleaning will meet the ChildSafe Guidelines or US Environmental standards.”  Without 

testing the product the vendor is using, how else will M-DCPS know that the product is 

safe for children and at the same time disinfecting the surfaces of coronavirus?  If the 

product does not meet the efficiency required to destroy the coronavirus on the surfaces 

to be sanitized, it does not matter that it is EPA-approved.  ABLE knew and agreed 

before signing the contract that it was required to properly provide a sample of the 

product it intended to use for sanitization of the buses.   

 

B. ABLE was not Obligated to Procure FSPMA-Approved Cleaning Products 

 

ABLE argues that the contract is clear that it was required to use an EPA-approved 

product and not an FSPMA-approved product.  Despite this, ABLE states that it went 

ahead and switched its product mid-way through the term of the contract at significant 

expense and without compensation or reimbursement.  ABLE points out that on October 

6, 2020, it memorialized a conversation with M-DCPS staff wherein M-DCPS would only 

allow Lysol or 3M products to be used under the contract.  According to its response, 

ABLE placed M-DCPS on notice that it would comply and would be using EPA-

approved Lysol products.  ABLE claims that months later M-DCPS demanded that 

ABLE “abandon its stock of Lysol Products” and “make the expensive switch to 
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completely restock its supply to the FSPMA’s MicroChem Plus.  ABLE “voluntarily 

switched products at the arbitrary whims of MDCSB….” 

 

First and foremost, M-DCPS did not arbitrarily demand that ABLE switch to an FSPMA-

approved product.  Mr. Berry could have picked another product that was not an 

FSPMA-approved chemical product, but he would have had to go through the MT&E 

testing procedures again to determine if the product is adequately sanitizing the 

surfaces and is safe to use in surfaces exposed to children.  A review of ABLE and M-

DCPS emails indicates that switching to MicroChem Plus was Mr. Berry’s idea, after his 

product had failed the efficacy test and not “at the arbitrary whims” of M-DCPS as ABLE 

now claims. (See ABLE’s Response Exhibit B, p. 49 through 55.)   Dr. Velazquez 

suggested to Mr. Berry that he look at the list of detergent germicides under FSPMA 

specifications because those products have already been tested and are approved 

FSPMA products.  The fact is that the product ABLE was using for months on the buses 

was not properly cleaning and sanitizing to the required efficacy level regardless of 

whether or not it was EPA-approved. The test revealed that the cleaning efficiency was 

only 56% where the minimum level required is 80%. Moreover,  the non-volatile content 

of the product was at 4.45% where the maximum content in this category cannot 

exceed 2%.    

 

As previously stated, on October 1, 2020 (prior to the contract being signed), Mr. Alonso 

requested that ABLE provide the intended cleaning product to be tested, and ABLE 

agreed.  Had Mr. Berry complied with the testing requirements (forms to be filled out 

and payment of appropriate fees), M-DCPS and ABLE would have known early on that 

the product did not meet the efficacy test and ABLE would have had the opportunity to 

select a different product.  Furthermore, in the aforementioned October 1st email thread, 

ABLE provided a list of 5 EPA-approved disinfectants that it intended to use.  On 

October 6, 2020, Mr. Alonso informed ABLE that Plant Operations recommended the 

use of 3M Quat Disinfectant Cleaner and that Clorox Germicidal Bleach on its list could 

not be used inside the school buses.  ABLE responded that if the District chose to 

change the chemicals it was highly recommended that Lysol be used because it had 

“made a firm long-term commitment with our supplier to provide these supplies and the 

costs associated with the same.” Again, ABLE chose the Lysol product; had ABLE 

promptly gotten its sample tested, the MT&E results would have been known early on 

before ABLE invested any money and before stocking up with the product.  ABLE’s 

emails indicate that it had already chosen to invest in the Lysol product before the 

contract went into effect on October 5, 2020, even though Plant Operations had 

recommended the 3M Quat Disinfectant Cleaner.   
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II – ABLE Met its Contractual Requirements for Cleaning School Buses, and         

the Evidence on which the OIG’s Report is Based does not Demonstrate 

Substandard Cleaning by ABLE 

 

In this section, ABLE basically states that it met its obligations under the contract for the 

daily cleaning of “999 buses.”  ABLE boasts that its performance was so consistently 

excellent, that the bus drivers routinely complimented ABLE on the clean state of the 

buses.  Additionally, ABLE states that it went above and beyond its contractual 

obligations working extra hours, routinely working past 12:30 a.m. each night inside 

buses whose interiors were “pitch black dark.”29  According to ABLE, it staffed additional 

employees, which M-DCPS refused to compensate, and ABLE was refused access on 

the weekends to allow for additional cleaning in daylight hours. In its Response it lists 

the services ABLE was required to provide under the contract as follows: 

 

• Cleaning windshields, windows, floors, seats, ceiling, entryways, and driver 

areas; 

• Targeting30 mold, mildew, and microbial contamination: 

• Sanitizing the most “commonly touched” surfaces (including bus seats, poles, 

handrails, and grab rails) of the bus interior to assist in the prevention of the 

spread of the coronavirus; 

• Cleaning trash and debris; and 

• Vacuuming and/or sweeping bus interiors. 

 

ABLE then goes on to emphasize that it was tasked with cleaning 999 buses in seven 

different bus transportation centers for a total of five thousand bus cleanings per week 

for the duration of the contract—a “monumental task—which it consistently met.  ABLE 

concludes that it went beyond its contractual obligations under difficult circumstances. 

ABLE claims that to improve service, ABLE requested to utilize the in-bus lighting at 

night and was summarily denied with no reasonable accommodations extended.     

 

The OIG notes that the contract specifically calls for “overnight cleaning.”  When 
interviewing the ABLE employees, they all recognized that their shift started at 4:30 p.m. 
and ended at 1:00 a.m.  The OIG is perplexed at ABLE’s statement that its employees 
routinely worked past 12:30 a.m., when they were supposed to.  Secondly, the fact that 

 
29 Response Exhibit I includes pictures of the “pitch-black dark” bus parking lot.  None of the pictures 
included in this exhibit are of the inside of the bus with the overhead ceiling lights or the flashlights ABLE 
provide to its employees.     
30 Emphasis in ABLE’s Response.  
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the parking lot was pitch-black dark should come to no surprise since it was overnight 
cleaning.  But the argument that they were denied the use of the buses interior ceiling 
lights is false.  The M-DCPS supervisor at Central West Transportation Center stated 
that all the buses had the keys in the ignition switch and ABLE employees would 
activate the lights as needed.  The supervisor noted that in some instances, the ABLE 
employees, instead of using the key in the ignition in the accessory position to activate 
the overhead lights, actually started the bus, which triggered the alarm in the bus when 
they closed the door, and never bothered to report it. The alarms were on the entire 
night depleting the batteries in the buses.  Additionally, all the employees interviewed 
stated that ABLE provided them with head-mounted flashlights and in one center an 
ABLE employee took the initiative and purchased a magnet light that attached to the 
ceiling of the buses when cleaning.  Some of the employees interviewed were using 
their cell phone flashlight and when asked why, they stated that they left their head-
mounted flashlights in their car.  Nevertheless, the contract requires that ABLE provide 
all necessary equipment to accomplish the cleaning and sanitization of the buses.  

 

A. The Report Findings are Predicated on an Inadequate Investigative Sample 

Size  

 

In this section, ABLE contends that the OIG’s investigation represents a “woefully 

inadequate sample size and fails to account for statistical trends and, thus, cannot be 

used to draw reasonable or reliable conclusions as to ABLE’s performance under the 

contract….”  It further claims that the contract did not call for perfection. It goes on 

quoting statistics that ABLE claims were ”calculated using standard statistical sampling 

mathematical equations.”  

 

ABLE confuses this investigation with an audit.  Its statistic on sampling is irrelevant.  

Although the contract may not have called for perfection, it did call for the sanitization of 

the buses in order to protect the children, the bus drivers and the public from a global 

pandemic.  The OIG conducted a surveillance NOT an audit, and the surveillance 

revealed that ABLE’s employees  were not cleaning or disinfecting the buses on the 

evenings it surveilled.  Instead, they were seen inside buses lounging and using their 

cell phones; they were observed going inside the buses without any cleaning supplies 

and coming out a few minutes later without any cleaning supplies.  It does not matter if 

the OIG’s picture only reveals one piece of paper on the floor, what is important is that 

ABLE employees were required, as ABLE states in its response, to clean the 

windshields, windows, floors, seats, ceiling and entry ways, and driver areas; target 

mold, mildew and microbial contamination; sanitize the most “commonly touched” 

surfaces (including bus seats, poles handrails, and grab rails) of the bus interior to 

assist in the prevention of the spread of the coronavirus; clean trash and debris; and 
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vacuum and/or sweep bus interiors.  On May 20, 2021,  ABLE employees failed to do 

these things.  They were observed going inside 15 buses and ignoring the other 186.   

 

ABLE continues at length about all the things it did and all the obstacles it was met with.  

What ABLE does not do is address the results of the surveillance and explain why its 

staff was sitting in the buses playing on their phone; why its staff sat in their cars for 

hours before starting to clean the buses; why its staff went inside the buses without any 

cleaning or disinfecting supplies or rags to clean the buses; why its staff at Southwest 

Transportation Center entered only 15 buses—without any cleaning or disinfecting 

supplies—and never went inside to clean the remaining 186 buses at the Center. 

 

ABLE provides no evidence that it met its obligations and does not address the results 

of the OIG’s surveillance at all.  ABLE does claim in its response, however, that it 

disciplined its employees. In its Response Exhibit J and Supplemental Response Exhibit 

C, it provided five Employee Discipline Forms (three were warnings and two were 

terminations for various reasons).31  What is interesting about these Employee 

Disciplinary Actions is that the Discipline Form dated April 27, 2021, states that ALL the 

employees at the Southwest Transportation Center left at 11:30 p.m. without completing 

their shift because they did not have supplies.  But even though the ABLE employees 

did not complete their shift on April 26, 2021, ABLE billed M-DCPS for the entire shift—

4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m., 8 hours x 6 employees.  The bottom line is that the 201 buses at 

that center could not have been sanitized that evening since they had no supplies and 

left early, but M-DCPS was billed as if they were.  (Exhibit 14)    

 

On May 20, 2021, ABLE employees went inside only 15 buses out of 201 buses with no 

cleaning supplies.  ABLE employees were observed sweeping only 3 buses using the 

brooms maintained in the buses.  The ABLE employees never went inside the 

remaining 186 buses nor did they clean or sanitize the 15 buses they actually went into.  

The buses may not have had visible dirt, but they were not sanitized or wiped at all.  On 

this date, the surveillance revealed that ABLE employees stopped working at 8:02 p.m.  

That was the last time ABLE employees were  observed going inside a bus.  ABLE 

Supervisor Mills arrived at the center at 10:28 p.m. drove around the parking lot, parked, 

and entered the maintenance service building.  He was later observed back in his 

vehicle driving around.  He departed the transportation center at 10:42 p.m.  During the 

time Supervisor Mills was at the Center, NOT one ABLE employee was cleaning any of 

 
31 It should be noted that Response Exhibit J and Supplemental Exhibit C are the same exact documents, 
and that the employee names were not included on the forms.   
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the buses.  Furthermore, Supervisor Mills never checked any of the buses to verify their 

cleanliness.   

 

As this was not an audit, the OIG does not need to calculate statistics or enlarge its 

sample size to conclude that the ABLE employees were not doing their job on the dates 

of the surveillance.  

 

B. The Report Misunderstands the Contract’s Provision that ABLE “Target” 

Mold 

 

ABLE’s response contends that the OIG’s Report claims that ABLE was required to 

”remove” mold pursuant to the contract.  ABLE contends that it was only required to 

“target” mold, mildew, and microbial contamination.  The response attempts to 

differentiate between mold and mildew remediation vs. mold removal as defined in the 

“industry.”  ABLE defines mold remediation as the typical method by which mold growth 

is addressed.  ABLE defines mold removal as a highly invasive, intensive, and 

expensive procedure and is only used where mold buildup is so significant that 

remediation will not suffice. ABLE then explains that the process of mold removal would 

require cutting out the affected portions of seat covers—or replacing the seat cushion in 

its entirety. ABLE contends that the contract calls for targeted mold remediation 

services because it would have been unreasonable under the contract to cut out and 

replace the affected portions of the seat cushions. (Response Page 10 Paragraph 5) 

ABLE blames the mold and mildew issue on M-DCPS for having the buses sitting in the 

parking lot for six months without cleaning.  ABLE also claims that it had to hire an extra 

32 employees at its own expense to do extensive cleaning of the buses.  

 

The OIG has no idea how ABLE came to its interpretation that the Report concludes 

that ABLE was responsible for “mold removal” as it defines it in its response, instead of 

remediation.  Not once did the Report mention mold removal or for that matter mold 

remediation.  Mr. Alonso consistently contacted Mr. Berry about the mold and mildew on 

the buses.  He sent photographs of the bus seats full of mold and mildew.  He invited 

Mr. Berry and his employees for a demonstration on how to clean the mold off the bus 

seats.  This demonstration took place on December 15, 2020, and was memorialized in 

a video showing how simple and easily the mold came off the seats when spraying and 

wiping it thoroughly with the appropriate cleaner.  The bottom line is that ABLE did not 

remediate or remove the mold and mildew growing on the bus seats.   
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ABLE claims that the mold and mildew is the result of the buses sitting in the parking lot 

for six months without cleaning.  However, this assumption is wrong.  The buses did not 

sit in the parking lot for six months without cleaning.  In fact, M-DCPS Transportation 

Department cleaned the buses thoroughly in June 2020, and again in September 2020 

right before the contract with ABLE went into effect on October 5, 2020.   

 

ABLE additionally claims it did not charge for the extensive cleaning it had to do initially, 

but its invoices say otherwise.  ABLE doubled its staff—without M-DCPS permission 

and in violation of the contract— from 32 to 64 and charged M-DCPS an additional 

$74,534.40 for a total of $149,068.80 for the billing period of October 5, 2020 to October 

15, 2020.32  (Exhibit 15)  The claims that ABLE graciously provided extra employees to 

do this deep cleaning at ABLE’s own expense is just plain false and its invoices are 

evidence that it charged M-DCPS double. It was not until M-DCPS complained to ABLE 

about the unauthorized billings that ABLE adjusted its invoice.   

 

C. The Report Misunderstands the Process Used to Service an Individual Bus 

 

ABLE states that the OIG Report consistently alleges that ABLE employees spent an 

inadequate amount of time servicing the buses.  ABLE claims that the OIG 

misunderstands ABLE’s narrated video demonstration of a bus cleaning claiming that it 

was a demonstration of the initial intensive bus cleaning and not the subsequent bus 

servicing maintenance required. It states that “…each bus did not require a deep 

cleaning on every single day—rather only needed such in-depth work for the initial 

cleaning and any subsequent unique situation that might arise that would call for such a 

cleaning.”  ABLE further claims that the electrostatic sprayer is simply a device used to 

“purge the air of lingering coronavirus to protect ABLE’s employees from exposure 

before they serviced a bus.”  According to the Response, the electrostatic sprayer was 

not intended for daily use, it was intended only when M-DCPS reported a COVID-19 

exposure on the bus.  Additionally, ABLE goes on to state that it would be impossible to 

spend thirty minutes on each of the 999 buses.   

 

The OIG notes that ABLE’s own website describes why and how the electrostatic 

sprayer is to be used, and nowhere does it state that the electrostatic sprayer is simply 

used to “purge the air of lingering coronavirus to protect ABLE’s employees from 

exposure before they serviced a bus.” ABLE’s website explains the main features and 

benefits of the electrostatic sprayer and describes why it is right for your business: 

 
32  Although page 2 of the invoice states 21 additional staff, ABLE charged for 32 additional staff.  ABLE 
later adjusted its billing to $135,206.83 and finally to $74,534.40 after discussions with M-DCPS.  
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Although electrostatic spray may sound like an aggressive method for 

regular commercial cleaning applications, the opposite is true.  The main 

features and benefits of electrostatic spray disinfection include: Reduces 

the time it takes to cover and disinfect all surfaces and hard-to-reach 

places by 50% compared to conventional methods. Improves infection 

control and the spread of viruses…Applies chemicals in a more efficient, 

controlled manner, eliminating the dangers of overuse.  Prevents costly 

financial burdens associated with contagious healthcare infections….  

 

ABLE’s contention that the electrostatic sprayer was to be used only when ABLE was 

informed of a COVID-19 case on the bus is ludicrous.  Nowhere in the contract does it 

state or require M-DCPS to keep ABLE informed of any COVID-19 cases, nor would it 

have been possible to do so, since in 2020 and 2021, it took at least two days to get any 

test results for the virus and most children, to this day, either have mild symptoms or are 

asymptomatic.33  The contract clearly calls for cleaning and sanitization of all the buses 

every night listing every part of the bus that was required to be thoroughly wiped down 

and sanitized.  The contract makes no exceptions and it does not state that the buses 

are only to be cleaned and sanitized thoroughly if someone in the bus tested positive for 

COVID-19. The purpose of sanitizing all commonly touched surfaces was to prevent the 

spread of the virus.  

 

From the very beginning when ABLE demonstrated the cleaning process to M-DCPS, 

they used the electrostatic sprayer.  During the investigation, the OIG interviewed 

numerous employees and ALL of them described the daily cleaning process beginning 

with the electrostatic sprayer, waiting about ten minutes, and then wiping the seats and 

spraying them with the Lysol from their spray bottles.  If fact, the Central West 

supervisor, stated during her interview, that she has one employee designated to use 

the electrostatic sprayer “precleaning” every bus beginning at 4:30 pm.  She further 

stated that it takes five minutes per bus and the buses are allowed to air out for fifteen 

minutes before the next employee begins cleaning and wiping the inside of the buses.  

In the North Center, five employees stated to the OIG that the daily cleaning and 

sanitization begins at 4:30 p.m. with the “fogger” i.e., the electrostatic sprayer.  Most of 

the employees stated that it takes approximately five to ten minutes to wipe down each 

bus, yet employees repeatedly took less than five minutes sometimes as little as one 

minute.  

 

 
33 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html, 2/15/2022 12:33 p.m. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html
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ABLE’s cleaning demonstration for M-DCPS and the cleaning demonstration for the 
OIG was a demonstration of their daily cleaning and sanitization of the buses.  During 
the demonstration, ABLE stated that employees suit up only if there was a reported 
case of COVID on the bus they would be cleaning.  Otherwise, the employees wear 
regular PPE, yellow vest, face shield, gloves and mask. At no time during the 
demonstrations did ABLE state that the electrostatic sprayer was used only in the event 
that there was a reported case of COVID.  Furthermore, at no time did ABLE state that 
the demonstration was of a deep cleaning or “unique circumstance” cleaning. Moreover, 
the contract does not differentiate between deep cleaning versus regular maintenance 
cleaning. ABLE was required to sanitize and clean the windshields, windows, floors, 
walls, seats, ceiling, exits, entryways, driver areas, handrails, and the most “commonly 
touched surfaces”  in the interior of each bus to assist in the prevention of the spread of 
coronavirus Monday through Friday starting at 4:30.  “Cleaning will be done 
‘overnight’…All buses will be cleaned before the following morning – at each center.”  
This means that even if the bus looked clean, ABLE was supposed to sanitize and clean 
each bus, since you cannot see the coronavirus on the commonly touched surfaces of 
each bus.  The bottom line is that ABLE and its employees are the ones that 
misunderstood the cleaning process.   

 

III – ABLE Continued to Perform under the Contract Despite MDCSB’s Breaches 

of Contract, Efforts to Hinder Performance and Unwillingness to Compromise 

 

ABLE claims that M-DCPS owes ABLE $66,000 in outstanding invoices.  Additionally, 

ABLE reiterates that M-DCPS has tried to force ABLE to perform beyond the contract by 

requiring FSPMA testing at ABLE’s expense and requiring ABLE to purchase different 

cleaning products.  ABLE characterizes this as M-DCPS “moving the goalposts” yet, 

according to ABLE, it has continuously tried to provide solutions, such as expanding the 

work hours to include the weekends and providing additional staff, which ABLE claims it 

did so without compensation so it could meet its obligation under the contract.  ABLE 

claims M-DCPS directed ABLE to reduce its staff down to the amount allowed under the 

contract, was denied the requested additional weekend time, and was denied access to 

improved lighting.  

 

What is new in this section of the Response is ABLE’s claim that its schedule and 

logistical challenges were unnecessarily hampered because M-DCPS did not give 

ABLE advance notice that buses were going in for routine or emergency mechanical 

servicing prior to being returned to each Bus Transportation Center for cleaning and 

disinfecting. 
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The OIG wishes to point out that each transportation center has its own maintenance 

department, which is in the same place where the buses are parked.  As such, after any 

maintenance and/or servicing, the buses are returned to its designated parking spot. 

The OIG followed up with M-DCPS staff and was informed that, at least for the 

Southwest Transportation Center (the largest of the centers), only 14 of 201 buses were 

in maintenance for routine servicing or emergency mechanical servicing at any given 

time during the duration of the contract. This number was much less at the other 

transportation centers, since they have less buses.  All buses, except for a bus that 

requires more than one day of service, are returned to its assigned parking spot no later 

than 7:30 p.m., when the maintenance department closes.  Any bus that remains in the 

maintenance department overnight will not require sanitization that evening.  The 

logistical impact of having a few buses returned to the yard by 7:30 p.m. should not 

have adversely affected ABLE’s cleaning schedule.  The fact that ABLE wanted 

advance notice of buses that need emergency maintenance, or any other maintenance 

is capricious and an excuse, especially when there are so many buses left to clean and 

sanitize.   

 

ABLE’S PRESENTATION TO THE OIG & ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION – 

APPENDIX 2 

 

On January 20, 2022, ABLE’s attorneys made an in-person presentation to the OIG.   

The presentation was a summary of their initial Response, and the attorneys provided 

an additional 51 pages of documents, which are not numbered, and are included herein 

at Appendix 2.  These documents include a duplicate of ABLE’s Response Exhibit E – 

Industry Methods for Addressing Mold Growth.  Duplicate copies of letters and emails 

contained in ABLE’s Response Exhibit B, but with highlighted text and one hand-written 

comment, which are not contained in the Response’s Exhibit B.  These emails are titled 

“Correspondence re reasonable accommodations” and “EPA Appraisal & FSPMA 

Testing.” 

 

ABLE’S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE – APPENDIX 3 

 

In its supplemental response ABLE again reiterates that “at its own expense, it 

“painstakingly took the time over the winter break to further address School Board’s 

concerns regarding mold presence.”  ABLE further claims that its efforts helped curb 

mold growth, however, only full removal and replacement of all cushions could have 

fully removed the mold, which is outside the contract requirements.  ABLE also claims 
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that it met and exceeded its contractual obligations and it offered to work longer hours, 

extra days and add additional staff but was “rebuffed at every turn.”   

 

ABLE’s claim that it was denied working longer hours and extra days with additional 

staff is just a red herring.  Mr. Alonso, in an interview with the OIG, stated that he does 

not recall ever denying ABLE access and, in fact, ABLE employees gained access to 

the transportation center on Saturday, October 17, 2020, to continue servicing 

remaining buses because they had all left at 7:00 p.m. the night before because of 

weather conditions.  However, ABLE never informed Mr. Alonso nor did ABLE seek 

permission for access. Mr. Alonso became aware of this, after the fact, in an email from 

ABLE when he questioned the invoice that charged for cleaning and sanitization for the 

entire shift on that Friday, October 16th, even though the supervisor allowed all the 

employees to cease operations around 7p.m.  (Exhibit 16)  As Mr. Berry’s email clearly 

acknowledges, ABLE Supervisor Mills never requested nor received authorization from 

Mr. Alonso but was able to gain access on Saturday to finish the buses.  

 

As to additional staff, Exhibit A to the executed contract notes that 32-40 employees are 

to be hired, but also clearly states that: “School Board may increase or decrease the 

amount of staff being requested by granting advance written notice to the Contractor.  

At this time, [ABLE] estimates hiring 32 individuals to provide cleaning services at the 

bus locations listed above.”  ABLE doubled that amount to 64 the first two weeks the 

contract was in effect without advance notice or authorization.  The Procurement Office 

informed ABLE in an email that in order to add additional staff or make any changes to 

the contract ABLE would need to send a proposal to M-DCPS allowing appropriate time 

for consideration and response.    The Procurement Office made it clear to ABLE that 

payments could not be authorized if “not documented or covered under the 

agreement—even worse after the fact.” (Exhibit 17)  ABLE never sent a proposal, Mr. 

Berry just sent emails arguing that he was entitled to increase the staff and then 

increased the staff without M-DCPS’s approval. 

 

As part of its supplemental response, ABLE includes four exhibits marked A – D totaling 

147 pages (included in this report).34  Supplemental Response Exhibit A is titled, 

“Example records of bus cleaning relating to allegations contained in the Draft Report.”35 

After examining this exhibit, the OIG determined that these documents are ABLE’s 

 
34 Supplemental Exhibit C is addressed above on page 40, and Supplemental Exhibit D is ABLE’s 
background and biographical information, which is not relevant to this report and the results of the OIG 
surveillances. 
35 It should be noted that Supplemental Exhibits A and B are inverted in the exhibit attachment submitted 
to the OIG, therefore Exhibit A will be attached as Exhibit B and Exhibit B will be attached as Exhibit A.   
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Sanitizing Bus Log of buses cleaned and sanitized on April 6, 2021 at Northeast 

Transportation – 159 buses; April 7, 2021, Northeast Transportation – 157 buses; April 

13, 2021, South Transportation Center 117 buses; April 22, 2021, Northwest 

Transportation – 84 buses; and most importantly, May 20, 2021 at the Southwest 

Transportation  – 199 buses.  These bus logs pertain to the dates the OIG performed 

surveillance.  As this report has been clear throughout, the OIG’s surveillance at the 

Southwest Transportation on May 20, 2021, revealed that the ABLE employees only 

entered 15 buses that night but they entered empty-handed without any cleaning or 

sanitization supplies; The log, on the other hand, falsely shows that ABLE cleaned and 

sanitized 199 buses.   

 

Exhibit B of ABLE’s supplemental response is titled “Records detailing the additional 

services performed by ABLE’s mold remediation task force over the winter break to 

combat mold growth….”  This exhibit includes a 55-page ADP Payroll Register for the 

period ending January 5, 2021, and a 54-page ADP Payroll Register for period ending 

December 22, 2020.  The M-DCPS winter break was from December 21, 2020 to 

January 4, 2021.  M-DCPS informed ABLE in an email that any additional work during 

the holidays was NOT authorized since the “deep cleaning” it wanted to perform had 

been done the first week of October by ABLE when it doubled its staff from 32 to 64.  It 

is disingenuous for ABLE to now claim in its responses that it went out of its way to 

accommodate M-DCPS, working extra hours during the winter break at no charge to M-

DCPS.  

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

 

The OIG surveillances revealed the egregious behavior of the ABLE employees in 

particular at the Southwest Transportation Center.  The OIG only pursued this 

investigation after the M-DCPS Transportation Department had made many attempts to 

address issues with ABLE in an effort to improve performance under the contract. In 

spite of the Department’s repeated efforts, the buses were not being sufficiently 

sanitized and cleaned.  Through surveillances, interviews, inspections and 

documentation, the OIG found that ABLE failed to effectively implement and manage 

the sanitization and cleaning of the school buses. 

 

While the OIG does not know how ABLE performed throughout the entire contract, on 

April 6, 2021, the ABLE employees were observed taking an hour for dinner, 30 minutes 

more than they are supposed to, and sitting in a bus conversing and talking on their cell 

phones for an additional hour.  What was even more troubling is the fact that once 
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ABLE employees became aware of the OIG investigation it had little effect on employee 

behavior. On May 20, 2021, the OIG surveillance revealed that of the 201 buses at the 

Southwest Transportation Center site, which comprises about a fifth of the bus fleet, 

ABLE employees only entered 15 buses to remove trash, and swept three buses.  None 

of the buses at that site were sanitized and only two ABLE employees were observed 

doing any work at all.  It should be noted that during the entire shift, the OIG Special 

Agents did not see the on-site supervisor at this center.  Therefore, no one inspected 

the buses during or at the end of the shift. Likewise, the supervisory inspections in the 

other transportation centers were erratic or nonexistent as well.  ABLE’s own exhibits 

also indicate that on April 27, 2021, one of its supervisors (name not included in the 

exhibit)  was reprimanded for dismissing all the employees at 11:30 p.m. prior to the 

end of shift because they did not have supplies.   

 

During the OIG Special Agents’ observations at all seven transportation centers the 

ABLE employees were observed spending only one to seven minutes per bus sanitizing 

and cleaning. However, prior to the contract commencing, ABLE demonstrated that the 

sanitization and cleaning process for one standard-sized school bus took 28 minutes.  

Furthermore, the demonstration by an ABLE employee to OIG Special Agents, even 

without the use of the electrostatic sprayer, took 36 minutes and 39 seconds to 

complete the sanitizing and cleaning of a bus.  Even during the interviews of ABLE 

employees, the responses that the OIG received as to how long it takes to sanitize and 

clean a bus ranged from 10 to 45 minutes.  What was observed, however, was far 

different.  At no time did OIG Special Agents observe bus cleaning and sanitization 

efforts resembling the demonstrations.     

 

The actions—or inactions—of the ABLE employees, especially at the Southwest 

Transportation Center, were so concerning, given the potential health and safety risks to 

M-DCPS children and employees, that the OIG issued a memorandum (Exhibit 18) 

alerting M-DCPS of the lack of performance during the OIG surveillance.  Accordingly, 

On May 27, 2021, M-DCPS terminated the Agreement with ABLE, effective 

immediately.  The ABLE agreement was replaced by a Letter of Understanding (LOU) 

between M-DCPS Transportation Department, the Office of Labor Relations and the 

American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), regarding 

the 2021 summer bus washing/sanitization for bus drivers and aides effective June 14, 

2021. Through the LOU 90 bus drivers and bus aides became responsible for cleaning 

and sanitizing the high-touch area of the buses, at the end of the morning run and at the 

end of the afternoon run.  Bus drivers and bus aides were compensated for an 
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additional 20 minutes in the morning and 20 minutes in the afternoon for this extra work.   

This LOU was extended through the end of the 2021-2022 school year.     

 

The OIG carefully and thoroughly reviewed ABLE’s response and supplementals and 

has not changed its findings.  This report will be presented to the School Board and to 

the Administration for forwarding to CRDC for any action it determines is warranted.   













































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

MONTERO, JAVIER R < RickMontero@dadeschools.net> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2021 3:47 PM· 

 

Unsatisfactory Rendered Service 

FW: 87041; FW: 85110; FW: 85128; FW: Cleaning Crew; FW: Coronavirus Disinfectant 

(Able Business Services, Inc.); FW: 85111 

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE 

From: Alonso, Orlando L. <0Alonso2@dadeschools.net> 

Sent: Friday, March 12, 2021 2:26 PM 

To: MONTERO, JAVIER R <RickMontero@dadeschools.net>; KNIGGE, THOMAS <TKnigge@dadeschools.net> 

Subject: FW: Unsatisfactory Rendered Service 

I will be sending separate emails to accommodate the email size limitations. 

Thanks 

Orlando Alonso 
Administrative Director 
Miami-Dade County Schools 
Transportation Department 
15401 SW 117 Avenue 
Miami, FL 33157 

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you have received this message in error please 
contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic mail) and then destroy all copies of the 
original message 

From: Alonso, Orlando L. 

Sent: Monday, December 7, 2020 1:25 PM 

To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaintl@bellsouth.net> 

Cc: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; Cone, Steffond L.<SLCONE@dadeschools.net>; Amaya, 

Lourdes <LourdesAmaya@dadeschools.net>; Placide, Nouchka <NPlacide@dadeschools.net>; ROBINSON, BRITTNEE N 

<brobinson@dadeschools.net>; Hicks, James <JHicks@dadeschools.net> 

Subject: Unsatisfactory Rendered Service 

Mr. Berry 
I have yet to hear back from you on several requests that I have made regarding the condition of 
school buses that should have been cleaned and sanitized. 
I am attaching those emails (from last Wednesday and Thursday) requesting a representative from 
your company to come to the Southwest Transportation Center to address these findings. 

1 
r 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alonso, Orlando L. <0Alonso2@dadeschools.net> 

Monday, December 7, 2020 1 :00 PM 

Alonso, Orlando L. 

FW: 85110 

1 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

--------� 

Alonso, Orlando L. <0Alonso2@dadeschools.net> 

Monday, December 7, 2020 1 :01 PM 

Alonso, Orlando L. 

FW: 87041 

. 

-----. 

87041 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alonso, Orlando L. <0Alonso2@dadeschools.net> 

Monday, December 7, 2020 12:59 PM 

Alonso, Orlando L. 

FW: 85128 
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From: 

Sent: 

Alonso, Orlando L. <0Alonso2@dadeschools.net> 

Monday, December 7, 2020 1 :OS PM 

To: Alonso, Orlando L. 

Subject: FW: 85111 

From: Alonso, Orlando L. <0Alonso2@dadeschools.net> 

Sent: Monday, December 7, 2020 1:00 PM 

To: Alonso, Orlando L. <0Alonso2@dadeschools.net> 

Subject: FW: 8511 
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Southwest Transportation Center - April 6, 2021 

Bus No. 37332 - inspected, photographed and video recording. Observed dirt and 
dust on the driver's dashboard, side control panel, steering column, and seats. 
Observed dirt/dust and trash on the floor, which appeared not to have been swept. See 
photographs below. 

1 
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Bus No. 32040 - inspected, photographed, and video recording. Observed dirty floor, 
which appeared not to have been swept; dirt/dust on seats; and apparent mold on 
some seats. See photographs below. 

2 



Bus No. 37552 - inspected and photographed. Observed dirty floor giving the 
appearance that the floor may not have been swept; dust/dirt on the entrance support 
backboard/rail area and several seats and seatbelts. See the photos below. 

3 













Bus No. 421068 - inspected, photographed, and video recording. Observed dirt and 
debris on the floor, and dust on the seats. See Figure below. 

9 



Bus No. 37469 - inspected and photographed this bus, which OIG Special Agents 
had observed ABLE employees entering and cleaning earlier in the afternoon. 
Observed what appeared to be paw prints of an animal on one of the seats. Observed 
dirty floor, making it seem as if it was not swept. Observed apparent mold on some 
seats, and dirt/debris on other seats. Observed a clump of hair on one seat between 
the seat and the driver's side interior wall panel. Some of the seatbelts in this bus were 
draped over the back of the seats, but not all. See the photographs below.  
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Central West Transportation Center - April 6, 2021 

Storage Pod and Blue Containers 

1 
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c

Able Business Services, Inc.

1234 Northwest 79th Street
Miami, FL 33147
305-636-5099

payments@ablebusinessservices.com

http://ablebusinessservices.com/

INVOICE
BILL TO
School Board Miami Dade

County

iW3a/^5'j

INVOICE # 9915
DATE 06/08/2021

DUE DATE 07/08/2021
TERMS Net 30

DATE DESCRIPTION ACTIVITY

Mia-Dade Sch Board Bus Detailing
Contract,

Miami Dade County Janitorial Contract,
Bid # 9652-5/22, RFQ9562-23MDT and
RFQ9562-41WASD (Collectively) was
utilized

1) SERVICING SEVEN FIELD
CENTERS-
* Sanitizing of 1050 School Buses
nightly
* 32.35 hourly per rate
* Five days per week @ 8 hours per day

~> * Service Period, 4/19/21 to 4/30/21
* (10) Days Bus Detailing Services
* Work hrs, 4:30 PM to 1 PM

2) NORTH 16150 NW 42ND AVE Services
LOCATION; @ $32.35 HR X 10 DAYS
X 5 STAFF X 8 MRS, 400 @ $32.35

3) SOUTH LOCATION 660 SW 3RD Services
AVE;
@ $32.35 HR X 10 DAYS X 8 HRS X 4
STAFF, 320 @ $32.35

4) NORTH EAST (2) 5901 NW 27TH Services
AVE LOCATION;
@ $32.35 HR X 10 DAYS X 6 STAFF X
8HRS,480@$32.35

5) SOUTH WEST LOCATION 1 5501 Services
SW117THAVE;
@ $32.35 HR X 10 DAYS X 6 STAFF X
8 HRS, 480 @ $32.35

6) CENTRAL WEST LOCATION; Services
@ $32.35 HR X 10 DAYS X 5 STAFF X
8 HRS, 400 @ $32.35

7) JOH N SCH E E 2755 NW 122ND ST Services

AMOUNT

RECElVEr"

JUN

Thank You For Choosing Able Business Semces For Your Business Needs! | Thank You

Business Needs!

7^?^'^^^
12,940.00

10,352.00

15,528.00

15,528.00

12,940.00

7,764.00

For Choosing Able Business Services For Your



DATE DESCRIPTION ACTIVITY AMOUNT

LOCATION;
@ $32.35 HR X 10 DAYS X 3 STAFF X
8 HRS, 240 @ $32.35

8) NW (1) SOUTH RIVER LOCATION; Services 7.764.00
@ $32.35 HR X 10 DAYS X 8 MRS X 3
STAFF, 240 @ $32.35

SBE/DBE CERTIFIED CONTRACTOR Services

BUS LOGS WILL BE SENT
SEPARATELY DUE TO THE SIZE OF
THE FILES.

We appreciate your prompt payment. BALANCE DUE $82,816.00

Thank You For Choosing Able Business Services For Your Business Needsl | Thank You For Choosing Able Business Sen/ices For Your

Business Needs!



Miami-Dade County Public Schools

Office of the Inspector General

EXHIBIT 15
ABLE's First Invoice Doubling the Number of Employees from 32 to 64 Employees for an

Unauthorized Deep Cleaning
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Able Business Services, Inc.

1234 Northwest 79th Street
Miami, FL 33147
305-636-5099

payments@ablebusinessservices.com

http://ablebusinessservices.com/

INVOICE
BILL TO
School Board Miami Dade
County

SHIP TO
School Board of Miami Dade
Trasportation Department

15401 SW117Ave

Miami, Florida 33157

INVOICE # 9338
DATE 10/15/2020

DUE DATE 11/14/2020
TERMS Net 30

DATE DESCRIPTION ACTIVITY

Mia-Dade Sch Board Bus Detailing
Contract,
Miami Dade County Janitorial Contract,
Bid # 9652-5/22, RFQ9562-23MDT and
RFQ9562-41WASD (Collectively) was
utilized

AMOUNT

1) SERVICING SEVEN FIELD
CENTERS-
* Sanitizing of 1050 School Buses
nightly
* 32.35 hourly per rate
* Five days per week @ 8 hours per day
* Service Period, 10/5/20 to 10/15/20
* (9) Days Bus Detailing Services
* Work hrs, 4:30 PM to 1 PM (30 minute
lunch)

2) NORTH LOCATION @ $32.35 HR X Services
10 Employees (8 HRs Per day), X 9
DAYS ( 720 man HRs), 720 @ $32.35

3) SOUTH LOCATION @ $32.35 HR X Services
7 Employees (8 HRs Per day), X 9
DAYS (504 man HRs), 504 @ $32.35

4) SOUTHWEST LOCATION @ $32.35 Services
HR X 9 Employees (8 HRs Per day), X
9 DAYS (648 man HRs), 648 @ $32.35

5) NORTHEAST LOCATION @ $32.35 Services
HR X 7 Employees (8 HRs Per day), X
9 DAYS (393 man HRs), 504 @ $32.35

6) CENTRAL WEST LOCATION @ Services
$32.35 HR X 12 Employees (8 HRs per
day) X 9 DAYS (864 man HRs), 864 @
$32.35

7) JOHN SCHEE LOCATION @ $32.35 Services

23,292.00

16,304.40

20,962.80

16,304.40

27,950.40

27,950.40

Thank You For Choosing Able Business Services For Your Business Needs! ] Thank You For Choosing Able Business Services For Your

Business Needs!



DATE DESCRIPTION ACTIVITY AMOUNT

HRs X 12 Employees (8 HRS Per Day
X 9 DAYS (864 man HRs), 864 @
$32.35

8) SOUTHEAST LOCATION @ $32.35 Services 16,304.40
HR X 7 Employees (8 HRS Per Day x 9
Days (504 HRs), 504 @ $32.35

* DETAIL CLEANING NECESSARY Services
BEFORE

SANITIZING/DISINFECTING OF
(1050)

SCHOOL BUSES-
* MOLD REMEDIATION REQUIRED

(21) ADDITIONAL STAFF BEFORE
DISINFECTING WORK STARTED

* FUTURE SANITIZING SERVICES
AFTER

10/16/20 WILL ONLY REQUIRE (40)
CLEANING SANITIZING

TECHNICIANS
SBE/DBE CERTIFIED CONTRACTOR Services
EMPLOYEE SIGN IN AND OUT
SHEETS ATTACHED

We appreciate your prompt payment. BALANCE DUE $149,068.80

Thank You For Choosing Able Business Services For Your Business Needs! | Thank You For Choosing Able Business Services For Your

Business Needs!



Miami-Dade County Public Schools
Office of the Inspector General

EXHIBIT 16
ABLE's Email Informing M-DCPS That ABLE

Employees Ceased Operations at 7 p.m. on October 16, 2021 Due to Weather

But Returned on Saturday to Complete the Service of the Remaining Buses

(3 Pages)
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From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaintl@bellsouth.net>

Sent: Monday, December 7, 2020 4:06 PM

To: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>

Cc: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; Cone, Steffond L.

<SLCONE@dadeschools.net>; JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>; Amaya, Lourdes

<LourdesAmaya@dadeschools.net>; Placide, Nouchka <NPIacide@dadeschools.net>; Jr. Albert E.

Dotson <adotson@bilzin.com>; Eric Singer <esinRer@bilzin.com>; Ted Williams

<ted@ablebusinessservices.com>

Subject: Fw: Invoice from Able Business Services, Inc.

CAUTION: This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are

expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.

Mr. Alonso,

Sorry for just just now getting back to you, but I will be attempting to address each of your
concerns in the order in which they are being listed in your email, as follows;

1. Ref# 1.-1 am only aware of (7) terminal locations, but not the 8th location.. .

2.Refft2 -As a African American owned business, and because of historical indifference it has always been necessary

to do more than expected and not less since our work products are always scrutinized a lot more. Additionally,

because we aren't being informed in advance when there is a COVID-19 impacted bus to service, extra precautions

have to be taken to protect ourselves as well as others. In these regards we believe to do our work we must always

do more, consequently, we will be employing more staff at (40) persons. We have to treat each bus we service as a

hot spot, whereby electrostatic disinfecting is required along with the usual wiping down sanitization mandated in

our contract. As is the case with a number of major US cities we are likewise experiencing a up tick in the number of

COVID-19 cases in our schools and communities. Doing the first week of our contract there were only two instances

when we were notified in advance when there was COVID-19 impacted bus to service. Initially by a mechanic and

shortly thereafter by a Site Manager. This Manager and I quote him" I was chewed out by my boss because I told

you guys about these COVID-19 buses" end of quote. This responses is very perplexing and contrary to both our

missions regardingthesafety of the children to which we have been entrusted to protect. Accordingly, we are

elertrostatically sanitizing as well as wiping down all areas of M-DCPS buses using 40 staff as opposed to the 32 staff

to which we are only being compensated. Again, please know even though our invoice reflects only a total of 2560

man hours being billed for 32 staff, we are in fact utilizing an additional (8) staff, which means we are contributing

an additional 640 man hours within the two week billing cycle to get the job done. We will modified our invoice to

comport more with the difference in buses being serviced at the various terminals. Also, I must again state for the

record Section "A", in our Contract reflect the number of employees to be employed ranges from 32-40 persons

and there is ample monies allocated to support up to 40 staff.. Because we are only able to invoice you for 32 staff

and knowing we are employing (8) additional persons we mistakenly misunderstood to need of invoicing you based

on the number of buses at the various locations. We are modifying our invoices accordingly. Also, we will continue

to attach our daily sign-in logs with our invoices, which document the actual number of persons working each day

along with the number of hours worked. For further clarification and justification please find attached marked



Exhibit #1 a our M-DCPS bus sanitizing organization chart delineating the work assignments by location for all seven

terminals. . .

3. Ref#3- Due to intermittent weather conditions on October 16 we had to ceased operations
around 7 PM. However, we returned the following morning to service the remaining buses.
Along with your security gate log, which would document our returning on Saturday, we can
also provide you with our ADP Geo-fencing tracking records as added documentation which
reflects our employees logging in at SAM and leaving your terminal at 3 PM on Saturday. The
Geo-fencing feature is programed on the employees cell phone and will only allow our
employees to log in from their work site address. Please advise if this additional
documentation is being required. .Also, the late evening work hours made it impractical for
Mr. Mills to get authorization from your office in-advance, but your office should have been
informed of this this scheduling interruption the following Monday when we all returned to
work. Except for the NW terminal all of the other terminals was serviced since the weather
wasn't as bad at the other sites . We will always make a concerted effort to comply with the
work hours stipulated in our Contract, unless instructed otherwise by your supervisory staff or
when conditions poses health risks to jeopardies staff safety..

In conclusion, we are committed to doing the best job possible and if your office requires
additional clarification regarding any other matter, please feel free to reach out to me or any of
my staff. I view our public private relationship as a mutually beneficial partnership that
necessitates our working together to protect our children and others in our community from
this deadly virus. As noted, we are accustomed to this level of scrutiny and as such we
understand the necessity of doing more and working harder to meet our contractual
obligations. Ted and Mark will be reaching out to your office to set up the meeting to go over
service issues.

Regards,.

William L. Berry Sr., President

Able Business Services Inc
1234 NW 79th Street
Miami, Florida 33147
Office: (305)-636-5099
ablmaint1(2»bellsouth.net
www.ablebusinessservices.com

On Wednesday, December 2, 2020, 12:12:16 PM EST, Alonso, Orlando L. <oalonso2^dadeschools.net> wrote:

Mr. Berry

I have several issues of concern with the attached invoices that need to be explained.

1. Location # 4, Central West is the same location for Location # 8 which is located at 13775 NW 6th

St. which seems to be duplicated.

However, you are missing the Northwest Center which is located at 9900 NW South River Drive with 84
buses.



2. You are charging for an equal amount of man hours for each center. As you were advised, each

center stores a different amount of buses.

For example, at the Schee center we park 86 school buses and at the Northwest Center we have 84
units. However, at the Southwest we have 201, North 166, South 126, Northeast 177 and Central West
159.

The concern is that you are charging the equal amount of manhours at all locations, when all of the
centers don't have the same number of units to clean and sanitize.
Why will it take 480 man hours at the Schee Center for $17,080.80 (Based on your invoicing) when that
location only has 86 units?
You are charging the equal amount of manhours for the Northeast Center which houses 177 units which
is literally twice the number of buses. Can you explain why this is the case?

3. Also, on October 16th, your leadperson at the Northeast Transportation Center allowed 5 of your

employees to go home early (See Exhibit A) because of the weather.

Why are we being charged for those manhours and how can we confirm if the bus fleet at this location
was cleaned and sanitized on that day? More importantly, I was never notified by anyone from your office
that this happened.

I will be reviewing each invoice and will advise of any discrepancies we find.

Orlando Alonso
Administrative Director
Miami-Dade County Schools
Transportation Department
15401 SW 117 Avenue
Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipients) and
may contain confidential and privileged information that is exempt from public
disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If
you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or
reply via electronic mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message
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McDonald, Laudelina (OIG)

From: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>

Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2021 6:07 PM

To: McDonald, Laudelina (OIG)
Subject: FW: Resending Invoice from Able Business Services - School Bus Sanitizing Services

05-15 October 2020

EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE
This is the email I mentioned to you where Procurement states we cannot change what was agreed
upon in the contract.

Scroll to the bottom and work toward the top; see highlights

From: Alonso, Orlando L.

Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 1:58 PM

To: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>

Subject: RE: Resending Invoice from Able Business Services - School Bus Sanitizing Services 05-15 October 2020

Will wait for the adjusted invoice.
Also, when you communicate with the County, find out what disinfectant they are using; I am interested in
knowing what products are being used to clean and sanitized the Transit buses.

OrlandoAlonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue
Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipients) and may contain confidential and

privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is

prohibited. If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic

mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message

From: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 1:42 PM

To: JAMES, MIRANDA L <miames@dadeschools.net>

Cc: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>

Subject; FW: Resending Invoice from Able Business Services - School Bus Sanitizing Services 05-15 October 2020

FYI

Best Regards,

Mario De Barros

Chief Procurement Officer - MDC Public Schools

Office: (305) 995-1434



Email: mdebarros@dadeschools.net

Website: http://procurement.dadeschools.net/

From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaintl(a)bellsouth.net>

Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 1:38 PM

To: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>

Cc: MONTFORT, CHARISMA H <CMONTFORT@DADESCHOOLS.NET>; Alonso, Orlando L. <OAlonso2@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Re: Resending Invoice from Able Business Services - School Bus Sanitizing Services 05-15 October 2020

CAUTION: This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are expecting the email

or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.

Mr. De Barros, I tried to call, but was unable to reach you by phone. What I'm simply saying for
everyone's protection we will cover the additional expenses beyond the 32 persons, but we will be
using 40 staff for the purpose of supporting the additional safety protocols. You will only be invoiced
for 32 employees and for me it's an investment in my community and our children welfare.

Thanking you for your considerations

Regards, ...

William L. Berry Sr., President
Able Business Services Inc
1234 NW 79th Street
Miami, Florida 33147
Office: (305)-636-5099
ablmaint1@bellsouth.net
www.ablebusinessservices.com

On Tuesday, November 24, 2020, 11:58:40 AM EST, DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net> wrote:

Mr. Berry,

I understand your concerns... and you have every right to propose a ramp up / ramp down of the service as the situation
evolves. What we cannot do is authorize payments not documented or covered under our agreement - even worse after
the fact.

Your invoices to-date should reflect the number of employees and services agreed to only, as outlined by Mr.
Alonso. If you would like to propose some changes, please reach out to Mr. Alonso with the proposal and appropriate
time for consideration.

I would like to also remind you that this agreement follows a Other Government Agency Agreement with Miami Dade
County.

We have reached out to them (as customary) to keep them informed of the questions surrounding these services. In the
event they reach out to you for clarification, I wanted you to be informed as to why.



Best Regards,

Mario De Barros

Chief Procurement Officer - MDC Public Schools

Office: (305) 995-1434

Email: mdebarros(a)dadeschools.net

Website: http://procuremeriLdadeschools.net/

From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1(a)beHsouth.net>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 11:01 AM
To: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>
Cc: MONTFORT, CHARISMA H <CMONTFORT(5)DADESCHOOLS.NET>
Subject: Re: Resending Invoice from Able Business Services - School Bus Sanitizing Services 05-15 October 2020

CAUTION: This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are
expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.

Mr. De Barros, Exhibit A" in our contract does stipulates the number of employees to be hired should
be between 32-40 persons. To get the job done initially we had to hire considerable more employees
than 32 persons, again even though the stated hiring guidelines specifically state a range of 32-40
person in Exhibit A. It it is my professional opinion the combination of electrostatic fogging in
conjunction with the more routine wiping down sanitization process is what's required to ensure M-
DCPS buses continue to be virus free. To ensure everyone safety, particularly our children, we will
continue staffing services at the 40 person level to support the additional safety protocols that's
necessary, and we will continue to do so unless the burden of the additional expenses gets to be
more costly than what my small business could absorbed. Additionally, in this time of grave peril in
which we all find ourselves, I do not want to lay off any staff particularly at this time.

Regards

William L. Berry Sr., President

Able Business Services Inc

1234 NW 79th Street



Miami, Florida 33147

Office: (305)-636-5099

ablmaintl ©bellsouth.net

www.ablebusinessservices.com

On Monday, November 23, 2020, 09:39:38 AM EST, DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros(5).dadeschools.net> wrote:

Mr. Berry,

Kindly update your invoice and only include the approved charges / services per our agreement, as approved and outlined
by Mr. Alonso.

Best Regards,

Mario De Barros

Chief Procurement Officer - MDC Public Schools

Office: (305) 995-1434

Email: mdebarros(5).dadeschools.net

Website: http://procurement.dadeschools.net/

From: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 7:21 AM
To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
Cc: JAMES, MIRANDA L <miames(5)dadeschools.net>; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>;
MONTFORT, CHARISMA H <CMONTFORT©.DADESCHOOLS.NET>; Cone, Steffond L <SLCONE(5).dadeschools.net>;
Amaya, Lourdes <LourdesAmaya@dadeschools.net>; Placide, Nouchka <NPIacide@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Re: Resending Invoice from Able Business Services - School Bus Sanitizing Services 05-15 October 2020

Good Morning Mr. Berry



As I previously stated to you, I did not authorize any additional semces from those stipulated in your
proposal and as such, the invoice should be for a total of $74,534.40 for 9 days.

At no time did you bring your concerns to my attention to advise that you underestimated the job
requirements and additional services were needed.

If you opted to add personnel without consulting with me or decided to change or add services, then
that is beyond was agreed upon and will not be authorized for payment. That is the purpose of the of
a signed agreement, so a vendor renders the specified services or products in the agreement and the
districts pays for those services or products.

More importantly, if you cannot render the services outlined in the contract, then you need to advise
me immediately and cease any additional services you have implemented without
authorization. Again, I will not authorize payment for additional services beyond those agreed upon in
the contract.

Regards

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

MDCPS Transportation

From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1(a)beHsouth.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 7:58 PM
To: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>
Cc: JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>;
MONTFORT, CHARISMA H <CMONTFORT®.DADESCHOOLS.NET>: Cone, Steffond L <SLCONE(a).dadeschools.net>;
Amaya, Lourdes <LourdesAmaya@dadeschools.net>; Placide, Nouchka <NPIacide@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Fw: Resending Invoice from Able Business Sen/ices - School Bus Sanitizing Services 05-15 October 2020

CAUTION: This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are

expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe,



Good evening Mr. Orlando, we just forwarding for your perusal invoices #9338 and #9412, for periods
10/5 to 10/15 and 10/16 to 10/20, Also, as stated in our earlier emails we had to use a considerable
number of staff initially because the buses were heavy soiled and CDC guidelines required this this
level of cleaning before doing any sanitizing. Additionally, we are compelled to electrostatically fog all
of your buses going forward as all are being considered hot spots to ensure our staff and yours
safety, and particularly our children. Our contract allow up to 40 persons for providing basic
disinfecting services and staffing at this higher level is required to support the daily electrostatic
fogging as well as the deep cleaning/wiping down services required nightly. Again, the budget
allocation does support the daily 40 person staff level to support the extra sen/ice provisions as is
required to provide M-DCPS with virus free buses on a consistent daily basis.

Regards, . .

William L. Berry Sr., President

Able Business Services Inc

1234 NW 79th Street

Miami, Florida 33147

Office: (305)-636-5099

ablmaint1(3>bellsouth.net

www.ablebusinessservices.com

--— Forwarded Message —

From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>

To: Orlando L. Alonso <oalonso2(5)dadeschools.net>

Cc: MIRANDA L. JAMES <mjames@dadeschools.net>; MARIO A. DE BARROS <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>;
CHARISMA H. MONTFORT <cmontfort@dadeschools.net>; Steffond L. Cone <slcone@dadeschools.net>; Lourdes
Amaya <lourdesamaya@dadeschools.net>; Nouchka Placide <nplacide@dadeschools.net>

Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2020, 10:12:34 PM EST

Subject: Fw: Resending Invoice from Able Business Services - School Bus Sanitizing Services 05-15 October 2020



Mr. Orlando, I have completed my investigating into this issue and under a separate email I will be
responding regarding my findings. Referencing the matter of our initial invoice, my staff apprised me
of the fact that an initial comprehensive deep cleaning was required because the buses were so
heavily soiled and this level of cleaning was necessary as is mandated by CDC guidelines before
sanitizing. Additionally, to protect our employees before entering the buses, electrostatic disinfecting
was necessary to ensure the buses were free of any viruses to include COVID-19.To satisfactorily
accomplish these very necessary initial tasks, additional staffing was required. For further scrutiny,
we have attached spread sheets (see attached) for each of our employees mobilized for the initial
deep cleaning. Along with our invoice you should have received copies of our employees daily work
time sheets. After having completed the initial fogging and deep cleaning process, we are now
compelled to use a minimum of 40 employees each evening to provide the high level of service
being required of us. Furthermore, over the course of several weeks into our contract, there have
only been two occasions when we were informed beforehand when there was a COVID-19 impacted
bus to be serviced. In not having this information beforehand we are compelled to treat each bus as
a hot spot requiring electrostatic fogging before entering, as a necessary precaution to protect
ourselves as well as others. Again, each bus is being considered a hot spot requiring heightened
sanitization protocols along with electrostatic fogging going forward as necessary tp deliver virus free
buses on a consistent daily basis. Also, we have again reviewed the components of our contract
along with the budget allocation for the time period set, and we are on target to meet our contractual
obligations well within budget at our current staffing level of 40 persons.

Also, we have reviewed again for accuracy each of our staff daily sign in time sheets for the period
10/5 to 10/15 and there were tabulations errors to which we will be correcting. Upon receipt of our
corrected invoice, with the supportive employee time sheets, you still find additional issues requiring
resolution, please let us know. In conclusion, let me say we are very encouraged about our publics
private partnership, as well as our efforts thus far in working tireless together in meeting the
enormous challenges ahead as we deal with the affects of this global pandemic on our schools and
our children. .

Again, if any additional information is warranted please advise.

Regards,

William L. Berry Sr., President

Able Business Services Inc

1234 NW 79th Street

Miami, Florida 33147

Office: (305)-636-5099



ablmaint1@bellsouth.net

www.ablebusinessservices.com

On Tuesday, November 17, 2020, 01:21:25 PM EST, Alonso, Orlando L <oalonso2@dadeschools.net> wrote:

Mr. Berry

In reviewing the attached invoice, I have several concerns that need to be corrected.

1. In your proposal (see attached) you stated that it would require 32 employees to perform cleaning services to
sanitize fleet of school buses.

In the signed agreement, the service was to be performed on 1050 BUSES SANITIZED/CLEANED DAILY and the cost
for this service would be $31.00 X 32 EMPLOYEES X 8 HRS X 5 DAYS= $36.680 PER WEEK.

I understand that in your proposal you claimed that AS OF 10-1-2020 THERE IS A COUNTY WIDE MANDATORY 4.33%
COST OF LIVING INCREASE THAT HAS TO BE APPLIED TO THE HOURLY RATE MAKING THE NEW RATE $32.35
PR HOUR. If that's the case, $32.35 X 32 employees X 8Hrs X 5 days = $45,120.00 per week.

2. In your invoice, (see attached) you are charging $149,068.80 for 64 employees, which is twice the number of
employees you stated in your proposal.

3. Additionally, service period was from 10/5/20 to 10/15/20 * (9) Days Bus Detailing Services. Based on my
calculation, the invoice should be for a total of $74,534.40.

Please resubmit the corrected invoice and make adjustment to any of the succeeding invoices. Until this matter is
corrected, payment will not be approved.

Another concerning matter was reported to us by a School Police Detective who was fueling his Police unit on October
29th, 2020 at the John Schee Transportation Center and observed a group of people sitting next to the buses what
appeared oftakinci a break. (See attached emails John Schee Transportation).

The Detective reported the following:

As I approached them, the odor of Marijuana become stronger. I contacted several individuals who told me that
they work for a subcontractor company to clean the school buses. They were wearing as a uniform a dark blue T-
Shirt with a white logo. I identified myself as a po/fce officer and told them that smokina Marijuana or any tobacco
product in a Miami-Dade Public Schools property or lease is prohibited at all times.



This is a concerning matter that has been reported to the Procurement Office to take appropriate measures.

Please advise, in writing, as to when I can expect the corrected invoice.

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipients) and may contain confidential and
privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is
prohibited. If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic mail)
and then destroy all copies of the original message

From: Able Business Services, Inc. <quickbooks(5)notification,ihtujt,com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2020 8:15 PM
To: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>
Cc: payments@ablebusinessservices.com; ablmaint1@bellsouth.net; invsubp@miamidade.gov;
pavments@ablebusinessservices.cpm
Subject: Resending Invoice from Able Business Services - School Bus Sanitizing Services 05-15 October 2020

CAUTION: This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are
expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.



To: School Board Miami Dade County

Please find invoice attached. We appreciate your prompt payment.
Thank you for your business.

Sincerely,
Able Business Services, Inc.

123

If you receive an email that seems fraudulent, please check with the business owner before paying.

10



Good morning,

Thank you for this information. As per our conversation, I have copied Mr. Orlando Alonso;
Administrative Director of Transportation so that he can speak with the company.

Should we need your statement or any additional assistance, we will reach out to you. Than you for
the offer of help and diligence to find my number and bring this to our attention.

11



From: CASTILLA, ISMAEL <icastilla@dadeschools.net>
Sent: Friday, November 13, 2020 9:15 AM
To: Zuozo, Lisa A. <lzuozo@dadeschools.net>
Subject: John Schee Transportation

Good Morning Ms. Zuozo

On October 29, 2020, I went to John Schee Transportation to put gas, at which time I smelled a strong odor of Marijuana
around the fuel pumps island. I looked around, and I observed a group of people sitting next to the buses what appeared
of taking a break. As I approached them, the odor of Marijuana become stronger. I contacted several individuals who told
me that they work for a subcontractor company to clean the school buses. They were wearing as a uniform a dark blue T-
Shirt with a white logo. I identified myself as a police officer and told them that smoking Marijuana or any tobacco product
in a Miami-Dade Public Schools property or lease is prohibited at all times. The crew supervisor understood and told me
that she would address the issue with the subordinates. I left the premises without incident. Ms. Izuozo, this is a clear
violation of school policy and needs to be addressed. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Detective Ismael Castilla

Miami-Dade Schools Police Department

General Investigation Unit

Public Information Officer

Office: (305) 995-2677

Cell: (786) 586-6033

icastilla@dadeschools.net

www.mdspolice.com

"Protect, Serve, Inspire"

12
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Mold Remediation Industry
Standards
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People tend to think mold remediation is the same as mold removal for good reason:
they have likely heard others confuse the two terms as well! In reality, there is a
significant difference between mold removal and mold remediation. Below, we explain
the differences between mold removal and mold remediation in detail to help readers
understand exactly what our mold removal team means when we reference one of
these services.

[12719-001/3461078/1]



A Definition of Mold Remediation
MuL'.ll.iiL!Lt^'.i-litLO-Q is centered on taking actions that return mold levels back to a natural
level. Mold remediation does not remove all of the mold on the property as such a feat
is not possible. There will always be mold on properties of all types. What matters is
how much mold is present.
Mold remediation narrows in on those especially problematic areas of mold. This
approach eliminates the mold that has the potential to prove harmful to you, your family
or your pets. The mold restoration company you select will identify the root cause of
your mold problem, pinpoint areas in which mold has become excessive and do
everything possible to move those levels back to an acceptable level. Mold remediation
techniques can even eliminate toxic and harmful elements such as black mold.
The mold remediation process commences with the taking of air samples. These
samples identify the type of mold spare present and their concentration. These spares
are reproductive spares as opposed to dormant spares. The reproductive variety
emitted by growing mold will spur allergy symptoms and possibly lead to illness.
Pinpointing the type of mold present with a spare sample makes it that much easier for
remediation experts to figure out the best possible approach to tackling this problem.

Mold Removal
Mold_reiiiovaL.is necessary when you have significant mold buildup. A low level of mold
will not require a removal yet if this mold gradually accumulates to the point that it
proves dangerous to your health, it must be removed. Let our crew perform a mold
inspection, determine if mold is present, measure its level and remove it if necessary.
Furthermore, we will address the source of the mold.
Our team knows exactly where to look for moisture that leads to mold growth. This
source will be identified and repaired so it does not lead to additional mold accumulation
in the future. Any mold-laden materials will be removed and disposed of in the
appropriate manner. If the mold breached a room, the affected portion of the drywall (or
all of it) will be cut out and trashed. The structure surrounding this area will be dried so
new drywall can be added, textured and possibly painted.
In a nutshell, mold removal is somewhat similar to mold remediation yet it is much more
extensive. The main difference is the underlying moisture issue and damaged materials
are addressed in mold removal.

[12719-001/3461078/1]



Name

Donna Marie Silverman

Lp Phoenix Family

Robert Darryl Press

Alyce Belh Schreiber

Steven Nmn Rosen

Trust A Established Under The Press 2016 Family Tnlsl

Tara LynnAnta)

Enlity

Chief portfolio officer

Owner

Chief executive officer / dtfeclor

Chief compliance officer / chief administratfve officer

Chief financial ofrrcsr

Owner

Chief compliance officer

Date acquired

1 Apr 2010

Uun 2011

1 Jan 2012

1 Sap 2015

1 Feb 2016

1 Feb 2017

UanZtHS

Ownership

Other

75% -100%

75% -100%

Other

Other

75%-100%

Other

Empioyer |[
1252024

45-2532246

1293503

6566063

6705751

30-6560839

6930000

Indirect Owners

Name

Lie Phoenix Management

Robert Darryl Press

Lie Bridgeford Trust Company

The SEC currently registers 3 indirect owners-

Entity Date acquired Ownership Employer ID

General partner 1 Am 2011 Other 45-2531374

O'/man'msnaglng member & trustee, respectivaly 1 Jun 2011 75% -100% 1293503

Truatae 1 Feb 2018 75% -100% 46-0566229



Correspondence re reasonable

accommodations



January 10, 2021

Mr. Orlando Alonzo

Miami Dade County Schools
Transportation Department
1501 SW 117 Ave
Miami, Florida 33176

Re Summary of Our Meeting December 15,2020

Mr. Orlando, first let me say we hope you and yours had an awesome holiday. Regarding our recent
meetmg, which focused primarily on mold eradication, I would Itke to offer our comments. It is OUT
understanding om- emergency COVID-19 contractual mandate primarily is to ensure M-DCPS fleet of

school buses is free of this virus. And to confront this ominous threat we have employed more staff fhan

the 32 persons to which we are limited, and we are electrostatically sanitizmg all MDCPS buses while
also providing the customary wipmg down of frequently touched spots specifically mandated in our

contract.

It is important to note, because COVID work is being done late in the evening, with limited visibility we
are at an extreme disadvantage to perform at our optimum when domg detail cleaning, particularly mold

remediation to which we ae now concentrating. Without any additional compensation, we used the

holiday leave period with daytime cleaning to remove all bus surface mold usmg our Clorox Steamers
along with mold eradicating disinfectants. Please understand, even though the surface mold has been

naturalized, because mold is a growth it can reoccur. Therefore, strategically moving forward, my
recommendation is that our mold remediation mamtenauce work be done as a best practice once a week,
and on the weekends during daytime hours so we can better detach, control, and prevent future growth.

Additionally, because of the intricacies involved in mold remediation, this work should be done apart
from our COVE) work, so we are not unduly detracted from the more momentous work involved in
neutralizing the still ever present COVID-19 tfu-eat menacmg our community.

I beUeved the problems with our invoices have been addressed. Because we are employing more persons

beyond 32 persons, -we were less concerned with the number of persons listed at each site on our invoice

since we will only get compensation for 32 persons. However, we understand your concern and OUT
mvoices have been adjusted to be more reflective of the man hours we believe is needed to service the

number of buses being staged at each terminal. The additional staff is necessary to do the electrostatic
sanifizing and to insure we are wiping down all frequently touched areas.

Regarding Lysol approval- early on we were very confused regarding what was bemg asked of us to get

the CDC/EPA approved coronavirus disinfectmg/eradicatmg Lysol approved. Since on other occasions

we paid the same processing fee and submitted the same documents without incident. Since we were not

clear on what Dr. Velasquez was asking of us, we had our chemists and Ms, Jennifer Andrews office to
assist in getting the matter resolved. In response, we later received an email from Dr Velasquez office

only asking for additional fees to be paid, and in an email &om Ms. Andrews on December 11, 2020, we

were instructed to add the specification number to our application ia-order to complete this approval

process.

Because COVED-19 contmues to rage in our community, we would like to offer our electrostatic

sanitization services to assist in making sure your garages and other staff work areas are better protected.

This work could be performed every evening while we are at the seven terminals. As you may be aware,

my supervisors along with (1 5) staff are certified by the Environmental Resource Center in Emergency



Response Hazardous Operations protection for such emergencies as COVID-19 eradication. We are

uniquely qualified to assist with all your emergency CO VID-19 eradication service needs.

In conclusion, please again understand we are hampered significantly regarding producing our best

detailing work since we work late evenings with limited visibility. Some daytime week-end work is
strongly suggested so we can better perform at our optimum, In addition, as a SBE vendor with lunited

resources we are further disadvantage in producmg quality work if we are not being compensated. We

look forward to a continual productive relationship with you and your staff, and please advise if there are
any other matters we need to address.

Respectfully,

William Berry
Able Business Services, Inc.
1234 NW 79 Street
Miami, Florida 33147
Office: (305)636-5099
Cell (786) 291-6686
Ablmamtl@bellsouth.net
www.ablebusmessservices.com



<
fA',.......
i. QQ jAblsBtra'nwSwvm, Inc Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinessservices.com>
\Ul»/ ...._..__

RE: Bus Cleaning
1 message

Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net> Mon. Dec 14. 2020 at 10:10 AM
To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1 @bellsouth.net>, "Andreu, Jennifer D." <Jandreu@dadeschools.net>, Eric Singer <esinger@bilzin.com>, Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinesssen'ices.com>, Ted Williams
<ted@ablebusinessservices.com>
Cc: "Alonso, Orlando L." <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>, "Cone, Steffond L." <SLCONE@dadeschools.net>, "Amaya, Lourdes" <LourdesAmaya@dadeschools.net>. "DE BARROS, MARIO A"
<mdebarros@dadeschools.net>, "Placide, Nouchka* <NPIacide@dadeschools.net>, "JAMES, MIRANDA L" <mjames@dadeschools.net>, "MONTFORT, CHARISMA H" <CMONTFORT@dadeschools.net>,
"ROBINSON, BRITTNEE N" <brobinson@dadeschoote.net>

Good Morning Mr. Berry

MDCPS does not own any buses "older than 30 years". As a matter of fact, MDCPS has one of the most current bus fleet in operation in the State of Florida.

Additionally, we are not looking for "pristine service" but we are looking for results based on the contract.

With regards to the difficulties of conducting inspection and having poor lighting, you were informed of the conditions your employees would be working under (See
Attached Outline that was provided by you ) and to your claim that you did not have an opportunity "to asses the condition of the buses relative to the growth", in the
agreement it stipulates that the "Contractor shall target mold. mildew. and microbial contamination".

More importantly, in an email from November 18th (See Attached) you stated that "my_staffaBf3nsedme of the fact that an Initial comprehensive deep cleaning wa^
rgguired because the buses were so heavily soiled and this level of cleaning was necessary as is mandated by CDC guidelines before sanitizing. Additionally,.
Jo.'ljrotect our employees before entering the buses, electrostatic disinfecting was necessary to ensure the buses were free of any viruses to include COVID-

19. To satisfactorily accomplish these very necessary initial tasks, additional staffing was required".

If a "deep cleaning" was performed and after 2 Yz months of service, we shouldn't be finding dirty buses with mold and mildew so clearly present (See attached pics).

U^\^ ^ '^^A^^ey^p^ -^ »\^, /A^L^ \/OC^"(-S -

The contract also specifies that

. "Contractor shall provide cleaning services to sanitize fleet of school buses".

. "clean all trash/debris from the buses / vefndes^

• "inclusive of trash removal". _,.,___ _„__„
. Cleaning areas include, but are not limited to windshields. windows, floors, walls, seats.^eijjngs, entryways and dnveraivas" ...^_ „.. „;„..,
. Vacuum 1snd7or sweep the interior of all buses/vehicles, clean andsanitize all areas of the bus/vehicle interior to include: seats, ceHincf,jvbjbe^B

tyisematerialfloors. windows, exit and entryways. handrails. doors and driver's area and the most commonly touched surfaces of the bus/vehicle

interior".



Again, be 3n our findings, the results thus far have been unsatisfactory and Wfc continue to report these findings to you with the hope you take corre^ . action
within the ciyreed tasks stipulated in the contract.

Oriando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipients) and may contain confidential and privileged information that is exempt from public
disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or
reply via electronic mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message

From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@beflsouth.net>
Sent: Friday, December 11, 2020 4:38 PM
To: Alonso, Oriando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>; Andreu, Jennifer D. <jandreu@dadeschools.net>; JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>; DE BARROS, MARIO A
<mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; MONTFORT, CHARISMA H <CMONTFORT@DADESCHOOLS.NET>; ROBINSON, BRITTNEE N <brobinson@dadeschoots.net>; Placide, Nouchka
<NPIacide@dadeschools.net>; Eric Singer <esinger@bilzin.com>; Derek Williams <derek@ablebusfnessservices.com>; Ted Williams <ted@ablebusinessservices.com>

Subject: Fw: Bus Cleaning

CAUTION: This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.

Mr. Oriando,

Thank you for your response and to the contrary my position is that we are exceeding expectations. Therefore, I state the following;

1. A substantial portion of M-DCPS fleet of buses are more than 30 plus years old, and the service issues are more than evident from years oi^wew an,dtea^herefore^
pristine service" levels are not realistic regarding curing the inherent issues from years of usage . Also, because we are working late evening, (mostly in
relying on artificial lighting it is extremely difficult when doing visual inspections.....

2. In person meetings with anyone outside of my immediate staff and family is impossible because of my advance age. I am receptive to ZOOM meetings in the future if

this would suffice.



3. We did not get a opportunity to asses the condition of the buses relative to the growth that's prevalent throughout your fleet as evident by the pictures. Therefore, our
initial focus primarily centered around critical health issues (as a result of COVID-19) which was threatening our children, your staff, as well as our communities.
Therefore, our initial service protocols were designed more around COVID-19 eradication..

4. The growth on your seating cannot be removed or eradicated by simple surface sanitizing and wiping down..Our analysis suggest you have some kind of growth in the
seat cushions, but we are not sure of the specific type growth, and that's why we we were seeking any testing data you may have as certain types of mold if left untreated
could pose health risks

In conclusion, it is my strong recommendation that we use the two weeks the buses are idle for the holidays to do detail cleaning while also focusing specifically on the
growth issues that's prevalent throughout your fleet of buses. Also, with daytime cleaning we will be able to exert maximum resources necessary for removing the
moisture from the buses using dehumidifiers, hepa vacuums, along with treating the moisture in your cushions along with other areas. It is my professional opinion, if
these measures aren't taken this growth in all likelihood will continue and appear visibly on various surfaces. I will need to purchase the additional equipment and if you
are in agreement we will be utilizing the 40 staff we have employed now to get this work done within the two weeks holiday period when the buses are idle..

Your understanding is appreciated and please advise regarding any additional concerns or other recommendations.

Respectfully,.

William L Berry Sr., President

Able Business Services Inc

1234 NW 79th Street

Miami. Florida 33147

Office: (305)-636-5099

ablmaint1@bellsouth.net

www.ablebusinessservices.com

— Forwarded Message —

From: Alonso, Oriando L. <oalonso2@dadeschools.net>

To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>; JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>

Cc: Cone, Steffond L. <slcone@dadeschools.net>; Amaya, Lourdes <lourdesamaya@dadeschools.net>; Placide, Nouchka <wlacye_@dadesch°0^-"^
^rn^nl3daudeusc"hooTs.^T^M^M"l'^
<)andreu@dadeschoo^net>;Aionso, Oriando L. <oalonso2@dadeschools.net>; Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>

Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020, 05:39:10 PM EST



Subject: R i Cleaning

Mr. Berry

I appreciate your response and recognizing that the service is not meeting the expectation that were set in the agreement.

I am not sure why this was never addressed or corrected during the "deep cleaning" you claimed had been required and thus the need for you to hire 60 plus employees.

With regards to your request for "testing data" I am not sure what you are referring to. I never stated that we had performed any testing.

What I have requested (several times now) is to have the disinfectant product that your employees are using tested by Mr. Velasquez from Material Testing.

He has made several requests to you and your staff and has provided the necessary guidance, but you have yet to comply.

The concern for the testing, and based on what we are finding, it seems that this product may not be disinfecting.

With regards to your statement that the buses were serviced at Central West and not Southwest, I had moved these units to Southwest since I was expecting a visit from
you or your representatives so we could inspect the units together. Since nobody communicated with us, they have since been returned to Central West.

We have also found these units at the South Transportation Center which I will send pictures tomorrow morning once staff have collected them.

The units are: 97010, 27233, 97020,37339,37400,37401, 37391, 37426,37428,37429,37490,37206 and 97012.

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential a"d_PnvitegedmformationJh^ wemp^omj£!^
di's'dos^eaXny°una°uthoTed'review"use/disclosure^ have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or

reply via electronic mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message

From: WILLIAM BERRYoblmaint1@bellsauth.net>

^l^n?rdaaydoD^3EoT@^41^cphools.net>; JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.nst>; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; Cone, Sfeffond L.



<SLCONEi. jschools.net>; Amaya, Lourdes <LourdesAmaya@dadeschools.net>; Placide, Nc . <NPIacide@dadeschools.net>; ROBINSON, BRITTNEE N <brobinson@dadesci net>; Hicks.
James <JHicno(gdadeschools.net>; Jr. Albert E. Dotson <adotson@bilzin.com>; Eric Singer <esingei igbilzin.com>; Andreu, Jennifer D. <jandreu@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Fw: Bus Cleaning

CAUTIOM: This email originated outside of dadeschools.neL Do not click on links or attachments unless you are expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.

Good afternoon Mr. Orlando,,

Mr. Ted Williams inspected the buses identified in your earlier email from NE and John Shay, and his findings was that these buses indeed have potential growth.. Also,
for your information, the buses pictured in this email are on our logs as being serviced every night, but these buses are being serviced at Central West and not
Southwest. We will need your testing data regarding the specific growth so we can employ the correct remediation strategy as opposed to what we have been doing for
COVID-19.

Again, please provide your testing data so we can identify the specific growth, and employ the right equipment and methodology necessary for remediation....

Regards,

William L. Berry Sr.. President

Able Business Services Inc

1234 NW 79th Street

Miami, Florida 33147

Office: (305)-636-5099

ablmaintl ©bellsouth.net

www.ablebusinessservices.com

Fonwarded Message

From.-Alonso, Orlando L. <oalonso2@dadeschools.net>

To: WILLIAM BERRYoblmaint1@bellsouth.net>

Cc: DE BARROS. MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.ne>; Cone. Steffond L. <slcone@dadeschools.ne>; Amaya, Lourdes <lourdes3ma^®^ad_eschM[s-^^^^
^P]^@^e'sch'ooTne>7RO°BINs6^,"BRrTT^^^^ MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>; Hicks, James <jhicks@dadeschools.net>

Sent: Monday, December?, 2020, 02:24:26 PM EST

Subject: FW: Bus Cleaning



Able Biisinen Services, Inc Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinessservices.com>

r'wd: Fw: Memo to schools
1 message

Derek Williams <derek0669@gmail.com>
To: derek@ablebusinessservices.com

Tue, Oct 6, 2020 at 3:50 PM

Forwarded message ——

From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
Date: Tue, Oct 6, 2020, 3:35 PM
Subject: Fw: Memo to schools
To: Derek Williams <derek0669@gmail.com>

Sent from AT&T Yahoo Mail on Android

~— Forwarded Message -—

From; "Alonso, Orlando L." <OAIonso2@dadeschools.ne1>
To: "WILLIAM BERRY" <ablmaint1@bellsouth.ne0
Cc: "JAMES, MIRANDA L" <mjames@dadeschools.net>, "Cone, Steffond L." <SLCONE@dadeschools.net>,
"izuozo@dadeschoots.net" <izuozo@dadeschools.net>, "Hicks, James" <JHicks@dadeschoois.net>, "MONTFORT,
CHARISMA H" <CMONTFORT@DADESCHOOLS.NET>, "FLORES, VANESSA Y" <vflores@dadeschools.net>
Sent: Tue, Oct 6, 2020 at 1:20 PM
Subject; RE: Memo to schools

Mr. Berry

If you could please have the group Leads identify themselves to the Administrative staff at the center and they can
provide them with any guidance need may need.

Additionally, I need confirmation on the product your personnel will be using. I have yet to receive which specific
disinfectant is being used.

I also received multiple reports from the centers this morning advising that your staff started up the buses while
performing the sanitation process.

Please advise your staff that all of our buses are equipped with GPS units and Child Reminder System and when the
ignition is turned on, these systems are activated.

Please ensure your staff does not start the buses.

My staff also reported that your employees had concerns with lack of power outlets throughout the compounds.

Buses must be cleaned and sanitized while they are parked in their parking spaces and should not be moved.

With regards to the Transportation Center Address, see below.

Northeast was inadvertently repeated with 2 separate addresses.

We do have another site in Medley which is located at 990 NW South River Drive.



Please ensure this site is also included in the service.

North - 16150 N.W. 42nd Avenue

Miami, Fl 33054

South - 660 S.W. 3rd Avenue

Florida City, Fl 33034

Northeast - 5901 N.W. 27th Avenue

Miami, Fl 33142

Southwest- 15501 S.W. 117th Avenue

Miami, Fl 33177

Northwest - 990 N.W. South River Drive

Miami, Fl 33166

Central West-13775 N.W. 6th Street

Miami, Fl 33182

John Schee - 2755 N .W. 122nd Street

Miami, Ft 33167

If you have any other questions, please let me know.

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and
privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is
prohibited. If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic
mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message

From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
Sent: Monday, Octobers, 2020 5:04 PM
To: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>
Cc: JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>; Cone, Steffond L. <SLCONE@dadeschools,net>;
izuozo@dadeschools.net; Hicks, James <JHicks@dadeschools.net>; MONTFORT, CHARISMA H
<CMONTFORT@DADESCHOOLS.NET>; FLORES, VANESSAY <vflores@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Fw: Memo to schools



CAUTION: This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are
expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.

Mr. Orlando, very few of our staff has been employees of M-DCSS and as such they are
unfamiliar with the layout for any of your locations. Please provide them with some basic
customarily information relative to their work ares, to include; bus staging areas, restroom,
breakrooms, etc. Also,please correct your records for Northeast as your records reads 990 NW
South River Drive, which was miles away in Medley. Also, as you are aware we received this
contract late Friday, and since that time we have hired as well as train (50) employees and have
purchased all the additional supplies and equipment we are going to require to be successful in
this contract. Also, for your info all of the relevant contact persons have been listed for your
perusal.

We are very encouraged about this opportunity and we look forward to our pubilc private
partnership on behalf of our children and constinciencies of our community.

Regards, . .

William L. Berry Sr., President

Able Business Services Inc

1234 NW 79th Street

Miami, Florida 33147

Office: (305)-636-5099

ablmaintl @bellsouth.net

www.ablebusinessservices.com

-— Forwarded Message ——

From: Alonso, Orlando L. <oalonso2@dadeschools.net>

To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>

Co: JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>; Cone, Steffond L. <slcone@dadeschoots.net>; Zuozo,
Lisa A. <lzuozo@dadeschools,net>; Hicks, James <jhicks@dadeschools.net>

Sent; Monday, Octobers, 2020, 04:00:37 PM EDT

Subject: RE: Memo to schools



Good Afternoon

Security has been notified.

Some of the employees have reported to the sites and are asking my staff for instructions.

Please advise who the point person will be in case we encounter any issues.

I also would like confirmation of the disinfectant product you will be using.

Thank you

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipients) and may contain confidential and
privileged information that Is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or
distribution is prohibited. If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or
reply via electronic mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message

From; WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
Sent: Monday, October 5, 2020 3:38 PM
To: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Fw: Memo to schools

CAUTION; This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are
expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.

Contacts for Bus Danitizing contract

William L. Berry Sr,, President

Able Business Services Inc

1234 NW 79th Street

Miami, Florida 33147

Office; (305)-636-5099



(cell) 786-291-6686

ablmaintl @bellsouth.net

www.ablebusinesssen/ices.com

To whom it may concern:

Attached are a list of employees that are going to be working at the

various locations during the duration of the contract. Please advise

your security team of these individuals so that their entrance is smooth

and unproblematic. Each employee will bring their ID or driver license

to verify their identity.

Thanks,

Able Business Services



|Abls Business Sprvices, tnc Derek Williams <derek@ablebusi'nessservices.com>
^

Fw: Coronavirus Disinfectant (Able Business Services, Inc.)
1 message

WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net> Mon, Dec 7, 2020 at 7:22 PM
Reply-To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
To: Ted Williams <ted3williamsjr@gmail.com>, Jassmond Sanders <jassmond@ablebusinessservices.com>, Derek Williams
<derek@ablebusinessservices.com>, Paul Arteta <paul@ablebusinessservices.com>

fyi

William L. Berry Sr., President
Able Business Services Inc
1234 NW 79th Street
Miami, Florida 33147
Office: (305)-636-5099
ablmaintl @bellsouth.net
www.ablebusinessservices.com

-— Forwarded Message —-

From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
To: Orlando L. Alonso <oalonso2@dadeschools.net>; MARIO A, DE BARROS <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; Steffond
L Cone <slcone@dadeschools.net>; MIRANDA L. JAMES <mjames@dadeschools.net>; BRITTNEE N. ROBINSON
<brobinson@dadeschools.net>; James Hicks <jhlcks@dadeschools.net>; Jr, Albert E. Dotson <adotson@bilzin.com>;
Eric Singer <esinger@bilzin.com>
Sent: Monday, December 7, 2020, 04:36:48 PM EST
Subject; Fw: Coronavirus Disinfectant (Able Business Services, Inc.)

Good afternoon Mr. Orlando, and sorry for the delay in getting back to you, I have addressed the
testing issue in a separate email to DrVelasquez and yourself.. However, in regard to the attached
pictures this bus appear to have a mold issue and if this is the case in all likelihood this bus has
been out of service for sometime..To confirm my Director of Janitorial Services, Mr. Ted Williams
will be a to confirm and offer solutions for eradication. For your information, Ted is HAZWOPER
certified with more than 30 years ofjanitorial and mold remediation experience. Until recently your
terminal managers were allowed to speak freely with us to discuss service issues as most
problems thus far have been easily remedied, Your managers are now telling us they
aen't allowed.to speak with us. To resolve this issue and possibly other service matters, can you
authorize Ted visit so he can inspect this bus. Also, in the future as part of Ted's and Mark's
quality assurance responsibilities will they be allowed to engage your field staff regarding service
matters if the need arise? Abruptly they are now telling our supervisors they are not allowed to
talks or discuss service issues with us. Also, can you provide me with the bus number for the bus
being referred to in your email so we can check our service logs with your records?..

We greatly appreciate your cooperation as we work together to provide M-DCPS with the best
services possible. We are on the same team and Ted along with Mark who's my Contract Manager
should be reaching out to you shortly to schedule their visit. .

Regardless, ..

William L. Berry Sr., President
Able Business Services Inc
1234 NW 79th Street



EPA Appraisal & FSPMA Testing



jl^
Derek Williams

jm: Derek Williams <Derek@ablebusinesssen/ices.com>

Sent: Thursday, October 1,2020 11:46 AM
To: 'Velazquez, Alberta'; 'oalonso2@dadeschools.net"
Cc: 'WILLIAM BERRY'
Subject: FW: RE; Coronavirus Disinfectant (Able Business Services, Inc.)

Attachments: Avert Sporicidal Disinfectant Wipes EPA Registration Info.pdf; Clorox Germicidal Bieach

SDS.pdf; Husky 814 SDS forTurbercuIocidal Spray Disinfectant 2020.pdf; EPA
Registered Antimicrobial Products for use Against Novel Coronavirus.pdf; 3M TB Quat

Disinfectant SDS.pdf; Lysol Brand Clean and Fresh Multi Surface Cleaner SDS.PDF; EPA
Approved Coronavirus Products List.pdf; Husky 814 QTCDC Info.pdf

Good morning Dr. Velazquez,

Please see the attached documents and response.

From: Derek Williams rmaiIto:Derek@ab!ebusinessservices.com]
Sent: Thursday, October I/ 2020 11:40 AM
To: 'oalonso2@dadeschools.net'; tslcone@dadeschools.net'; 'fourdesamaya@dadeschools.net';
'nplacide@dadeschools.nef; 'jhicks@dadeschools.net'
Cc: 'WILLIAM BERRr; 'ted Williams'
Subject; RE: Coronavirus Disinfectant (Able Business Services, Inc.)

^ood morning Mr. Alonso,

. lorward this response pursuant to Mr. Berry's request, please be informed of the following:

We will be providing samples of our EPA Approved disinfectants for COV1D 19, on today to Dr.VeIazquez as per your
directive.

We will be present for the requested demonstration tomorrow morning around 9:30 at 15401 SW 117 avenue 33177, as
per your request.

The foregoing list consists of EPA Approved disinfectants which we will be utilizing for these services and the SDS
information (attached):

1. Clorox Germicidal Bleach;

2. Lysol Brand Clean & Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner;

3. Husky 814 QTTuberculocidaI Disinfectant;

4. 3M Quat Disinfectant Cleaner; and

5. Avert Diversey Sporicidal Disinfectant Cleaner Wipes

-- Forwarded Message -—
From:Alonso, Orlando L. <oalonso2®.dadeschools.net>
To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaintKa!bellsouth.net>
Cc: Cone, Steffond L. <slcone@dadeschQo!sjiet>; Amava, Lourdes <lourdesamava®.dadeschools.net>; Placide,
Nouchka <nplacide@dadeschools.net>; Hicks, James <jhicks(55dadeschools.net>
Sent: Thursday, October 1,2020, 10:37:38 AM EDT
Subject: RE: Coronavirus Disinfectant

'u can send the sample directly to Dr. Velasquez.



Please provide me with the product name and MSDS you intend to use.

"'dditionally, if you could arrange for a demonstration tomorrow morning around 9:30 at 15401 SW 117 avenue 33177 so
5 can make sure we are all on the same page.

I am also providing you with the Transportation Locations and the number of units at each site.

Number of Buses by Center:

North = 166

South =126

NE =177

SW =201

NW = 84

CW =159

Schee= 86

ransportation Centers Address

North - 16150 N.W. 42nd Avenue

Miami, Fl 33054

South - 660 S.W. 3rd Avenue

Florida City, Fl 33034

Northeast - 5901 N.W. 27th Avenue

Miami, Fl 33142

Southwest- 15501 S.W. 117th Avenue

Miami, Ft 33177

Northeast - 990 N.W. South River Drive

Miami, Fl 33166

Central West - 13775 N.W. 6th Street



Miami, Fl 33182

<ohn Schee - 2755 N.W. 122nd Street

Miami, Fl 33167

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and
privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is
prohibited If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic mail)
and then destroy all copies of the original message

irek Williams

Proposal Coordinator

Able Business Services, Inc.
1234 NW 79th Street

Miami, Florida 33147
P:(305)636-5099
F: (305) 638-8082
Email: Derek@ablebusinessservices.com

Website: www.ablebusinessservices.com



Derek Williams

jm: Derek Williams <Derek@ablebusinessservices.com>

Sent: Tuesday, October 6,2020 5:12 PM
To: 'WILLIAM BERRY'
Subject: RE: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., EPA APPROVED COVID 19 DISINFECTANTS

UTILIZED FOR MDCPS BUSES

Mr. Alonso,

As was stated to Mr. Ted Williams Jr., Janitoriai Services Director, by your assistant (Ms. Miranda)during the

demonstration that the district only wanted Lysol and/or 3M to be used, It was specifically stated by Mr. Williams to
your assistant that we "would only use Lysot." Your assistant further informed Mr. Williams that the district did not

want wipes used, due to smearing.

Additionally, after the demonstration was performed on October 1, 2020, and based upon the discussion with your

assistant (Ms. Miranda), we moved forward with ascertaining significant amounts of EPA Approved COVID 19 Lysolfor

this project.

At this present date (October 6,2020), we have supplied the EPA Approved COVID 19 Lysol as stated on October 1,2020
and used during the demonstration as requested. Should the district at this point, choose to change its requested

chemicats as was stated to Mr. Williams on October 1, 2020, it is our strong recommendation that Lysot be utilized for

this project as we have made a firm long-term commitment with our supplier to provide these supplies and the costs

associated with the same.

. fom: Alonso, Orlando L. [mailto:OAIonso2@idadeschools.net1
Sent: Tuesday, October 6/ 2020 4:30 PM
To: WILLIAM BERRY; Derek Williams
CC; DE BARROS, MARIO A; JAMES, MIRANDA L; MONTFORT, CHARISMA H; FLORES, VANESSA Y; Amaya, Lourdes;
Placide/ Nouchka; Hicks/ James; Abreu/ Pedro A.
Subject: FW: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., EPA APPROVED COVID 19 DISINFECTANTS UTILIZED FOR MDCPS
BUSES

Mr. Williams

As I previously stated to you, Clorox Germicidal Bleach is highly corrosive to the metal and plastics components inside a

school bus and for this reason it cannot be used.

See excerpt from the SDS you provided where it stipulates that Clorox Germicidal Bleach contains a strong oxidizer.

Plant Operations has reviewed the list of products you provided and recommends 3M Quat Disinfectant Cleaner and

Avert Diversey Sporicidal Disinfectant Cleaner Wipes.

Please confirm the products recommended by Plant Operations will be utilized for the cleaning and sanitation of the

school bus fleet and no other substitute will be used.



Hazards not otherwise classified (HNOgl
A?ou?hrlot expeotedl .hear!conditions or chron{c respiratory probfems such as asthma, chronic bronchitis, <
disease maybe aggravated by exposure to high concQntrate of vapor or mist.

Product contains a strong oxidizer. Always flush drains before and after use.

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue
Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipients) and may contain confidential and

privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review/ use, disclosure, or distribution is

prohibited. If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic

mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message

rrorn: Derek Williams <Derek(5)ablebusinessservices.com>

Sent: Tuesday, October 6,2020 3:57 PM
To: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAlonso2(S>dadeschoo[s.net>

Cc: 'WILLIAM BERRY' <ablmaintl@bellsouth.net>

Subject: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., EPA APPROVED COVID 19 DISINFECTANTS UTILIZED FOR MDCPS BUSES

CAUTION; This email originated outside ofdadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are expecting the email
or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.

Good afternoon Mr. Alonso,

Attached please find our EPA Approved COVID19 Disinfectants which we will be utilizing. Additionally, we are

requesting access to the restroom facilities at night, in which we will sanitize/disinfect and clean them before our use
and at the close of the compounds nightly.

Derek Williams

Proposal Coordinator
Able Business Services, Inc.

1234 NW 79th Street
Miami, Florida 33147

P; (305) 636-5099
F;(305) 638-8082
c'nail: Derek@ablebusinesssen/ices.com

;bsite: www.ablebusinesssen/ices.com



Good afternoon Mr. Alonso,

We hope you had a good MLK holiday. You are correct in that Plant Operations
recommended on October 6, 2020 @ 4:30 p.m. one of the five (5)EPA
approved COVID-19 disinfectants we had proposed. (See: Emails dated October 1,
2020, and October 6, 2020).

Upon our review of the October 6, 2020, email, we "immediately" (approximately, 42
minutes thereafter @ 5:12 p.m.) clarified our position and memorialized
communications which transpired with all parties. Our position was that we had already
committed to using EPA Approved Lysol because of its availability and costs.

Throughout subsequent emails with your office, as well as Plant Operations over a
period of several weeks, our discussions revolved around paying additional testing
fees, and using the appropriate FSPMA specification number on our application.

It appears that it's being made clear today, the issue is using an approved FSPMA and
CDC/EPA approved disinfectant and not using Lysol because ultimately it does
not meet Plant Operation standards.

Please note, none of the disinfectants recommended previously by our office for
COVID-19 or, your office for mold eradication are approved FSMPA products (i.e., 3 M
Quat Disinfectant Cleaner). If the information we just received from Dr. Velasquez
office was provided early on a lot of this confusion and expense on our part could have
been avoided. We have purchased a substantial amount of National Chemical
Laboratories Micro-Chem Plus Disinfectant Detergent FSPMA Awroved
(sDQcification CC-13. on Approved FSPMA Chemical Brands List. Dated October
20, 2020) disinfectant that is both a COVID-19 and mold eradication product. This
product has been shipped and as stated earlier it should be here and in use by 1/22/21.
Also, if permitted by our contract, and unless otherwise directed we would like to work
on Saturdays to do additional daytime detail cleaning work that's necessary to better
detect, treat and prevent any recurrence of mold on your buses. .

In conclusion, we are very appreciative of this opportunity to partner with M-DCPS in
safeguarding our children from this virus that's threatening their welfare. Additionally,
please again, be apprised of our offer to use our electrostatic foggers to sanitize your
garages and your staff work areas to provide them with this additional protection from
this virus that's menacing our community. Last week we were told all of your garage
staff at Central West went home for COVID testing because of being exposed. We
wouldn't have had a problem servicing their work area that evening at no additional
expense, so they could be at work the following day.

Looking forward to hearing back from your office regarding these requests.



Christopher J. Van Dam, PA.
Board Certified & Registered Patent Attorney

15165 NW 77 Ave #1001, Miami Lakes, FL 33014
Tel: 305.446.5200 Chris@VanDamLaw.com

27 October 2020

Able Business Svs
William Berry
14265 SW108 Ct
MIAMI, FL 33176

Re: Use of Lysol Clean and Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner

Mr. Berry:

Conclusion:

Lysol Clean and Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner is a safe and appropriate

cleaner for your purposes of cleaning, deodorizing, sanitizing and disinfecting

surfaces. This includes, for example, hard plastic bus seats, floors, windows,

walls and handles. Compliant use is contingent on use according to the

manufacturer's Usage Instructions.

Evidence:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has specifically reviewed and

approved Lysol Clean and Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner for suitability to prevent

COVID-19, SARS and other bacterium and viruses. Exhibit A (attached) is

registration entry number 777-89 from "List N: Disinfectants for Coronavirus

(COVID-19)" promulgated by the EPA specifically for Lysot Clean and Fresh

Multi-Surface Cleaner. Therefore, the EPA specifically recommends this product

for your stated use.

Christopher J, Van Dam, PA 15165 NW77 Ave #1001, Miami Lakes, FL 33014



The manufacturer of Lysol Clean and Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner has

prepared a safety data sheet (SDS) that conforms with USDOL OSHA 29 CFR

1910.1200 HAZCOM requirements. This SDS is attached as Exhbit B. The SDS

document also supports your stated use.

Compliance with these recommendations is dependent on using Lysol

Clean and Fresh MuIti-Surface Cleaner according to manufacturer's published

Usage Instructions. Exhibit C (attached) is the Usage Instructions. Note the

limitation that food contact surfaces must be hard and non-porous and must be

rinsed.

For sanitizing, a diluted solution of no less than 1 ounce of Lysol Clean

and Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner may be mixed per 5 ounces of warm water and

applied to the subject surface for at least 1 minute before wiping. Application may

be made with a cloth, sponge, mop or sprayer. Rinsing is not required for non-

food contact surfaces or surfaces not on a bathtub or shower.

For the Firm

Christopher J Van Dam, JD, BAChem

Christopher J. Van Dam, P.A. 15165 NW 77 Ave #1001, Miami Lakes, FL 33014



Miami, Florida 33147
Office: (305)-636-5099
abfmaintl @bellsouth .net
w^A/w.ablebusinessservices.com

On Wednesday, December 2, 2020, 03:54:34 PM EST, Alonso, Orlando L. <oalonso2@dadeschools.net> wrote:

Mr. Berry

It is my understanding that Mr. Velasquez spoke to you and to your chemist regarding the
information he needed to conduct a product testing and evaluation.

As of yet, no product or information regarding the product you are using has been provided to Mr.
Velazquez.

Can you explain why you have not provided the required samples and information to conduct the
product testing?

This was supposed to happen back in October.

The chemical in the picture below is a non-approved item.

This chemical needs to be tested by Materials Testing for efficacy, allergic reactions and any other
issues that may come up.

Please advise as to when you will comply with this requirement.

Additionally, I am attaching several pictures of a bus that should have been cleaned and sanitized

multiple times since October 5th.

Please let me know when one of your representative can meet my staff to inspect the bus. This
bus is located at the Southwest Transportation Center.



Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipients) and may contain
confidential and privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you have received this message in error
please contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic mail) and then destroy all copies of
the original message

From: Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 1:19 PM
To: Alonso, Orlando L <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>
Cc: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; Limon, Carlos R. <ciimon@dadeschools.net>; Abreu,
Pedro A. <PAbreu@dadeschools.net>; Martinez, Alexis L. <amartinez6@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Re: Coronavirus Disinfectant (Able Business Services, Inc.)

Hello Orlando.

I did talk to Barry and his chemist and explained what was needed. They did not get back to me,
thus, no testing has been carried out.

Thanks and Happy Thanksgiving too,

Alberto

From: Alonso, Oriando L.
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 10:27 AM
To: Velazquez, Alberto
Cc: Alonso, Orlando L.

Subject: FW: Coronavirus Disinfectant (Able Business Services, Inc.)

Mr. Velasquez

Hope all is well!

Is there an update on the disinfectant sample testing for this vendor?

Did the vendor respond to your requests for additional information?

I am concern that the product they allegedly are using may be not be effective or could be harmful to our students or
employees.



Please let me know so I can inform Procurement.

Thank you, be safe and Happy Thanksgiving.

Sincerely

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipients) and may contain confidential and
privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is
prohibited. If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic mail)
and then destroy all copies of the original message

From: Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>
Sent; Friday, October 23, 2020 7:37 PM
To: WILLIAM BERRY <abtmaint1@bellsouth.net>
Cc: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools net>; Limon,
Carlos R. <climon@dadeschools.net>; Abreu, Pedro A. <PAbreu@dadeschooIs.net>; Martinez, Alexis L.
<amartinez6@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Re: Coronavirus Disinfectant (Able Business Services, Inc.)

Good evening Mr. Berry,

It seems we have a complete different recollection of the facts, Allow me to summarize them for a
better understanding.

Initially, you left a box with several chemicals inside, no proper documentation or testing fees
included. Then, there were a series of emails indicating that at least one of the chemicals that you
intended to use will not be allowed in the buses cleaning as it will affect the windows clarity??

Then, after several days?? you came back and left a box with some paperwork and a check. After
reviewing the paperwork, I called you. You were in a meeting and returned my call in the
afternoon. I clearly explained to you that 1) When completing the documentation, you shall
indicate under which specification the product shall be certified. Your answer was: I do not know
and will defer the response to the Chemist. As of today, I have not received a call from your
chemist nor a message or email. 2) I also mentioned to you that once the specification was
selected, you shall provide the proper testing fee. Nothing has been done.

Under these circumstances, it is hard to understand your complain. Additionally, I have close to 50
chemicals for testing and the companies have paid the testing fees, provided all the
documentation, and are awaiting results. Why? Because, I am overworked and everyday I receive
different requests which have to be done immediately. Some patience is required as I am doing
the work that was done before by four people and in my 13 years at MT&E, have never seen this
amount of requests on a daily basis. I am sure you understand what I am saying because we all
are overworked with Covid-19. It is a new world for ati of us,and we are doing the very best we
can to overcome these difficulties. Rest assured that I understand the importance of your request:
the buses cleaning for the safety of our students and the standing of MDCPS in our community but
there is so much you can accomplish on a given day.

Once you have done your part, the product will be evaluated accordingly and you will be informed
of the results. If your request is prioritized, it will be done promptly.



In the meantime, have a great weekend and it is always great to have your visiting the lab. You
are a great source of inspiration for me,

Respectfully,

Velazquez

From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Velazquez, Alberta
Cc: Alonso, Orlando L

Subject: Fw: Coronavirus Disinfectant (Able Business Services, Inc.)

CAUTION; This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are
expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.

Mr. Valasquez, its been a couple of weeks since we dropped off the Lysol for testing and I am not
sure what else we need to do at this point. The get clarity our chemist was trying to reach you as
well. If there is something else we need to do please advise Mr. Van Damm at (305) 494-0396.
Also, as you now may be aware our lysol is a off the shelf CDC approved product for COVID-19
eradication.

Regards,

William L. Berry Sr., President

Able Business Services Inc

1234 NW 79th Street

Miami, Florida 33147

Office: (305)-636-5099

ablmaintl @beilsouth.net

www.ablebushessservtces.com

-— Fonwarded Message ——

From: Alonso, Orlando L <oalonso2@dadeschools.net>

To; WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsou(h.net>; Derek Williams <Derek@ablebusinessservices.com>

Cc: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>;
JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>

Sent: Tuesday, October 13,2020, 09:55:09 AM EDT

Subject: FW: Coronavirus Disinfectant (Able Business Services, Inc.)

Gentlemen

Please see instructions below from Mr. Velasquez. Please advise when you will provide samples to Mr. Velazquez so
testing can be completed,

Thank you

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director



Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipients) and may contain confidential and
privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is
prohibited. If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic
mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message

From; Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>
Sent: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 7:46 AM
To: Abreu, Pedro A. <PAbreu@dadeschools.net>; Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>; Martinez, Alexis
L <amartinez6@dadeschools.net>; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; Limon, Carlos R.
<climon@dadeschools.net>
Subject; Re: Coronavirus Disinfectant (Able Business Services, Inc.)

Hello All

I am unable to log in the PC thus using iPad

To conduct this evaluation the vendor shall complete Forms A and B; provide SDS and TDS

Get Outlook for iOSof each product; two samples from two different lots and pay the testing fee. Able is well familiar
with this procedure.

Thanks

Alberta



Able Business Services, tnc Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinessservices.com>

Fw: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., FSPMA PRODUCT EVALUATION REQUEST
FORMS WITH SDS SUBMITTED TO MDCPS OCTOBER 2020 WITH SAMPLES
1 message

WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1 @bellsouth.net> Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 9:26 AM
Reply-To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
To: Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinessservices.com>

Derek, we need to try and figure out what he is asking us to do?

William L. Berry Sr., President
Able Business Services Inc
1234 NW 79th Street
Miami, Florida 33147
Office: (305)-636-5099
ablmaintl @bellsouth.net
www.ablebusinessservices.com

Forwarded Message -—

From: Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>
To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; Cone,
Steffond L. <slcone@dadeschools.net>; JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>; ROBINSON, BRITTNEE N
<brobinson@dadeschools.net>; Hicks, James <jhicks@dadeschools.net>; Jr. Albert E. Dotson <adotson@bilzin.com>;
Eric Singer <esinger@bilzln.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 8,2020, 08:26:06 AM EST
Subject: RE: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., FSPMA PRODUCT EVALUATION REQUEST FORMS WITH SDS
SUBMITTED TO MDCPS OCTOBER 2020 WITH SAMPLES

Dear Berry,

I have explained to you and your chemist what is needed. You are familiar with the procedure as you have evaluated
products before. . You must submit a Form B indicating the specification under which the product shall be evaluated and
pay the corresponding fee. Until you do it, I am not able to move forward with the evaluation.

Thanks,

Dr. Alberto Velazquez
MDCPS-Employee
CHEMIST
9134 - MATERIALS CONTROL CENTER

(786)275-0775
avelazquezl ©dadeschools.net



From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@betlsouth.net>
Sent: Monday, December 7, 2020 4:28 PM
To: Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>;
Cone, Steffond L. <SLCONE@dadeschools.net>; JAMES, MIRANDAKmjames@dadeschools.net>; ROBINSON,
BRITTNEE N <brobinson@dadeschools.net>; Hicks, James <JHicks@dadeschoots.net>; Jr. Albert E, Dotson
<adotson@bilzin.com>; Eric Singer <esing9r@bilzin.com>
Subject: Fw: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., FSPMA PRODUCT EVALUATION REQUEST FORMS WITH SDS
SUBMITTED TO MDCPS OCTOBER 2020 WITH SAMPLES

CAUTION; This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are
expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe,

De Velazquez,

Attached, please again find the completed form and information (SDS included) in which we
provided along with our check and samples of Lysol Clean and Fresh Multi Surface Cleaner, on
October, 2020. To. explain what occurred initially with the samples, when I was asked via email to
drop samples off to the district office, I assumed because these were already approved EPA /CDC
samples this would be a routine process and no formal paperwork would be needed. I offered to
drop these products off as a favor since I knew where your office was located, and since I had
dropped chemicals off before that we had in fact manufactured. When I spoke with you later I was
still very much confused, and this is when I asked Mr. Van Dam PA office for assistance. I had
assumed the issues were resolved as explained in his letter, which you were also copied. I now
understand the (4) samples of LYSOL CLEAN & FRESH MULTISURFACE CLEANR is not what
you wanted, but nevertheless we submitted the attached FSPMAform anyway.. Are you asking for
Beckitt Benchiser Corporation who actually manufacture LYSOL to sign off on this form or do you
want us to resubmit as the manufacturer? To provide you with the information you are
requesting to complete your work, in simple terms what specially are you asking us to do at
this point?.

Regards. . .

William Berry

President

Able Business Services, Inc.

1234 NW 79 Street

Miami, Florida 33147

Office: 305-636-5099

Cell; 786-291-6686

ablmaintl @bellsouth,net
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'/A^
lAbfetwkiESSiEW'c-t.lnt Derek Williams <derek@ablebuslnesss8rvlces.com>

Re: FW: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., FSPMA PRODUCT EVALUATION REQUEST FORMS WITH SDS SUBMITTED TO
1DCPS OCTOBER 2020 WITH SAMPLES

, message

Derek Williams <derek@ablebuslnossservlces.com> Thu, Dec 10
To; "Andreu, Jennifer D." <jandreu@dadeschools.nel>
Cc: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsoulh.net>, Donald Lovlnsky <donald@ablebusinessser/lces.com>, Jassmond Sanders <lassmond@ablBbusines5servicBs.com>

Good morning Ms. Andreu,

There Is no speclflcation number for Ihls dlslnfectant/chemlcal by FSPMA (as prior to COVID 19, Dads County Schools never used these disinfectants, (his is why the EPA Approved them foi
disinfectants/chemicals are used to Rght COVID 19 and were approved by the EPA. Dade County Public Schools/FSPMA does not have a FSPMA SneciBcatlon Numbar far any af these EP/
COVID 19 Disinfeclanls. What number does he want us to use?

On Thu,Dec 10.2020 at 11:27 A^4 Andrau, Jennifer D. <jandreu@dadeschools.net> wrote:

, Mr. Beny,

I
! You sllll need to complete this one section of the form:

FOR TESTING CONFORMITY TO FSPMA SPECIFICATION NUMBER:

Thanks,

Jennifer D. Andreu

Assistant Superintendent, Equity & Diversity

Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)

Mlami-Dade County Public Schools

1450 N.E. 2"<1 Avenue, Suite 428

Miami, FL 33132

305-995-1307

Office of.
Economic Opportunity
ffRea'.t. 3'A.;< 7.013

€- ^
126 S% Wt

GOd SPCNOIKCWITH CIUOUA-fEO FtflHS TOTAL NUMOEB Of SCHOOL ifftWORKFOftCi
WAU./ttiCSO. H/WOt, ?9 1» OUIt FOSNAHS (MJTflCACH IVflHTS ftfVIEWli

vrresAn nnus

CATAASOfSEFTEHaERyt^iO

Derek Williams

Proposal Coordinator

Able Business Sen/ices, Inc.

1234 NW 79th Street

Miami, Florida 33147

3: (305) 636-5099

F:(305)638-8082

Email: DsrekQablebusinessssn/ices.com

Website'.v/v/'iV.ahlebusinesssswices^com
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) Able Business Se»viW!,lnc Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinessservices.com>

\G: FW: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., FSPMA PRODUCT EVALUATION REQUEST FORMS WITH
SDS SUBMITTED TO MDCPS OCTOBER 2020 WITH SAMPLES
1 message

Andreu, Jennifer D. <jandreu@dadeschools.net> Fri, Dec 11, 2020 at 12:20 PM
To: Derek Williams <derek@abl8businessservices.com>
Cc: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@beHsouth.net>

Mr. Williams,

Please add the speciRcation number to your form with the attachment and resend to Dr. Valasquez. That should complete the process.

Thanks,

Jennifer D. Andreu

Assistant Superintendent, Equity & Diversity

Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)

Miami-Dads County Public Schools

1450 N.E. 2nd Avenue, Suite 428

Miami, FL 33132

305-995-1307

''f^i Office of
Economic Opportunity
^mpaet S(AW 2013

® m" ^
$W.mii 126 396 1Cm

COS SpeSSItlG'WITH CRABUATEO FIBMS TOTAt.HWOEaOF ScHOdI. SIU WORKPoAct
SHntt/MlCR?, H/WBE. ANB IN OUB J'BOCaaMS OUTREACH WBHTS (ItVttW!;
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From: Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinessservlces.com>
Sent: Friday, December 11,2020 11:34 AM
To: Andreu, Jennifer D. <jandreu@dadeschools.net>
Cc: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmalnt1@bellsouth.nei>
Subject: Re: TO ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., FSPMA PRODUCT EVALUATION REQUEST FORMS WITH SDS SUBMITTED TO
MDCPS OCTOBER 2020 WITH SAMPLES

CAUTION; This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are expecting the email or
recognize the sender and know the message Is safe.



Good morning ms. Andreu,

We have done additional research and discovered an FSPMA Specification Number for Sgray and Wipe Multi-Puroose Cleaner (See: Attached).
The specification number is CC-30.2. Can we get confirmalion that this is the "appropriate" specification number to test the Lysol? Thanks.

On Thu, Dec 10,2020 at 11:27 AM Andreu, Jennifer D. <janclreu@dadeschools net> wrote;

Mr. Berry,

You still need to complete this one section of the form:

FOR TESTING CONFORMITY TO FSPMA SPECIFICATION NUMBER:

Thanks,

Jennifer D. Andreu

Assistant Superintendent, Equity & Diversity

! Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)
1

Miami-Dade County Public Schools
I

'• 1450 N.E. 2nd Avenue, Suite 428

Miami, FL 33132
I
' 305-995-1307
I

I. Office of.
Economic Opportunity
fnfitifi, '6iA-M 2013
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Derek Williams

Proposal Coordinator

Able Business Services, Inc.

1234 NW 79th Street



Miami, Florida 33147

P; (305) 636-5099

F: (305) 638-8082

Email: Derek@ablebusinessservices.com

Website: www.ablebusinessservices.com



|AhlpRnsinw'iwi", lnc Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinessservices.com>

\..^

Fw: Abble Business Services Lysol CIean& Fresh MuIti-Surface Cleaner Lemon
Scent
1 message

WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net> Fri, Jan 15, 2021 at 8:43 AM
Reply-To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
To: Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinessservices.com>, Jassmond Sanders <jassmond@ablebusinessservices.com>,
Donald Lovinsky <donald@ablebusinessservices.com>, Ted Williams <ted3williamsjr@gmail.com>

—" Forwarded Message —

From: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@cladeschools net>
To: Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>
Cc: Alonso, Orlando L. <oalonso2@dadeschools.net>; Limon, Cartos R. <climon@dad8schuols .net>; Abreu, Pedro A.
<pabreu@dadeschools.net>; Martinez, Alexis L. <amartinez6@dadeschools.net>; Palacio, Ignacio A.
<ipalacio@dadeschools.net>; WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021, 08:20:46 AM EST
Subject: RE: Abble Business Sen/ices Lysol Cleans Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner Lemon Scent

Alberto,

We will be scheduling a joint call with Able, MDCPS Transportation and MDCPS Procurement to discuss this and a
couple of other topics.

In order to assist on this item, please ensure that you provide a list (or instructions of where to access) of the approved
chemicals that could be used by Able for this service.

Best Regards,

Mario De Barros

Chief Procurement Officer - MDC Public Schools

Office: (305) 99 5-1434

Email: mdebarros(a)dadeschools.net



Website; http://procurement.dadeschools.net/

From: Velazquez, Atberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 8:15 AM
To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>; Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschoots.net>
Cc: Alonso, Orlando L. <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; Limon,
Carlos R. <climon@dadeschools.net>; Abreu, Pedro A. <PAbreu@dadeschools.net>; Martinez, Alexis L.
<amartinez6@dadeschools.net>; Palacio, Ignacio A. <IPalacio@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Abble Business Services Lysol Clean& Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner Lemon Scent

Good morning Mr. Berry,

Last week I requested information on the type of chelating agent, if present, on this product but did not get an answer, I
have completed the evalution of Lysol Clean& Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner Lemon Scent under FSPMA CC-30.2 Spray
and Wipe Multi-Purpose Cleaner: Type 1- Ready to Use or Type 2- Concentrate. The product did not comply with the
specifications requirements because: 1) The cleaning efficiency was 56% and a minimum of 80% is required, and b) The
non-volatite content was 4.45% and a maximum of 2% is required,

An alternate cleaning product is required. There are several detergent germicidal approved under FSPMA that could be
used for this purpose. Under SREF guidelines, the use of chemicals within the school including buses with fragances is
prohibited due to allergy complications. Thus, this represents another reason why Lysol should not be used for the buses
cleaning.

Thanks,

Alberta Velazquez

MT&E Chemist



e Business Services, Inc Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinessservices.com>

Fw: IVST&E FSPMA Approved Brands List
1 message

WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net> Fri, Jan 15, 2021 at 9:06 AM
Reply-To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
To: Derek Williams <derek@ablebusinessservices.com>

William L. Berry Sr., President
Able Business Services Inc
1234 NW 79th Street
Miami, Florida 33147
Office: (305)-636-5099
ablmaint1@bellsouth.net
www.ablebusinessservices.com

—- Forwarded Message —-

From: Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>
To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsQUth.net>; Velazquez, Alberta <avela2quez1@dadeschools.net>
Cc: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; Limon, Carlos R. <climon@dadeschools.net>; Alonso,
Orlando L. <oalonso2@dadeschools.net>; Abreu, Pedro A. <pabreu@dadeschools,net>; Martlnez, Alexis L,
<amartinez6@dadeschools.net>
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021, 08:36:34 AM EST
Subject: MT&E FSPMA Approved Brands List

Good morning Mr. Berry,

I will suggest to review the list of approved detergent germicidal under FSPMA specifications. It can be found at:
materials.dadeschools.net.

Then, on the left side under Home MT&E, you will find FSPMA Chemical Products. Click here and under Chemical-
Approved Products you will find a list of detergent germicidal approved under CC-10, C13, and CC14 specifications.

Please let me know if you require further assistance.

Thanks,

Alberto Velazquez

MT&E Chemist



Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2021, 01:23:04 PM EST

Subject: Fw: Abble Business Services Lysol Clean& Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner Lemon Scent

Good afternoon to all and this is hoping everyone had a great MLK holiday. Regarding the attached email, Mr. Orlando is
correct in that Plant Operations did recommend back in October one of several EPA/CDC approved COVID-19
disinfectants we propose using for our contract. However, please also be apprised in follow-up emails to
Transportation our position was that we had committed early to using Lysol because of its availability and costs..And in
subsequent emails with all over a period of many weeks our discussions revolved around such issues as paying
additional testing fees, and using the correct FSPMA specification number on our application..Dr. Velasquez email today,
after all this time, makes it abundantly clear we should have selected from the onset a approved FSPMA and CDC/EPA
disinfectant, and because Lysol is not an approved FSPMA product the issue of not not meeting Plant Operation
standards would not have been relevant. Again, our contract as well as our initial communications with Transportation
only asked that we use an approved EPA/CDC approved disinfectant. We now know none of the disinfectants
recommended previously by/our office for COVID-19 or Transportation for mold eradication were FEMPA approved
products. We have purchased a substantial amount of Micro Chem Plus from the list oi approved FEMPA approved
disinfectant that is good for both COVID-19 and mold eradication..This products has been shipped and as stated earlier it
should be here and in use by 1/21/21. Also, if permitted by our contract, and unless otherwise directed we would like to
work on Saturdays to do additional daytime detail cleaning work that's necessary to better detect, treat and prevent any
recurrence of mold on your buses. .

Some years back my first large governmental contract was at Miami International Airport.. Doing my first week sit down
meeting with the contract manager, I was told the downtown bureaucratics did not know what they were doing in giving
this large contract to me as a SBE vendor with limited resources. Consequently, I was not paid for three months under the
guise of service issues or invoice problems. And on every occasion when in the contract manager presence the topic of
his discussions revolved around President Barak Obama not being legitimate because he was not US born. I had to
mortgage my home in-order to sustain my business. My outstanding invoices now total $442,127.46.00.

In conclusion, we are very appreciative of the opportunity to partner with M-DCPS regarding safeguarding our children
from the COVID-19 virus that's threatening their welfare. Additionally, please again be apprised of our offer to use our
electrostatic foggers to sanitize your garages and your staff work areas to provide them with this additional
protection .from this virus that's menacing our community. Last week we were told all of your garage staff at Central West
went home for COVID testing because of being exposed. We wouldn't have had a problem servicing their work area that
evening at no additional expense.since they are essential workers as we are..

Looking forward to hearing back regarding working on Saturday and payment on our outstanding invoices. .... ....

Regards.

William L. Berry Sr., President

Able Business Services Inc

1234 NW 79th Street

Miami, Florida 33147

Office: (305)-636-5099

ablmaintl @bellsouth.net

wv/w.ablebusinessservices.com

On Friday, January 15, 2021, 04:04:40 PM EST, Alonso, Orlando L <oalonso2@dadeschools.net> wrote:

Mr. Berry

On October 6th I sent to you and to Mr. Williams the email below specifying the cleaning product recommendations to be
used.



The recommended products were selected from a list of those Mr. Williams had stated could be provided.

That recommendations was provided from our colleagues in Plant Operations who are the experts in this subject.

Regards

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipients) and may contain confidential and
privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure, Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is
prohibited If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic mail)
and then destroy all copies of the original message

From: Alonso, Orlando L.
Sent: Tuesday, October 6, 2020 4:30 PM
To: 'WILLIAM BERRY' <ablmafnt1@bellsouth.net>; Derek Williams <Derek@ablebusinessservices.com>
Cc; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>; JAMES, MIRANDA L <mjames@dadeschools.net>;
MONTFORT, CHARISMA H <CMONTFORT@DADESCHOOLS.NET>; FLORES, VANESSA Y" ------ •
<vflores@dadeschools.net>; Amaya, Lourdes <LourdesAmaya@dadeschools.net>; Placide, Nouchka
<NPIacide@dadeschools.net>; Hicks, James <JHicks@dadeschools.net>; Abreu, PedroA.
<PAbreu@dadeschools.net>
Subject: FW: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES, INC., EPA APPROVED COVID 19 DISINFECTANTS UTILIZED FOR
MDCPS BUSES

Mr. Williams

As I previously stated to you, Clorox Germicidal Bleach is highly corrosive to the metal and plastics components inside
a school bus and for this reason it cannot be used.

See excerpt from the SDS you provided where it stipulates that Clorox Germicidal Bleach contains a strong oxidizer.

Plant Operations has reviewed the list of products you provided and recommends 3M Quat Disinfectant Cleaner and
Avert Diversey Sporicldal Disinfectant Cleaner Wipes,

Please confirm the products recommended by Plant Operations will be utilized for the cleaning and sanitation of the
school bus fleet and no other substitute will be used.



Hazards not otherwise classified (HNOC)
Although not expected, heart conditions or chronic respiratory problems such as asthma, chronic bronchitis, or obstructs
disease may be aggravated by exposure to high concentrations of vapor or mist.

Product contains a strong oxidizer, Always flush drains before and after use.

Orlando Alonso

Administrative Director

Miami-Dade County Schools

Transportation Department

15401 SW 117 Avenue

Miami, FL 33157

This message and any attachments are the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and
privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is
prohibited. If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by telephone or reply via electronic
mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message

From: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@bellsouth.net>
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 3:21 PM
To: DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>
Cc: Atonso, Orlando L, <OAIonso2@dadeschools.net>; Andreu, Jennifer D. <jandreu@dadeschools.net>; Limon,
Carlos R. <climon@dadeschools.net>; Abreu, PedroA. <PAbreu@dadeschools.net>; Martinez, Alexis L.
<amartinez6@dadeschools.net>; Palacio, Ignacio A. <IPalacio@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Re: Abble Business Services Lysol CleanSi Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner Lemon Scent

CAUTION: This email originated outside of dadeschools.net. Do not click on links or attachments unless you are
expecting the email or recognize the sender and know the message is safe.

Good afternoon Mr. De Barros, regarding our upcoming meeting please give me a couple of hours notice for a next week
meeting. Monday is MLK day and I have another commitment on Wednesday. And thank you for your involvement, since
this info simply should have been provided back in October to avoid all the unnecessary confusion up to this point...Our
contract only specified that we utilize a EPA approved coronavims disinfectant, and to be as cost efficient as possible we
stockpiled the Lysol that was readily available at the time. Also, there was no mention that the product had to be on the
FSPMA approved list. Micro-Chem Plus is on your list for Coronavirus as well as mold eradication, so we want have the
problem of purchasing two different products along with having additional staff for servicing both.of these complicated
issues. Also, if permitted regarding the visibility issues we could do a lot of our detail and mold eradication work Saturday
morning instead of Friday evening. In this way we want have to incur any additional costs as our resources are very
limited at that point. If there is a need for buses on Saturday for a special event, if we had the bus numbers on Friday we
could maintain a small crew for special event cleaning.for Saturday usage.

Please advise regarding any of the above and a date for nest week meeting.



Regards, .. ..

William L. Berry Sr, President

Able Business Services Inc

1234 NW 79th Street

Miami, Florida 33147

Office: (305)-636-5099

ablmaint1@bellsouth.net

www.ablebusinessservices.com

On Friday, January 15, 2021, 08:20:46 AM EST, DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net> wrote:

Alberto,

We will be scheduling a joint call with Able, MDCPS Transportation and MDCPS Procurement to discuss this and a
couple of other topics.

in order to assist on this item, please ensure that you provide a list (or Instructions of where to access) of the approved
chemicals that could be used by Able for this service.

Best Regards,

Mario De Barros

Chief Procurement Officer - MDC Public Schools

Office: (305) 995-1434

Email; mdebarros(a).dadeschools.net

Website: http://procurem6nt.dadeschools.net/

From: Velazqyez, Alberta <avelazquez1@dadeschools.net>
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 8:15 AM
To: WILLIAM BERRY <ablmaint1@beltsouth.net>; Velazquez, Alberto <avelazquez1@dadeschools,net>
Cc; Alonso, Orlando L, <OAIonso2@dadeschools.n8t>; DE BARROS, MARIO A <mdebarros@dadeschools.net>;
Limon, Carlos R. <ctjmon@dadeschools.net>; Abreu, Pedro A. <PAbreu@dadeschools.net>; Martinez, Alexis L.
<amartinez6@dadeschools.net>; Palacio, Ignacio A. <IPalacio@dadeschools.net>
Subject: Abble Business Services Lysol Clean& Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner Lemon Scent

Good morning Mr. Berry,



Last week I requested information on the type of chelating agent, if present, on this product but did not get an answer.
I have completed the evalution of Lysol Clean& Fresh Multi-Surface Cleaner Lemon Scent under FSPMA CC-30.2
Spray and Wipe Multi-Purpose Cleaner; Type 1- Ready to Use or Type 2- Concentrate. The product did not comply
with the specifications requirements because; 1) The cleaning efficiency was 56% and a minimum of 80% is required,
and b) The non-volatile content was 4.45% and a maximum of 2% is required.

An alternate cleaning product is required. There are several detergent germicidal approved under FSPMA that could
be used for this purpose. Under SREF guidelines, the use of chemicals within the school including buses with
fragances is prohibited due to allergy complications. Thus, this represents another reason why Lysol should not be
used for the buses cleaning.

Thanks,

A!berto Velazquez

MT&E Chemist

CAUTION; Please be aware of Itie increase in cybercrime and fraud. Bitan Surnberg personnel will nol ordinarily provide
wire transfer or other payment instructions by email relating to (lie paymenl of Bilzin Sumberg invoices or advance fee
deposits. Although payment Instructions may be provided by email in connection with client matters such as closings,
please contact us to obtain verbal verification prior to initialing any payments.
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From: McDonald, Laudelina (OIG)
To: Dilme-Bejel, Adria (OIG)
Subject: FW: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES
Date: Thursday, March 3, 2022 10:16:47 AM

 
 
Laudelina Fernandez McDonald
Assistant Legal Counsel
Office of the Inspector General
Miami-Dade County
Overtown Transit Building, South Tower
601 N.W. 1ST Court, 22nd Floor
Miami, FL 33136
Tel.:    305-375-1946
Fax:   305-579-2656
Report Fraud Hotline:  (305) 579-2593
www.miamidadeig.org
 
From: Bradford, Omar <obradford@gjb-law.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2022 3:56 PM
To: McDonald, Laudelina (OIG) <Laudelina.McDonald@miamidade.gov>; Jimenez, Felix (OIG)
<Felix.Jimenez@miamidade.gov>
Cc: Gonzalez, Alfredo <agonzalez@gjb-law.com>; Isenberg, Joey <jisenberg@gjb-law.com>;
michael@bandlawfirm.com; Liu, Patra (OIG) <Patra.Liu@miamidade.gov>; McNally, Maria L. (OIG)
<Maria.McNally@miamidade.gov>
Subject: ABLE BUSINESS SERVICES
 
EMAIL RECEIVED FROM EXTERNAL SOURCE
Dear Mr. Jimenez and Ms. McDonald,
 
We want to again thank you for taking the time to speak with us last week to discuss the
OIG’s Draft Report and the Response thereto by ABLE Business Services, Inc.
 
As you know, ABLE is a black-owned, family business that holds a special place in the
community. It is lauded for both its commitment to professional excellence along with its deep
involvement in community efforts – including employing some 275 persons across a diverse
set of backgrounds (with special focus on providing job opportunities that pay a living wage to
socio-economically disadvantaged persons and persons with mental and physical disabilities).
ABLE’s community support efforts further extend through its wide range of successful
philanthropic efforts.
As we discussed, please find attached to this letter supplemental documents we believe further
support the positions raised in ABLE’s repose. The enclosures include:

 
a. Example records of bus cleaning relating to allegations contained in the Draft Report;
b. Records detailing the additional services performed by ABLE’s mold remediation task

force over the Winter break to combat mold growth; and
c. Example records of employee discipline;
d. ABLE background and biographical information.

Please find a link to these supplemental (to the Exhibits previously attached to our Response)
enclosed documents (a-d) here:

mailto:Laudelina.McDonald@miamidade.gov
mailto:Adria.Dilme-Bejel@miamidade.gov
http://www.miamidadeig.org/


 https://gjb-law.sharefile.com/d-sb80e8c6a2c7b47df8a6cca8ee059fbe5

As mentioned, ABLE, at its own expense, painstakingly took the time over the Winter Break
to further address the School Board’s concerns regarding mold presence. Ultimately, ABLE’s
efforts further helped curb mold growth (although it should be again noted that nothing short
of outright full removal and replacement of all seat cushions could have fully removed the
presence and growth of mold on the buses – which was not called for under the contract).

Finally, the Draft Report, as written, simply does not accurately reflect the situation at hand.
ABLE met and exceeded its contractual obligations, and sought to act as a partner to the
School Board in combating a global pandemic. Despite this, as was apparent from the outset,
ABLE was not met in kind. ABLE offered to, at its own cost, to work longer hours, extra days,
and staff additional employees to meet the task of fully cleaning and disinfecting the School
Board’s fleet of 999 school buses, yet were rebuffed at every turn.

Regardless of whether ABLE was set up to fail, what is clear is that ABLE’s actions to meet
its contractual obligations do no warrant punishment. Unfortunately, the Draft Report, as
currently written, incorrectly paints ABLE as allegedly failing to meet its obligations and
purportedly endangering the lives of bus drivers and school children only. This is simply not
the case. Indeed, it will only serve to unreasonably harm ABLE both in the eyes of the School
Board and ABLE’s current and future clientele/partners. Again, it is a fact that the Draft
Report is currently being used against ABLE in projects that they have bid on and which will
be awarded very shortly in the near future.  Thus, the Draft report is already creating
significant harm to this family-owned business and all of the families and local communities
to which ABLE provides opportunities of upward mobility, in addition to damaging ABLE’S
reputation that William Berry has worked so hard, truly against all odds, to maintain.  

We ask the OIG take into account this additional information along with what has already
been provided when revising and finalizing its Report. Thank you for your time and
consideration.

Very truly yours,
--Omar K. Bradford

Omar K. Bradford, Esq.
Main 305.349.2300 | Direct 305.913.6691 | Fax
305.428.8808
obradford@gjb.law | gjb.law | vCard

100 SE 2nd Street, Suite 4400 | Miami, Florida 33131
Miami | Ft. Lauderdale | Tampa

GJB

https://gjb-law.sharefile.com/d-sb80e8c6a2c7b47df8a6cca8ee059fbe5
mailto:obradford@gjb.law
file:////c/gjb.law
http://www.gjb.law/vCards/Omar_K._Bradford.vcf
https://www.gjb-law.com/
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Bio: William Berry 

President/CEO Able Business Services 

 
William Berry is a product of Miami having graduated HS from GW Carver in Coconut Grove in 1966, 

from Florida Memorial University in 1971, worked professionally for 31 years as the Regional 

1234 NW 79th Street Miami, Florida 33147         Phone: 305-636-5099    Fax: 305-638-8082 

www.ablebusinessservices.com 
 

Email: info@ablebusinessservices.com  
 

 

 

http://www.ablebusinessservices.com/
mailto:info@ablebusinessservices.com


Administrator for the Department of Labor/Division of Blind Services, and for the past 20 years in 

business owning Able Business Services – a family owned and operated company.  

Along with a BA in Social Science William has graduate credits in rehabilitation counseling and 

certifications in Vocational Rehabilitation Counseling from Mississippi State University and University 

of Southern Illinois. During his tenure with Vocational Rehabilitation Mr. Berry was a trail blazer in 

creating meaningful employment opportunities for the visually impaired. Mr. Berry was instrumental in 

placing the first totally blind person as a computer programmer with Eastern Airlines and creating the 

customer service position for visually impaired to work in this capacity with the Social Security 

Administration. Since his retirement, after working in rehabilitation services for 31 years, Mr. Berry 

embarked on a second career as a businessperson with aspirations of combining has interest in 

Vocational- rehabilitation with business.  His background in social services has made it possible for Mr. 

Berry to work with community-based organizations such as the Beacon Council and CareerSource of 

South Florida to employ socio-economically disadvantaged persons, chronically employed, veterans, 

along with persons who are physically & mentally challenged.  

Able Business Services, Inc. was launched in January 2000 as a multifaceted business with primary 

revenue lines in janitorial, propane, and industrial chemical blending. Some of our current and past 

customers have included; Miami-Dade Parks, Miami-Dade Water and Sewer, Jackson Health Systems, 

Miami International Airport, Miami Dade Transit Authority, South COM, City of South Miami, Adonel 

Concrete, Swiss Port, TY Trucking, Supper Shuttle, MV Transportation, and the City of Miami.  

Chemical Division- We produce a full line of car care detailing and industrial chemicals cleaners, such as; 

car wash, upholstery cleaners, tire shines, degreasers, along with (15) fragrances. Our unique industrial 

degreasers (Able 1,2& Cret-off) are blended primarily for the construction industry and is being used for 

removing hardened concrete from industrial trucks and many other surfaces. Along with carrying an array 

of these chemicals in our store we also carry several other products and services for the car detailing 

professional; such as; brushes, hose/small engine repairs, pressure washers, and generators 

standalone/home types.  

Professional Janitorial Services-We are a full service janitorial business and we have a broad range of 

customers, providing services such as stripping waxing and general/industrial office cleaning programs.  

Also, we provide emergency clean-up services along with post-construction cleaning services. We are a 

certified emergency clean-up prime contractor with both Miami Dade County and Miami Dade Public 

Schools.  

COVID-19 Eradication- Able Business is certified by Western Michigan in WAZWOPER Pathogen 

Eradication services, and we have fifteen (15) staffers with this certification.    

Propane- We provide refilling services for local home owners, food trucks, and other industrial businesses 

requiring bottled propane services. for their bottling/grilling/tanks, and fork lifts.   

Able Business Services has a diverse employee base of some 275 persons from all over Miami Dade 

County. William Berry’s philanthropic efforts involve supporting such organizations as; Urban 

Construction Academy, MDCC Dorothy Baker Golf Tournament, NAACP Legal Defense Fund, National 

Urban League, Thurgood Marshall Leal Defense Fund, Southern Poverty Law Center and COMTO 



National Scholarship Fund. Other community activities involve supporting summer employment 

programs for youth, intramural sports and other programs that assist youth in furthering their educational 

aspirations.  
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